Date:
30 March 2021
Our ref: 347309
Your ref: City Plan 2036

Mr P Beckett
Policy & Performance Director
Department of the Built Environment
City of London Corporation
Guildhall
Gresham Street
London, EC2V 7HH

Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
T 0300 060 3900

BY EMAIL ONLY
localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Dear Mr Beckett
Planning Consultation: City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Proposed Submission Draft and
supporting documents
Thank you for your consultation request on the above Strategic Planning Consultation, dated and
received 19 th March 2021.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations,
thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Natural England have no comments to make on this consultation.
For any new consultations, or to provide further information on this consultation please send your
correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
Yours sincerely

Sharon Jenkins
Operations Delivery
Consultations Team
Natural England

Dear Mr. Russell

I am writing on behalf of the Georgian Group, which as one of the six National
Amenity Societies, acts as a statutory consultee in the planning process in
England and Wales. Beyond this statutory role the Group is active in protecting
eighteenth and early nineteenth century architecture and designed landscapes
and promoting a better understanding of them.

Over the past months the Group has been vocal over the current threat to the
setting of Bevis Marks Synagogue in the City of London. Bevis Marks is the oldest
surviving synagogue in England and is statutorily listed at grade I. It is a rare
survival of an extremely well-preserved synagogue which has remained in
continued use since its completion in 1701. Externally, the design of the building
has drawn comparisons with the city churches of Christopher Wren and the
early nonconformist meeting houses – most evidently with their large, archheaded windows. The interior of Bevis Marks bears a strong resemblance to the
building of its mother congregation, the Portuguese great synagogue of
Amsterdam designed by Elias Bouwman. Historic fabric linking these important
synagogues is present in Bevis Marks, in the form of the great central chandelier
which sits over the reader’s platform and four lamp stands that stand before the
Torah shrine.

The architectural interest in Bevis Marks Synagogue is evidently high, as is the
potential for archaeological interest. On top of this, clear from the submitted
concerns over the development, is the extremely high historic interest associated
with Bevis Marks Synagogue. Intertwined within this is the communal
importance of a place to a specific community. Bevis Marks is the only synagogue
in Europe which has held regular services continuously for more than 300 years
and marks an important moment in British History which saw the resettlement
of the Jewish community in 1656.

Protecting this heritage asset is of the upmost importance and any development
within the setting of the grade I designated synagogue must not adversely harm
its significance. One of the three purposes of a synagogue is to house community
meetings, the courtyard of Bevis Marks is integral to these meetings taking place.
Further encroachment on the courtyard would threaten the ability to utilize this
space due to the reduction of light caused by developments of a height which are
currently proposed. With the courtyard being viewed as an extension of the

synagogue, any subsequent harm to it will also be inflicted on the significance of
the grade I designated heritage asset. Therefore, similar protection must be put
in place for the courtyard as is in place for the fabric of the building.

The provision of light into a synagogue is fundamental to the practices of
Judaism and would have been an influential factor in Joseph Avis’s designs. Bevis
Marks admits natural light through the large windows on the first floor,
providing a suitable environment for the reading and reciting of prayers. This is
particularly necessary on the eastern wall of the synagogue where the Ehal is
located, which, in the case of Bevis Marks, is made up of three ark cupboards
divided by pilasters of the Corinthian order. Setting is influenced by
environmental factors, as set out within Historic England’s guidance document
GPA3 The Setting of Heritage Assets and reducing the amount of light into the
synagogue would harm its setting and therefore significance.
A recent award of funds from the NLHF has cemented the future of the Bevis
Marks Synagogue complex as a place to visit and learn about the synagogue and
the community associated with it. Preserving Bevis Marks and those elements
which contribute to its significance will allow its important story to continue to
be told and contents appreciated.

The Group calls on the City of London to implement specific protections for this
historic synagogue within the City Local Plan 2036, setting out clear directives as
to what is acceptable in terms of surrounding development. Doing so will help
potential applicants shape their proposals, whilst protecting this exceptionally
important heritage asset for future generations.
Your sincerely,

Edward Waller (Conservation Adviser for London and South East England)

Lawman, Katie
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HNL Sustainable Places <HNLSustainablePlaces@environment-agency.gov.uk>
14 April 2021 09:34
DBE - Local Plan
RE: City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Proposed Submission Draft Consultation
Policy CR2 Flood Risk.pdf; Policy CR4 Flood protection and flood defences.pdf;
Policy OS3 Biodiversity.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Good morning Local Plan team,
Thanks you for consulting us on the draft submission of your Local Plan. We have taken into account the evidence
base document and Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2017) in making our comments.
Our representations are attached and summarised as follows:
-

Policy CR2 Flood risk – paragraph 6.7.15: Support no changes
Policy CR2 Flood risk – paragraph 6.7.17: Support no changes

-

Policy CR4 Flood protection and flood defences – paragraph 6.7.32: Support no changes

-

Policy OS3 Biodiversity – paragraph 6.6.28: Support no changes

I would like to thank you for taking on our previous suggestions into consideration.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards
George Lloyd
Planning Advisor, Hertfordshire and North London Sustainable Places
Environment Agency | 2 Marsham Street, 3rd floor, London, SW1P 4DF
HNLSustainablePlaces@environment-agency.gov.uk
Pronouns : he/him (why is this here ?)

Does Your Proposal Have Environmental Issues or Opportunities? Speak To Us Early!
If you’re planning a new development, we want to work with you to make the process as smooth as possible. We offer
a bespoke advice service where you will be assigned a project manager who will be a single point of contact for you
at the EA, giving you detailed specialist advice. This early engagement can significantly reduce uncertainty and
delays to your project. More information can be found on our website here.

From: City of London Corporation [mailto:LocalPlan@cityoflondon.gov.uk]
Sent: 19 March 2021 13:01
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City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: George
Last name: Lloyd
Address Line 1: 2 Marsham Street
Line 2: 3rd Floor
Line 3: London
Line 4:
Post code: SW1P 4DF
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name
Last name
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:
Organisation where relevant:

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.7.15 & 6.7.17

Policy

Policy CR2: Flood Risk

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

X

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

X

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

X

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

Thank you for incorporating the changes to paragraph 6.7.15 that we requested. We feel
the paragraph now provides more clarity regarding the sequential test and exception
test.
We also thank you for the inclusion of the requested wording in paragraph 6.7.17 –“all
sleeping accommodation to be located above the modelled tidal breach level, unless it
can be demonstrated that a permanent fixed barrier at the threshold of the property
prevents water ingress in a breach event”.
We welcome the amendments and think they better comply with our new approach and
the National Planning Policy Framework.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
No modifications required.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date: 09/04/2021

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: George
Last name: Lloyd
Address Line 1: 2 Marsham Street
Line 2: 3rd Floor
Line 3: London
Line 4:
Post code: SW1P 4DF
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name
Last name
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:
Organisation where relevant:

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.7.32

Policy

Policy CR4: Flood protection and flood defences

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

X

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

X

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

X

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

We support the strengthening of this section of the plan with the inclusion of the wording
“Discussions with the Environment Agency will be required to establish the most effective
designs for improved flood defences and to incorporate adequate set back from the
defences to allow for future maintenance and raising in line with the TE2100 Plan”. This
wording is more robust and allows for future improvement works but also minimises the
risk of adverse impacts to the defences during development works and potentially
increasing flood risk in the City.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
No modifications required.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date: 09/04/2021

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: George
Last name: Lloyd
Address Line 1: 2 Marsham Street
Line 2: 3rd Floor
Line 3: London
Line 4:
Post code: SW1P 4DF
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name
Last name
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:
Organisation where relevant:

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.6.28

Policy

Policy OS3: Biodiversity

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

X

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

X

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

X

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
Thank you for the amendments to Policy OS3: Biodiversity. We support the inclusion of
paragraph 6.6.28 “Proposals for riverside developments should consider whether there
maybe opportunities to incorporate habitat creation measures to enhance the
biodiversity of the River Thames SMINC”. In addition to this we appreciate the inclusion
of the sentence “Development should aim to secure net gains for biodiversity where
possible by incorporating measures to enhance biodiversity” especially the use of the
term ‘biodiversity net gain’.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
No modifications required.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date: 09/04/2021

Ref:
(for official use only)

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage Representation Form
Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates

City of London City Plan 2036
Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate form for each representation
you wish to make.

Privacy Notice

To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the
names of those making representations, will be made available in line with
requirements in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, including being published on the City Corporation’s website and
being made available to the appointed Planning Inspector. In some cases, to
administer and run virtual events by means of video or telephone conference, the
Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email address and/or telephone number
of those making representations. All other personal information will remain
confidential and will be managed in line with the City Corporation’s Privacy Notice,
which is available at Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan
examinations which is available at Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if
applicable) but complete the full contact details of the agent.
First name

Michael

Last name

Atkins

Address Line 1

London River House

Line 2

Royal Pier Road

Line 3

Gravesend

Line 4

Kent

Post code

DA12 2BG

Telephone number
Email address where relevant

2. Agents details where relevant
First name
Last name
Address Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant
Job Title where relevant
Organisation where relevant

Part B

Please use a separate sheet for each representation.
Name or organisation

Port of London Authority

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
DE9: Lighting

Policy
Policies Map (A or B)

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is
Yes

4.1 Legally compliant

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate

Yes

No

Please add an X as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not
legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The Port of London Authority (PLA) supports the amendments made to policy DE9
(Lighting), particularly on point 2 which now includes reference for developments to
incorporate measures to reduce the potential for light spillage from external lighting,
particularly where it would impact adversely on neighbouring occupiers, the wider
public realm and biodiversity.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to
make the Local Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any
legal compliance or soundness matters you have identified at 5
above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need
to say why each modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as
precise as possible.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence
and supporting information necessary to support your representation and your
suggested modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further
opportunity to make submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do
you consider it necessary to participate in examination hearing
session(s)?
Please add an X as appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate
in hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline
why you consider this to be necessary.
Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified
the matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature

Date

26 April 2021

Ref:
(for official use only)

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage Representation Form
Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates

City of London City Plan 2036
Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate form for each representation
you wish to make.

Privacy Notice

To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the
names of those making representations, will be made available in line with
requirements in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, including being published on the City Corporation’s website and
being made available to the appointed Planning Inspector. In some cases, to
administer and run virtual events by means of video or telephone conference, the
Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email address and/or telephone number
of those making representations. All other personal information will remain
confidential and will be managed in line with the City Corporation’s Privacy Notice,
which is available at Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan
examinations which is available at Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if
applicable) but complete the full contact details of the agent.
First name

Michael

Last name

Atkins

Address Line 1

London River House

Line 2

Royal Pier Road

Line 3

Gravesend

Line 4

Kent

Post code

DA12 2BG

Telephone number
Email address where relevant

2. Agents details where relevant
First name
Last name
Address Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant
Job Title where relevant
Organisation where relevant

Part B

Please use a separate sheet for each representation.
Name or organisation

Port of London Authority

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
VT2: Freight and Servicing

Policy
Policies Map (A or B)

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is
4.1 Legally compliant
4.2 Sound

Yes

Yes

No

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate

Yes

No

Please add an X as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not
legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The Port of London Authority (PLA) supports the amendments made to policy VT2
Freight and Servicing) particularly the amendment in paragraph 6.1.27 which states
that Delivery and Servicing Plans (DSPs) should address the potential for use of
the River Thames to reduce congestion caused by servicing and deliveries.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to
make the Local Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any
legal compliance or soundness matters you have identified at 5
above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need
to say why each modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as
precise as possible.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence
and supporting information necessary to support your representation and your
suggested modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further
opportunity to make submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do
you consider it necessary to participate in examination hearing
session(s)?
Please add an X as appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate
in hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline
why you consider this to be necessary.
Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified
the matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature

Date

26 April 2021

Ref:
(for official use only)

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage Representation Form
Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates

City of London City Plan 2036
Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate form for each representation
you wish to make.

Privacy Notice

To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the
names of those making representations, will be made available in line with
requirements in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, including being published on the City Corporation’s website and
being made available to the appointed Planning Inspector. In some cases, to
administer and run virtual events by means of video or telephone conference, the
Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email address and/or telephone number
of those making representations. All other personal information will remain
confidential and will be managed in line with the City Corporation’s Privacy Notice,
which is available at Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan
examinations which is available at Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if
applicable) but complete the full contact details of the agent.
First name

Michael

Last name

Atkins

Address Line 1

London River House

Line 2

Royal Pier Road

Line 3

Gravesend

Line 4

Kent

Post code

DA12 2BG

Telephone number
Email address where relevant

2. Agents details where relevant
First name
Last name
Address Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant
Job Title where relevant
Organisation where relevant

Part B

Please use a separate sheet for each representation.
Name or organisation

Port of London Authority

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
S17 Thames Policy Area

Policy
Policies Map (A or B)

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is
4.1 Legally compliant
4.2 Sound

Yes

Yes

No

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate

Yes

No

Please add an X as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not
legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The Port of London Authority (PLA) supports the amendments made to policy S17
(Thames Policy Area), including the specific reference within paragraph 7.2.5 of the
supporting text to the PLA's 'A Safer Riverside' guidance, to ensure that safety is an
intrinsic part of all development alongside and on the tidal Thames.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to
make the Local Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any
legal compliance or soundness matters you have identified at 5
above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need
to say why each modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as
precise as possible.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence
and supporting information necessary to support your representation and your
suggested modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further
opportunity to make submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do
you consider it necessary to participate in examination hearing
session(s)?
Please add an X as appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate
in hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline
why you consider this to be necessary.
Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified
the matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature

Date

26 April 2021

Ref:
(for official use only)

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage Representation Form
Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates

City of London City Plan 2036
Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate form for each representation
you wish to make.

Privacy Notice

To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the
names of those making representations, will be made available in line with
requirements in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, including being published on the City Corporation’s website and
being made available to the appointed Planning Inspector. In some cases, to
administer and run virtual events by means of video or telephone conference, the
Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email address and/or telephone number
of those making representations. All other personal information will remain
confidential and will be managed in line with the City Corporation’s Privacy Notice,
which is available at Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan
examinations which is available at Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if
applicable) but complete the full contact details of the agent.
First name

Michael

Last name

Atkins

Address Line 1

London River House

Line 2

Royal Pier Road

Line 3

Gravesend

Line 4

Kent

Post code

DA12 2BG

Telephone number
Email address where relevant

2. Agents details where relevant
First name
Last name
Address Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant
Job Title where relevant
Organisation where relevant

Part B

Please use a separate sheet for each representation.
Name or organisation

Port of London Authority

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
VT4: River Transport

Policy
Policies Map (A or B)

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is
4.1 Legally compliant
4.2 Sound

Yes

Yes

No

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate

Yes

No

Please add an X as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not
legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The Port of London Authority (PLA) supports the amendments made to policy VT4
(River Transport) which now specifically refers to the promotion of river
transportation for passengers as well as freight within the policy wording itself in
point 1.
In order for the policy to be found fully sound the PLA consider that paragraph
6.1.36 of the supporting text is updated to reflect the latest position with regard to
safeguarded wharves, and clarify that Walbrook wharf is not retained in line the
'Mayor’s Safeguarded Wharves Direction', but rather is safeguarded by Ministerial
Safeguarding Direction supported by London Plan policy.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to
make the Local Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any
legal compliance or soundness matters you have identified at 5
above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need
to say why each modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as
precise as possible.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence
and supporting information necessary to support your representation and your
suggested modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further
opportunity to make submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.
To confirm, on the 19 February 2021 the updated Ministerial Directions were issued
by the Secretary of State which includes for the continued safeguarding of
Walbrook Wharf. Therefore paragraph 6.1.36 of policy VT4 is proposed to be
amended to the following:
"Walbrook Wharf is the only active river wharf in the City and will be retained as a
waste facility and river wharf in line with the associated Ministerial Safeguarding
Direction and the London Plan. The waste transfer site at Walbrook Wharf provides
a means of removing domestic and commercial waste from the City by river,
significantly reducing the need for road transport of waste. Subject to the need to
retain capacity for efficient waste operations from this site, there may be potential to
use Walbrook Wharf for freight logistics."

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do
you consider it necessary to participate in examination hearing
session(s)?
Please add an X as appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate
in hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline
why you consider this to be necessary.
Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified
the matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature

Date

26 April 2021
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London Symphony Orchestra response to the City of London, City Plan 2036


We support the measures proposed for all of the other measures creating an environment where the arts and
culture can flourish – i.e. if the City is a more pleasant place to visit and to work, and easier to access, this
creates a better climate for visitors to the City and to the Barbican Centre.



This in turn encourages greater levels of support from our audiences, patrons and in securing corporate
support. This will be particularly critical in the coming years if home-working or hybrid models continue to be
the norm, as employers will need more incentives to encourage employees back into their offices.



From an audience point of view, improvements to the Beech Street Tunnel, improved signage/wayfinding
around the City, and a better experience for pedestrians, are high priorities. These are frequent points of
negative feedback that we receive from audience members.



It would be beneficial for there to be some form of mechanism to allow the City to broker conversations
between developers and cultural organisations – to create more transparency about how this process works
and promote these opportunities more widely.



As an employer, improved access by cycling and for pedestrians, less pollution, and better access for
disabled people is also a positive.



The LSO would encourage the City of London to consider incorporating LSO St Luke’s on Old Street as part
of the City offer

Chris Millard, Head of Press & External Affairs
London Symphony Orchestra
Barbican Centre, Silk Street, EC2Y 8DS
| lso.co.uk
D

The LSO takes great care over how your contact details and other information we may hold about you is treated and protected.
To find out more, visit lso.co.uk/privacy

**Coronavirus Update: Please note that our registered offices are closed and all staff are working from home
for the foreseeable future.
Therefore please avoid sending any correspondence by post and communicate either by email or telephone.
If you would like to make payment the charity’s bank details are available on request.**

The contents of this message may contain personal views and should not be treated as reflecting the position or
policy of the LSO unless expressly indicated.
London Symphony Orchestra Ltd Barbican Centre, Silk Street, London, EC2Y 8DS
Registered in England no. 83608 | Charity Registration no. 232391
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Russell, Lisa
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Subject:

Everyone's Theatre Company
30 April 2021 11:43
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Hello,
Simply stop building!
Where is the demand for further structures, as homes or offices? Why choke the capital even further? What about
the environmental damage caused by unnecessary construction?
London is full of a huge and varied selection of beautiful buildings, which are getting increasingly smothered. Some
modern buildings have added to the beauty of this amazing city, but many detract from it.
Yours sincerely,
Lorna Baillie
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Museum of London Director
03 May 2021 06:48
DBE - Local Plan
Stephanie Kirkness; Laura Bates
Museum of London response to Local Plan
City Plan 2036_Museum of London response_FINAL.docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Local Plan Team,
Please see my response, on behalf of the Museum of London, to the plan.
It is ambitious and exciting, a plan that will make a positive change in the City of London.
Sharon
Sharon Ament
Director

museumoflondon.org.uk

Museum of London, 150 London Wall, London, EC2Y 5HN

Before printing, please think about the environment.
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Development Plan team
Department of the Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ
7 May 2021
City Plan 2036: Shaping the Future City
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to provide a response on behalf of the Museum of London regarding the draft City Plan 2036:
Shaping the Future City.
As Director of the Museum of London, one of the City of London’s cultural highlights and with the biggest
cultural infrastructure project in Europe underway to create a new Museum for London, I fully support this
plan that offers a resilient response in the face of global challenges and recognises the significant role that
world-class culture and creativity can play. Hand in hand with the Mayor’s London Recovery Programme
and the recommendations of the Cultural Recovery Taskforce, we are pleased to see a cohesive, forward
thinking vision.
General comments
I want to begin by warmly welcoming this consultation and the opportunity to engage with this next stage in
the process of development of the City Plan 2036. The world has changed dramatically and a collaborative
approach to the future will be vital to meet the threat of climate change, and ensure a strong, collective
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. This is a pivotal time to reflect, rethink and shape the City for future
generations. I consider the City of London to be the nerve centre of recovery post-COVID for London and
has a significant global leadership role post –COVID.
The City of London is a business and commercial leader as well as home to world class culture, particularly
the five core Culture Mile partners. We are pleased to see a progressive City Plan that recognises those
strengths and how they work together to improve the area for residents and workers, attract international
visitors and generate millions for the local economy. The integration of cultural activity through the planning
framework articulated through a coherent set of strategic policies will deliver London-wide, national and
global impact.
As you know our interests here align perfectly. We are progressing plans to create a new Museum of
London in West Smithfield in the near future, a transformational project that will not only rethink what a
museum for London and Londoners could be but also bring with it innumerable benefits, helping to grow
the City’s cultural status in London, the UK and around the world.
The emphasis on health and wellbeing, tackling climate change and creating an inclusive environment
throughout the City is a positive step and we think that culture and museums have a role to play here too
and would gladly support development of these areas with you, alongside directly related policy points.
Below we will summarise our responses to key strategic policies:

Strategic Policy S6: Culture, Visitors and the Night-Time Economy The City Corporation will maintain
and enhance the City of London’s contribution to London’s world-class cultural offer and the City’s
communities will be able to access a range of arts, heritage and cultural experiences.
We support inclusion of an overarching strategic set of policies that draw together the City’s cultural offer,
the visitor experience, the night-time economy, inclusive digital infrastructure and use of streets and open
spaces for culture. This integrated approach is essential in creating the conditions for success for a major
cultural destination. We know from our experience with putting on major outdoor programming in the area,
working with the City and partners, what incredible outcomes can be achieved. By producing a vibrant,
inspiring cultural offer, events like Smithfield 150 (2018) and Smithfield Street Party (2019) bring with them
new and different audiences opening the City of London up as a centre for culture and entertainment.
A particularly welcome point is Policy S6 that will now require developers to submit a Cultural Plan for
major schemes, outlining how their proposals will contribute to enriching and enhancing the City’s cultural
offer. As the cultural plans for city continue to go from strength to strength embedding culture at this early
stage of future development is an important step.
We are pleased to see access is a priority, through provision of facilities such as changing places toilets,
and would welcome detailed plans that tackle access in all its forms both physical and other so that there is
an equitable experience for all. Great infrastructure for people will be welcomed by both visitors and
workers from drinking fountains to places of repose, it will make the city great environment to be.
London’s night-time offer is renowned, particularly in Smithfield, appealing to both locals and visitors from
around the world. A significant driver for both footfall and the local economy and something to be
celebrated and we support strategic and considered development of these activities within the City. The
new Museum of London project has ambitions to operate outside of as well as during traditional museum
hours to better reflect the lives of our visitors and to enable a varied and vibrant offer, fitting for Smithfield’s
24hr life.
Key Area of Change
Strategic Policy S23 – Smithfield and the Barbican
We welcome this wide ranging policy that responds to the diverse and unique attributes of the Smithfield
and Barbican area. At the Museum of London we are committed to creating the most accessible, vibrant
and welcoming public realm spaces possible. Our award-winning design team has been working with both
Hawkins/Brown, Studio Egret West and the City of London Corporation, including the Culture Mile Look and
Feel strategy, to ensure that all public realm plans for the whole of Smithfield work cohesively together for
the benefit of local communities and visitors, including designing spaces and services for children and
young people.
To celebrate the iconic character of this area and to marry that with culture-led mixed-use development,
appropriate future uses for the market buildings, increased green infrastructure, preservation of green
space and facilities and providing support for local communities is of the upmost importance and it’s great
to see this supported through planning policy. Together these plans will enable sensitive transformation of
this area of the City, opening it back up to London and Londoners and we look forward to working closely
together to get there. With increased visitor numbers predicted to visit the new Museum of London and
Culture Mile overall, the continued emphasis on improving routes and experience for pedestrians and
cyclists alike in this area of the City will be crucial in creating a safe, accessible and welcoming
environment. We would welcome further development of infrastructure to support increased levels of
cycling to and within the area.
Strategic Policy S24 – Culture Mile Implementation
As the first major cultural infrastructure project as part of Culture Mile, the new Museum of London - as
referenced in policy S24 and S25 - will not only transform what a museum for London and Londoners could
be but also bring with it critical benefits. We will welcome significantly increased visitor numbers to our new

home in West Smithfield, have double the public space, the ability to put on showstopping programming
and exhibitions and importantly, engage with every school child in the city to name but a few.
We will champion local talent and suppliers through the ‘highstreet’ that wraps around the external walls of
the General Market and showcase London’s finest through our retail and commercial offer. This is
completely aligned with the proposal to reimagine the leisure, retail and food and beverage offer along the
Cultural Spine presenting opportunities for economic recovery from the pandemic and to create a vibrant
and flourishing community of local businesses alongside social and community provision.
Our close links with our neighbouring boroughs including Islington continue to deepen and we’re committed
to serving those next door as well as those from further afield. We welcome the commitment to shared
working for the benefit of local communities in the Plan.
The spatial policy initiatives set out will support delivery of the ambitious long-term vision for Culture Mile
that has already brought new creatives, initiatives, and a strong local network to the area to help create a
cultural centre and growing creative community in the heart of the Square Mile. The policy initiatives around
more flexible floor space and encouragement of meanwhile uses will help to encourage a return to the City
for socialising, collaboration and shared experiences, whether for work or play.
We are pleased to see access highlighted again in the Plan and commitment to coordinating wayfinding,
signage, lighting and pedestrian flow.
Strategic Policy S25: Smithfield
From famous nightclubs, bars and restaurants to ancient hospitals, streets and market structures,
Smithfield is home to the best that London has to offer and again we strongly support the principle of
protecting and enhancing the distinctive and historic character of the area. The museum already has strong
links with the local community of businesses, organizations and residents and by working closely with the
City of London and aligning our shared ambitions, as set out in this plan, this will only continue to grow
including St Bartholomew's Hospital. We have a long-standing relationship already and are excited to join
forces further in the future especially looking ahead to their 900th anniversary in the coming years,
connecting around the health and wellbeing of Londoners.
At the Museum of London we are interested in the contemporary changes to the wholesale markets, their
history and their future in relation to understanding London, believing food history, trade and commerce is
important for London as a national and global story. The museum is keen to assist the City of London
Corporation with understanding this story better through research and public engagement in the period up
to and beyond our move. The proposed uses will offer significant benefits to the local community, providing
space and opportunity for small businesses and individuals to thrive alongside a vibrant visitor experience.
Smithfield 150 and Smithfield Street Party saw thousands of people playing in and around the historic
Smithfield streets. These successful events were created in partnership, working closely with the markets
and using specific spaces – the possibility to do more of the same on a bigger scale in the future is exciting.
Summary
In summary we welcome the City Plan 2036 and are in broad support. It clearly sets out a shared and
ambitious vision that will benefit all those who live, work and play here. The role of culture in the City’s
recovery and exciting future, in particular the Smithfield and Barbican area which stands to be transformed
through initiatives laid out in this Plan, has never been more important and we look forward to being part of
it.
Yours sincerely
Sharon Ament, Director, Museum of London

City Plan 2036
Development Plans Team
Department of the Built Environment
City of London
PO Box 270, Guildhall
London EC2P 2EJ
by email to: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

4 May 2021
City of London City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Submission Draft
Final Consultation
Dear Sirs
Thank you for consulting Historic Royal Palaces on the new draft City of
London Local Plan, the ‘City Plan 2036’. We welcome the opportunity to
further contribute to this Plan following the response that we gave to the
previous consultation phase on 27 February 2019.
As we stated in our previous response, the Tower of London World
Heritage Site is extremely sensitive to the impact of new tall buildings
within the City of London and while relatively few of the overall draft Plan’s
strategic objectives and proposed policies relate to, or might have
implications for us, those that do are highly significant. Historic Royal
Palaces’ interest in the draft Plan thus focuses on the sections that have
potential impacts on the setting of the Tower WHS and its OUV that might
arise from policies they contain.
Our detailed comments on objectives and policies that appear relevant to
the Tower of London WHS are set out further below, but we have very
serious concerns about the overall planning context and lack of clear
strategic planning tools to control new development that the R19
submission draft of the plan would put in place.
Firstly, we believe that there is too much ambiguity in the plan in terms of
where new tall buildings can be located and at what heights they will be
permitted. This means that the potential impacts on the historic
environment are uncertain, which could result in significant harm to the
OUV of the Tower WHS and to other historic assets of the highest
importance.
Secondly, we agree with Historic England that there is a lack of evidence
relating to the historic environment for the Plan to be soundly based and
commend the Statement of Heritage Significance that they commissioned
from Alan Baxter.
Historic Royal Palaces
Tel +44(0)20 3166 6000 www.hrp.org.uk
Historic Royal Palaces is a Registered Charity (No. 1068852) and Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Ltd,
a company registered in England (No. 3418583)
The registered office and address for services of both bodies is Hampton Court Palace, Surrey, KT8 9AU

Finally, we strongly believe that the extensive work that the Corporation
has done to shape the aspirational form of the Cluster needs not only to be
soundly evidence-based, but translated into explicit policies that will
enable control of future development in the area and the shape and profile
of the Cluster so that the historic environment, and especially the
significance of the key heritage assets of the Tower of London WHS and St
Paul’s Cathedral are protected. We urge that the 3D-modelling is made
publicly available and that a return of the ‘pinnacle principle’ is included
within policy and with the consented scheme for 1 Undershaft as the
defined centre of the cluster approach.
Historic Royal Palaces’ detailed comments
6.0 Shape Outstanding Environments
6.4 Historic Environment
Paragraph 6.4.2 (page141), we welcome the inclusion of ‘setting’ for the
Tower of London World Heritage Site but at:
Strategic Policy S11.5 (page 141) we would still like to see the wording
embrace the wider, as well as the local, setting of the Tower WHS, which
would be consistent with the third bullet of policy S12.2 (page 149).
The reason for this is that the extent of the Tower’s local setting within the
City is limited to two small areas, to the north of Trinity Square Gardens
and the west of Tower Hill. Potential major development, especially tall
buildings, inappropriately located within the wider setting of the Tower
WHS currently poses the greatest threat to the Tower’s OUV and its
continuing status as a World Heritage Site.
Policy HE1: Managing Change to Heritage Assets (page 143) sets out
criteria which development likely to affect heritage assets or their settings
should meet. HE1.3 states that “Development should not adversely affect
Historic Parks and Gardens…”. We would like to see a similar statement
regarding the setting of protected buildings and World Heritage Sites.
Paragraph 6.4.5 (page142), we agree the conclusion that “The City has one
of the greatest concentrations of architecturally significant places of
worship in the country, with 44 listed medieval and Wren churches, Bevis
Marks Synagogue and an equally unique collection of over 60
churchyards…” and urge that the Plan makes sufficient provision for the
protection of the significance of these exceptional historic assets.
6.5 Tall buildings and Protected Views
Strategic Policy 12.6 states that “New tall buildings will be refused in
inappropriate areas…”. Paragraph 6.5.4 (page 150) states that “All of the
Historic Royal Palaces
Tel +44(0)20 3166 6000 www.hrp.org.uk
Historic Royal Palaces is a Registered Charity (No. 1068852) and Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Ltd,
a company registered in England (No. 3418583)
The registered office and address for services of both bodies is Hampton Court Palace, Surrey, KT8 9AU

City of London is sensitive to development of tall buildings and the City
Cluster represents the most appropriate area for encouraging tall buildings
in the City” (emphasis added). The areas considered to be inappropriate for
tall buildings are illustrated in Figure 21 (page 152). Taken together, this
could be understood to imply that ‘Tall buildings of world class architecture
will be encouraged’ in areas other than those specifically defined as
inappropriate. This would dilute the purpose of the City Cluster and
endanger the historic skyline that the Plan seeks to protect.
Figure 21 (page 150) now takes into account the protected vista of the
Tower of London from the South Bank, but not the sensitive backdrop to
the Tower and the area to its west between the Tower and the City Cluster,
illustrated in the Mayor’s London View Management Framework (LVMF)
Views 10A.1 from Tower Bridge and 25A.2&3 from the South Bank, which
comprise part of the Tower’s local and wider setting. This is a serious
omission that compromises the protection of the OUV of the Tower.
7.0 Key Areas of Change
‘Thames Policy Area’ (page 185)
Strategic Policy S17.3 contains an ambition for ‘the creation of a
continuous riverside walk’ as illustrated in Figure 29 (page188) and
referenced in the Pool of London and Aldgate, Tower and Portsoken Key
Areas of Change. Historic Royal Palaces closed the Tower Wharf during the
COVID-19 restrictions, and it remains closed while these are still in place
and we maintain a one-way flow through the Tower site. In 2022 the Wharf
will stay closed while we host a spectacular display in the moat in
celebration of Her Majesty The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. Options and
opportunities for the years thereafter are to be further considered.
‘Aldgate, Tower and Portsoken Key Area of Change (page 196)
The whole area lies within the eastern part of the City now identified in
Figure 21 as inappropriate for tall buildings. Historic Royal Palaces would
like to see a statement in Strategic Policy S20 that makes this clear.
City Cluster Key Area of Change (page 200)
Paragraph 7.6.4 (page 201) states that ‘The spatial extent of the Cluster
and the Renewal Opportunity Sites has been informed by technical work
undertaken to develop the City’s 3D modelling, which shows that there is
scope for further tall buildings, although not every site within the Cluster
will be suitable’ and paragraph 7.6.5 that “The Regeneration Opportunity
sites have potential to accommodate an uplift in floorspace in new tall
buildings of an appropriate design and height…” We ask that the sites in
question should be specifically allocated in the plan and the policies for
these should then identify potentially affected heritage assets and how their
Historic Royal Palaces
Tel +44(0)20 3166 6000 www.hrp.org.uk
Historic Royal Palaces is a Registered Charity (No. 1068852) and Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Ltd,
a company registered in England (No. 3418583)
The registered office and address for services of both bodies is Hampton Court Palace, Surrey, KT8 9AU

significance may be affected. It should then be ensured that this is
appropriately taken into account in design parameters
Historic Royal Palaces welcomes the inclusion in your draft Topic Paper 3
– Tall Buildings and Protected Views of Figure 20: City Cluster
aspirational profile (page 56). However, there are no details of this VuCity
model that are publicly available to enable us to assess the impact of the
profile from different viewpoints and no details in the plan that constrain
the location or height of tall buildings in the City Cluster. This means that
there would not be the strategic planning tools to enable the local plan to
effectively control development, which creates a significant risk that the
cluster would grow in an uncoordinated and harmful way.
Figure 33 (p203) illustrates an enlargement of the Cluster area from the
existing Eastern Cluster area identified in the Local Plan 2015, extending
the area to the south of Fenchurch Street, encompassing 20 Fenchurch
Street, and to the north-west of Bishopsgate, south of Liverpool Street
station. This latter area and part of the Fenchurch Street southern
extension are also identified as new “Regeneration Opportunity” areas, ie
areas where new tall buildings can be accommodated, subject to certain
criteria.
As we pointed out in our previous response, we are very concerned that
although extending the Cluster to include 20 Fenchurch Street might not
affect the setting of the Tower of London WHS in the protected LVMF view
25A.1-3 from City Hall, it could certainly have a detrimental visual impact
on LVMF view 10A.1 from Tower Bridge and, particularly, from the Inner
Ward of the Tower looking west. Further tall buildings alongside 20
Fenchurch Street, seeming to peer over the inner curtain wall into Tower
Green, would finally destroy any sense of enclosure within the Inner Ward,
a key characteristic of the Tower that contributes to its OUV. They would
also extend the envelope of the Cluster to the south-west, adding to its
overall bulk and dominance in relation to the WHS. Without any clarity as
to building heights at specific locations within the Cluster, there is no way
of knowing what the impacts would be on the WHS from any proposals that
would effectively fill the gap. Historic Royal Palaces therefore continues to
object to this proposed extension southwards to include 20 Fenchurch
Street, a building which the City have always previously considered an
‘outlier’.
Conclusion
Historic Royal Palaces welcomes many aspects of the draft City of London
‘City Plan 2036’, but strongly urges that the ambiguity that threatens
significant harm to the historic environment is removed, that a firmer
evidence base is adopted and that more explicit policies be included to
Historic Royal Palaces
Tel +44(0)20 3166 6000 www.hrp.org.uk
Historic Royal Palaces is a Registered Charity (No. 1068852) and Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Ltd,
a company registered in England (No. 3418583)
The registered office and address for services of both bodies is Hampton Court Palace, Surrey, KT8 9AU

enable the Plan to effectively control future development and the evolution
of the Cluster.
Our principal concerns remain that the current lack of clarity regarding the
location and height of tall buildings, which has implications both for the
City Cluster and how policy S21 (p200) envisages it developing over the
Plan period and for the potential appearance of tall buildings in the wider
setting of the Tower, which encompasses LVMF view 10.1A from Tower
Bridge as well as 25.1-3 from Queen’s Walk to the Tower.
For the reasons set out above, we continue to object to the proposed
revision of the boundaries of the Cluster area as represented in Figure 33
(page 203) insofar as it would bring 20 Fenchurch Street within the
envelope of the Cluster.
Historic Royal Palaces therefore asks the City Corporation to take the above
comments on the draft City Plan 2036 into account in preparing the final
version of the document.

Adrian Phillips
Palaces & Collections Director

Historic Royal Palaces
Tel +44(0)20 3166 6000 www.hrp.org.uk
Historic Royal Palaces is a Registered Charity (No. 1068852) and Historic Royal Palaces Enterprises Ltd,
a company registered in England (No. 3418583)
The registered office and address for services of both bodies is Hampton Court Palace, Surrey, KT8 9AU

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: Robert
Last name: East
Address Line 1: London Borough of Lambeth
Line 2: 6 Brixton Hill
Line 3: London
Line 4:
Post code: SW2 1EG
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name
Last name
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:
Organisation where relevant:

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

Topic Paper 3

Policy

Strategic Policy S13

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
Lambeth notes that Strategic Policy S13 Protected Views does not acknowledge the
existence of views into the City of London designated by other boroughs (often at the
request of the City of London in the past). This should be addressed.
Additionally, Lambeth encourages edits to the TALL BUILDINGS AND PROTECTED VIEWS
topic paper to acknowledge views into the City of London from other boroughs.
Below are the locally designated views in the Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan January
2020 that look into the City of London:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy Q25 (c) (i) (c) Brockwell Park to the City (which notes the importance of St
Paul’s Cathedral in the view)
Policy Q25 (c) (ii) Norwood Park to the City
Policy Q25 (c) (iii) Gipsy Hill to the City
Policy Q25 (c) (iv) Knights Hill to the City
Policy Q25 (c) (viii) National Theatre to St Paul’s Cathedral
Policy Q25 (c) (ix) Queen Elizabeth Hall roof garden to the north bank of Thames
Policy Q25 (c) (x) Royal Festival Hall terrace (level 4) to the north bank of
Thames
Policy Q25 (d) (x) Queen’s Walk to St Paul’s Cathedral

Further detailed guidance is provided in Lambeth's Draft Local Views Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) (please note there is a part 2 of this draft SPD).

No modifications to this list in Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan policy Q25 are proposed
as a result of the examination of the draft plan (with the Inspector’s report expected
soon).

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
Under Policy S13 a fourth bullet should be inserted to read:
•

Taking into account views into the City that have been designated by other Local
Planning Authorities

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date:

thameswaterplanningpolicy@savills.com

Sent by email to: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

0118 9520 500

5 May 2021

City of London – City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Proposed Sub mission
Draft Consultation
Dear Sir / Madam,
Thames Water are the statutory water and sewerage undertaker for the City and are hence a
“specific consultation body” in accordance with the Town & Country Planning (Local Planning)
Regulations 2012. Thames have the following comments on the consultation document:
General Comments
New development should be co-ordinated with the infrastructure it demands and to take into
account the capacity of existing infrastructure. Paragraph 20 of the Revised National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), February 2019, states: “Strategic policies should set out an overall
strategy for the pattern, scale and quality of development, and make sufficient provision
for… infrastructure for waste management, water supply, wastewater…”
Paragraph 28 relates to non-strategic policies and states: “Non-strategic policies should be
used by local planning authorities and communities to set out more detailed policies for
specific areas, neighbourhoods or types of development. This can include allocating sites,
the provision of infrastructure…”
Paragraph 26 of the revised NPPF goes on to state: “Effective and on-going joint working
between strategic policy-making authorities and relevant bodies is integral to the
production of a positively prepared and justified strategy. In particular, joint working
should help to determine where additional infrastructure is necessary.”
The web based National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) includes a section on ‘water supply,
wastewater and water quality’ and sets out that Local Plans should be the focus for ensuring that
investment plans of water and sewerage/wastewater companies align with development needs.
The introduction to this section also sets out that: “Adequate water and wastewater
infrastructure is needed to support sustainable development” (Paragraph: 001, Reference
ID: 34-001-20140306).
New Charging Schedule
For information, the way water and wastewater infrastructure will be delivered has changed. From
the 1st April 2018 all off site water and wastewater network reinforcement works necessary as a
result of new development will be delivered by the relevant statutory undertaker. Local
Registered address: Thames Water Utilities Limited, Clearwater Court, Vastern Road, Reading RG1 8DB
Company number 02366661 Thames Water Utilities Limited is part of the Thames Water Plc group. VAT registration no GB 537-4569-15

reinforcement works will be funded by the Infrastructure Charge which is a fixed charge for water
and wastewater for each new property connected. Strategic water and wastewater infrastructure
requirements will be funded through water companies’ investment programmes which are based
on a 5 year cycle known as the Asset Management Plan process.
It is important not to under estimate the time required to deliver necessary infrastructure. For
example to understand, design, and deliver local network upgrades can take around 18 months
and Sewage Treatment & Water Treatment Works upgrades can take 3-5 years. Implementing
new technologies and the construction of a major treatment works extension or new treatment
works extension or new treatment works could take up to 10 years.
Thames Water have limited powers under the Water Industry Act 1991 to prevent connection to
its network ahead of infrastructure upgrades. In some circumstances it may be necessary to phase
development in order to avoid adverse amenity impacts for existing or future users such as internal
and external sewer flooding, pollution of land, and water courses and / or issues with water supply
in the form of no or low water pressure. To minimise the likelihood of requiring such conditions
developers are advised to contact Thames Water as early as possible to discuss their
development proposals and intended delivery programme.
Policy CR3 – Sustainable Drainage Systems
Thames Water support Policy CR3 including the requirement for developers to liaise with Thames
Water early in the design process. Further information can be found on Thames Water’s website.
The biggest concerns are usually where there are clusters of development. This could include new
buildings, change of use of existing buildings, or where additional floors are added to existing
buildings. An example is along Bishopsgate and around Leadenhall Market where there are a
number of new developments for tall buildings, including 22 Bishopsgate (62 storeys, 6-8, 100,
and 150 Bishopsgate. Thames Water are exploring options to provide an additional feed into this
area however, there are challenges from mains rehab and tight access that would need to be
overcome.
Thames Water will be responding under separate cover regarding its role in the Borough as a
result of the Tideway Tunnel project.
We hope these comments are of assistance if you would like to discuss further please do not
hesitate to contact Stefania Petrosino at the above number.
Yours sincerely,
Thames Water Utilities Ltd

The Worshipful Company of Gardeners

Dr Heather Barrett-Mold OBE
Master
localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Development Plan team
Department of the Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ

City Plan 2036 – Shaping the Future City; consultation.

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the City Plan 2036. As a livery company, we have a broad
interest in and support of the future and the development of the City, but as the Gardeners’ company, our
area of expertise lies in horticulture and more broadly the environmental/green agenda, so our prime focus
is section 6.6.
We wholeheartedly welcome the plan, with its strong emphasis on the way in which planning can help to
green the City, in the vision to create a greener City (3.3.9) and to combat climate change (1.4.4). The
importance of these ambitions cannot be underestimated, both from the point of view of the broadest, planetwide issues such as climate change and biodiversity, but also on a much more individual level for the health
and wellbeing of those who work, visit or live in the City. The benefits of plants, green space and fresh air
are well-attested, and are likely to become ever more important to more and more people over the years
ahead.
As a livery company, we stand ready to play our part in supporting the City, through the long established
‘Flowers in the City’ competition, inspiring and motivating businesses and public bodies alike to produce the
highest standards of horticulture. Recently the Company with other partners has been instrumental in the
delivery of a pan-livery initiative, Pollinating London Together, to provide habitat and forage for bees/insects,
particularly native and solitary species. The Company has worked with an industry partner and with support
from the Lord Mayor, established our series of monthly Green City Briefings, using webinars to share
innovative thinking from across the world. More broadly, we will continue to encourage our members, and
their businesses, to give of their expertise, time and indeed resources to support the City’s work. We enjoy
close relationships with the Open Spaces department, its director and senior staff, and hope to continue to
deepen this relationship over the years ahead.
Turning to specific points in the document, we would highlight a number of detailed points for consideration.
Given our support for the document, we will not individually highlight points of agreement, but simply note the
importance of all types of green space, green roofs and trees all of which capture carbon, improve air quality
and provide adaptation to heat island effects.
We hope the reference in OS3 to the City of London Biodiversity Action Plan [BAP] will play an important role
in influencing biodiversity in all future developments. We notice that maintenance is mentioned, but perhaps
rather in passing (policy OS2, last point); the importance of maintenance of the City’s Green Environment

www.gardenerscompany.com

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name:

London Sephardi Trust (the Trust) and the Spanish & Portuguese Sephardi
Community

Last name:
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name

Roger

Last name

Hepher

Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:

Director

Organisation where relevant:

hgh Consulting

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

3.5.4

Policy

Spatial Strategy

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The Spatial Strategy [SS] is imbalanced, and thus will not enable the delivery of
sustainable development in accordance with the policies of the NPPF, and is not an
appropriate strategy taking into account the reasonable alternatives and based on
proportionate evidence.
In particular, in providing for new tall buildings in the "eastern cluster", the SS (at point
6) takes account of the preservation of views of St Paul's Cathedral and the Tower of
London, but there is no reference to (a) the preservation of views of other important
heritage assets within and close to the cluster, or to (b) the preservation of important
views out from and/or the setting of important heritage assets within the cluster. In
effect, despite the City possessing some of the most important heritage assets in the
country (45 Grade I Listed buildings and 70 Grade II* Listed buildings), the primarily
economic objective which is served by the construction of tall buildings in the eastern
cluster is allowed to dominate the strategy and the whole Plan.
Para 8 of the NPPF is clear that the social and environmental objectives of plan-making
are equally important, and that all three need to be pursued in mutually dependent
ways. "Protecting and enhancing our... historic environment" is defined as part of the
environmental objective.
It is accepted that "Balancing growth with the protection and enhancement of the City's
unique heritage assets and open spaces" is listed further down the SS (point 9).
However, this is lower down the list than point 6, and implicitly subservient to point 6.
The impression given is that tall buildings within the eastern cluster will be regarded as
acceptable in principle provided they do not adversely impact upon the views of the two

specified Listed buildings (one of which - the Tower of London - is not even within the
City); thereafter, account will be taken of the impact upon other heritage assets and
open spaces, but this will be afforded less weight.
It should be noted that the representors are responsible for one of the City's most
important Listed buildings - the Bevis Marks Synagogue - which is located within the
eastern cluster, and which is especially vulnerable to the effects of further tall buildings
being developed in close proximity. The synagogue, built in 1701, has recently been
described by SAVE Britain's Heritage as "a heritage asset of the highest national
significance". This significance reflects not only its importance in the history of
architecture and of the development of the City of London, but also its importance as a
building and institution that rivals St Paul's Cathedral in cultural importance. This
significance is effectively acknowledged in para. 6.4.5 of the draft Plan.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
It is submitted that point 6 should be supplemented as follows (new wording in italics):
Focusing new tall buildings in the existing cluster in the east of the City, adding to the
City's distinctive and iconic skyline while preserving strategic and local views of St Paul's
Cathedral and the Tower of London World Heritage Site and protecting and enhancing to
the fullest possible extent the heritage assets and open spaces within and close to the
cluster.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.1.29

Policy

DE3

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

x

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The principle of this policy is supported. Furthermore, the representors take no issue
with the list of matters to which regard should be paid when considering public realm
schemes.
However, it is considered that one very important matter has been omitted from the list:
namely, that public realm space should be protected from undue compromise through
overshadowing, restriction of sky view and overlooking. The consequence is that the
policy does not properly contribute towards achieving the environmental objective set
out in NPPF paragraph 8.
This is a matter of particular concern to the representors, since it is responsible for the
public realm space to the west and north of Bevis Marks Synagogue. This space is of
considerable importance not only because it provides the setting for the synagogue
(which is a Grade I Listed building of the highest national significance12), but because it
is used for a variety of social and cultural purposes which are essential to the
maintenance of the synagogue's unique role. Furthermore, the useability of this space
has been compromised over the years by the synagogue becoming ever more enclosed
by tall buildings, and recent planning applications for tall buildings have drawn attention
to its extreme vulnerability to further compromise.

1
2

SAVE Britain's Heritage, November 2020
This significance is acknowledged in the draft Plan at para. 6.4.5

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
It is submitted that an additional bullet point should be inserted, as the second bullet
point, as follows:
•

The importance of avoiding overshadowing, restriction of sky view and
overlooking by other buildings that would compromise the useability and function
of the space;

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The issue is an important one, which deserves to be fully discussed before the inspector.
The representors have commissioned much professional work, and have been very active
in seeking to influence planning decisions about proposed tall buildings in the vicinity of
Bevis Marks Synagogue; they therefore have a wealth of specialist knowledge, and are
particularly well placed to inform the inspector.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.4.2

Policy

S11

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

x

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
Policy S11 is supported by the representors, who note that it says that "The City's
heritage assets, their significance and settings will be positively managed, by...
Conserving and enhancing heritage assets and their settings...".
Given that the representors are responsible for Bevis Marks Synagogue, which is a Grade
I Listed building of the highest national significance34, and which is extremely vulnerable
to tall building proposals in close proximity, this provides them with some comfort.
However, the problem is that it does not sit comfortably either with the Spatial Strategy
or Policy S12 (both of which are the subject of separate representations). Readers of the
Plan are likely to find themselves unclear as to how much weight is to be given to the
desire to see more tall buildings in the eastern cluster (on the one hand), and how much
is to be given to this policy (on the other). The consequence is that the Plan will not
properly contribute towards achieving sustainability as defined in NPPF paragraph 8.

3
4

SAVE Britain's Heritage, November 2020
This significance is acknowledged in the draft Plan at para. 6.4.5

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
The representors propose the following additional wording, to be inserted after the first
bullet point of Policy S11:
1. Conserving and enhancing heritage assets and their settings to ensure that the
City's townscapes and heritage can be enjoyed for their contribution to quality of
life and wellbeing, and ensuring that these considerations are given full weight in
all planning decision-making;

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The issue is an important one, which deserves to be fully discussed before the inspector.
The representors have commissioned much professional work, and have been very active
in seeking to influence planning decisions about proposed tall buildings in the vicinity of
Bevis Marks Synagogue; they therefore have a wealth of specialist knowledge, and are
particularly well placed to inform the inspector.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.4.9

Policy

HE1

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

x

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
Policy HE1 is supported by the representors, who note that it says that "Development
should conserve and enhance the special architectural or historic interest of heritage
assets and their settings".
Given that the representors are responsible for Bevis Marks Synagogue, which is a Grade
I Listed building of the highest national significance56, and which is extremely vulnerable
to tall building proposals in close proximity, this provides them with some comfort. They
particularly note the phrase "conserve and enhance" and that the policy relates to the
settings of heritage assets as well as the assets themselves.
However, the problem is that it does not sit comfortably either with the Spatial Strategy
or Policy S12 (both of which are the subject of separate representations). Readers of the
Plan are likely to find themselves unclear as to how much weight is to be given to the
desire to see more tall buildings in the eastern cluster (on the one hand), and how much
is to be given to this policy (on the other). The consequence is that the Plan will not
properly contribute towards achieving sustainability as defined in NPPF paragraph 8.
Furthermore, because the assessment of heritage interest and significance is so
important in a locality where tall buildings and heritage assets are very likely to come
into competition and conflict, the policy ought to be more exacting of applicants, rather
than just requiring the submission of a heritage assessment.

5
6

SAVE Britain's Heritage, November 2020
This significance is acknowledged in the draft Plan at para. 6.4.5

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
The representors propose the following additional wording, as indicated in italics:
Development proposals which affect heritage assets or their settings should be
supported by a detailed Heritage Assessment, prepared by an appropriately qualified
expert, to evaluate...
Proposals should meet the following criteria:
1. Development should conserve and enhance the special architectural or historic
interest and the significance of heritage assets and their settings. Proposed
development that would not achieve this objective will be resisted;

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The issue is an important one, which deserves to be fully discussed before the inspector.
The representors have commissioned much professional work, and have been very active
in seeking to influence planning decisions about proposed tall buildings in the vicinity of
Bevis Marks Synagogue; they therefore have a wealth of specialist knowledge, and are
particularly well placed to inform the inspector.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.5

Policy

S12

Policies Map (A or B)

A

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

x

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The representors consider the word "encouraged" to be inappropriate, in that it implies
that achieving additional tall buildings will be given greater weight than other very
important planning objectives, notably conserving and enhancing heritage assets and
their settings. Furthermore, "having regard to" various matters is not a robust
formulation for a policy such as this.
At best, readers of the Plan are likely to find themselves unclear as to how much weight
is to be given to the desire to see more tall buildings in the eastern cluster (on the one
hand), and how much is to be given to the matters listed, and other policies such as S11
and HE1 (on the other). At worst, it means that the Corporation will find itself bound to
give more weight to the former than the latter. The consequence is that the Plan will not
properly contribute towards achieving sustainability as defined in NPPF paragraph 8.
The policy does provide certainty that tall buildings will not be allowed in certain areas as
defined on the Proposals Map. These are areas where tall buildings would adversely
affect views of St Paul's, the Tower of London and the Monument. Given that Bevis
Marks Synagogue is a building of the highest national significance78, the representors
assert that it is of sufficient architectural, historical and cultural significance to warrant
similar protection. However, in this case the protection required is not to maintain a view
of the building from outside (an opportunity that was lost years ago) but to ensure that
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SAVE Britain's Heritage, November 2020
This significance is acknowledged in the draft Plan at para. 6.4.5

important sky views out from the public realm space which is the setting of the
synagogue are maintained.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
The representors propose the following changed/additional wording, as indicated in
italics:
2.

Tall buildings of world class architecture and sustainable and accessible design
will be encouraged permitted on suitable sites, having regard to provided they
would not have unacceptable consequences in terms of...

...
6.

New tall buildings will be refused in inappropriate areas, comprising... Tower of
London; and Monument views and setting; and the outward sky views and setting
of Bevis Marks synagogue; all as defined on the Policies Map.

Policy S13, the Policies Map and Figures 20/21/22 would require appropriate
amendment.
The representors further request that the protection of Bevis Marks Synagogue be
secured by an appropriate designation on Proposals Map A, identifying a clearly defined
zone in the locality where building heights will be restricted to specified levels. They will
be pleased to engage with the Corporation and/or the inspector to draw up such a zone
and its associated controls, and would hope that the Corporation will make available its
three-dimensional modelling tools to assist the process.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The issues are important ones, which deserve to be fully discussed before the inspector.
The final issue addressed above is highly specific to Bevis Marks Synagogue. The
representors have commissioned much professional work, and they have a wealth of
specialist knowledge, and are particularly well placed to inform the inspector.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.5.11

Policy

S13

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The representors propose an addition to the wording of this policy to bring it into line
with their proposed rewording of Policy S12.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
The representors propose the following additional wording, as indicated in italics:
Protecting and enhancing: significant local views... of and from the Monument; sky views
from the curtilage of Bevis Marks Synagogue; and views of historic City landmarks and
skyline features; and

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The issue is an important one, which deserves to be fully discussed before the inspector,
and it is highly specific to Bevis Marks Synagogue. The representors have commissioned
much professional work, and they have a wealth of specialist knowledge, and are
particularly well placed to inform the inspector.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

7.6.3

Policy

S21

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The representors take no issue with this policy in principle, and positively welcome the
statement that tall buildings "should make a positive contribution to the City's skyline,
preserving heritage assets and settings...".

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
This policy is inter-twined with others about which the representors are concerned, and
in relation to which they consider there is a strong case for them participating in hearing
sessions for reasons mentioned.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature:
Date:

5 May 2021

Nobel House
17 Smith Square
London
SW1P 3JR
United Kingdom

www.gov.uk/mmo

Our ref: ID 230
06/05/21
Dear Sir/Madam,
MMO Marine Planning and Marine Licensing response to City Plan 2036 – Shaping
the Future City
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the City Plan. The comments
provided within this letter refer to the document entitled City Plan 2036 – Shaping the
Future City.
As the marine planning authority for England, the MMO is responsible for preparing marine
plans for English inshore and offshore waters. At its landward extent the Marine Plan
boundaries extend up to the level of the mean high water spring tides mark (which
includes the tidal extent of any rivers), there will be an overlap with terrestrial plans which
generally extend to the mean low water springs mark.
Marine plans will inform and guide decision makers on development in marine and coastal
areas. Planning documents for areas with a coastal influence may wish to make reference
to the MMO’s licensing requirements and any relevant marine plans to ensure the
necessary considerations are included. In the case of the document stated above, the draft
South East Marine Plan is of relevance. The draft plan was published for public
consultation on 14th January 2020, at which point it became material for consideration. The
South East Marine Plans cover the area from Landguard Point in Felixstowe to Samphire
Hoe near Dover, including the tidal extent of any rivers within this area.
All public authorities taking authorisation or enforcement decisions that affect or might
affect the UK marine area must do so in accordance with the Marine and Coastal Access
Act 2009 and any relevant adopted Marine Plan, in this case the draft South East Marine
Plan, or the UK Marine Policy Statement (MPS) unless relevant considerations indicate
otherwise. Local authorities may also wish to refer to our online guidance, Explore Marine
Plans and the Planning Advisory Service soundness self-assessment checklist.

Marine Licensing
The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 states that a marine license is required for
certain activities carried out within the UK marine area.
The MMO is responsible for marine licensing in English waters and for Northern Ireland
offshore waters.
The marine licensing team are responsible for consenting and regulating any activity that
occurs “below mean high water springs” level that would require a marine licence. These
activities can range from mooring private jetties to nuclear power plants and offshore
windfarms.
Summary notes
Please see below suggested policies from the Draft South East Inshore Marine Plans that
we feel are most relevant to your local plan.
These suggested policies have been identified based on the activities and content within
the document entitled above. They are provided only as a recommendation and we would
suggest your own interpretation of the South East Marine Plans is completed:
•

•

•

•

•

SE-PS-1: Only proposals demonstrating compatibility with current activity and future
opportunity for sustainable expansion of port and harbour activities will be
supported. Proposals that may have a significant adverse impact upon current
activity and future opportunity for expansion of port and harbour activities must
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse impacts
d) if it is not possible to mitigate significant adverse impacts, proposals should state
the case for proceeding.
SE-PS-2: Proposals that require static sea surface infrastructure or that significantly
reduce under-keel clearance must not be authorised within or encroaching upon
International Maritime Organization routeing systems unless there are exceptional
circumstances.
SE-PS-3: Proposals that require static sea surface infrastructure or that significantly
reduce under-keel clearance which encroaches upon high density navigation
routes, strategically important navigation routes, or that pose a risk to the viability of
passenger services, must not be authorised unless there are exceptional
circumstances.
SE-PS-4: Proposals promoting or facilitating sustainable coastal and/or short sea
shipping as an alternative to road, rail or air transport will be supported where
appropriate.
SE-HER-1: Proposals that demonstrate they will conserve and enhance elements
contributing to the significance of heritage assets will be supported. Proposals
unable to conserve and enhance elements contributing to the significance of

•

•

•

•

•

heritage assets will only be supported if they demonstrate that they will, in order of
preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate harm to those elements contributing to the significance of heritage
assets
d) if it is not possible to mitigate, then public benefits for proceeding with the
proposal must outweigh the harm to the significance of heritage assets.
SE-EMP-1: Proposals that result in a net increase to marine related employment
will be supported, particularly where they meet one or more of the following:
i) create employment in areas identified as the most deprived, or
ii) support and are aligned with local skills strategies and the skills available in and
adjacent to the south east inshore marine plan area, or
iii) create a diversity of opportunities, or
iv) implement new technologies.
SE-CC-1: Proposals which enhance habitats that provide flood defence or carbon
sequestration will be supported. Proposals that may have significant adverse
impacts on habitats that provide a flood defence or carbon sequestration ecosystem
service must demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse impacts, or, as a last resort,
d) compensate and deliver environmental net gains in line with and where required
in current legislation.
SE-CC-2: Proposals in the south east marine plan area should demonstrate for the
lifetime of the project that they are resilient to the impacts of climate change and
coastal change.
SE-CC-3: Proposals in the south east marine plan area and adjacent marine plan
areas that are likely to have significant adverse impacts on coastal change should
not be supported. Proposals that may have significant adverse impacts on climate
change adaptation measures outside of the proposed project area must
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate the significant adverse impacts upon these climate change adaptation
measures.
SE-AIR-1: Proposals must assess their direct and indirect impacts upon air quality
and emissions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants. Where proposals are likely
to result in air pollution or increased greenhouse gas emissions, they must
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise

•

•

•

•

•

•

c) mitigate air pollution and or greenhouse gas emissions in line with current
national and local air quality objectives and legal requirements.
SE-ML-1: Public authorities must make adequate provision for the prevention, reuse, recycling and disposal of waste to reduce and prevent marine litter. Public
authorities should aspire to undertake measures to remove marine litter within their
jurisdiction.
SE-ML-2: Proposals that facilitate waste re-use or recycling to reduce or remove
marine litter will be supported. Proposals that could potentially increase the amount
of marine litter in the marine plan area, must include measures to:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate waste entering the marine environment.
SE-WQ-1: Proposals that enhance and restore water quality will be supported.
Proposals that cause deterioration of water quality must demonstrate that they will,
in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate deterioration of water quality in the marine environment.
SE-ACC-1: Proposals demonstrating appropriate enhanced and inclusive public
access to and within the marine area, and also demonstrate the future provision of
services for tourism and recreation activities, will be supported. Where appropriate
and inclusive enhanced public access cannot be provided, proposals should
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse impacts on public access.
SE-TR-1: Proposals that promote or facilitate sustainable tourism and recreation
activities, or that create appropriate opportunities to expand or diversify the current
use of facilities, should be supported. Where proposals may have a significant
adverse impact on tourism and recreation activities they must demonstrate that they
will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate that impact.
SE-BIO-1: Proposals that enhance the distribution of priority habitats and priority
species will be supported. Proposals that may have significant adverse impacts on
the distribution of priority habitats and priority species must demonstrate that they
will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate
d) compensate for significant adverse impacts.

•

•

•

•

•

SE-BIO-2: Proposals that enhance or facilitate native species or habitat adaptation
or connectivity, or native species migration will be supported. Proposals that may
cause significant adverse impacts on native species or habitat adaptation or
connectivity, or native species migration must demonstrate that they will, in order of
preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse impacts
d) compensate for significant adverse impacts.
SE-BIO-3: Proposals that deliver environmental net gain for coastal habitats where
important in their own right and/or for ecosystem functioning and provision of
ecosystem services will be supported. Proposals must take account of the space
required for coastal habitats where important in their own right and/or for ecosystem
functioning and provision of ecosystem services, and demonstrate that they will in
order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate
d) compensate for net habitat loss and deliver environmental net gain.
SE-NG-1: Proposals should deliver environmental net gain for marine or coastal
natural capital assets and services. Proposals that may have significant adverse
impacts on marine and coastal natural capital assets and services must
demonstrate that they will, in order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate
d) compensate for significant adverse impacts and deliver environmental net gain.
SE-DIST-1: Proposals that may have significant adverse impacts on highly mobile
species through disturbance or displacement must demonstrate that they will, in
order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse impacts.
SE-CE-1:
Proposals which may have adverse cumulative effects with other existing,
authorised or reasonably foreseeable proposals must demonstrate that they will, in
order of preference:
a) avoid
b) minimise
c) mitigate significant adverse cumulative and/or in-combination effects.

Further points to note
Section 7.2.5: You refer to the South East Marine Plan. We would also recommend you
mention it as the draft South East Marine Plan here. The SE marine plan is due to be
adopted in Spring 2021, so the plan will go from its current state of “material for
consideration” to having the full weight of an adopted plan. Under the Marine and Coastal
Access Act, any authorisation or enforcement decisions must be made in accordance with
the marine plan. Any other decisions which may impact the marine area must have regard
to the marine plan.
The East Inshore and East Offshore Marine Plans were adopted in 2014, and the South
Inshore and Offshore Marine Plan was adopted in 2018, which cover the adjacent areas.
Please ensure correct reference to the South East, South, and East marine plan areas
where included.
A South East Marine Plan Implementation Training session was held in March 2020. This
provided an introduction to marine planning, and I would suggest re-visiting the material in
our recorded webinar which supported the Consultation of the draft South East Marine
Plan. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding implementation of the
marine plan.
As previously stated, these are recommendations and we suggest that your own
interpretation of the South East Marine Plan is completed. We would also recommend you
consult the following references for further information:
Draft South East Marine Plan and Explore Marine Plans.
Yours sincerely,

Lucinda Robinson
Marine Planning Officer (South East)
Telephone:
Mobile:
E-mail:

Key elements of support
Active travel
The plan demonstrates the City’s commitment towards promoting active travel
modes, which is strongly supported. The ambitions expressed for higher-quality
walking and cycling environments, and references to the Healthy Streets Approach
help to promote active travel in the plan. TfL particularly supports the car-free
approach to all development across the authority.
Public transport
The plan adequately considers public transport modes, and TfL supports the
prioritisation of accessibility improvements to London Underground and DLR stations,
as well as planning for the impact of the forthcoming Elizabeth line. It is also pleasing
that Strategic Policy S9 identifies buses as an ‘essential mode’ which should be
facilitated and prioritised. This is strongly supported by TfL as buses are
disproportionately relied upon by minority groups and low-income workers.
Covid-19 impacts
We are pleased that the plan has been updated to reflect the changing context of
planning for transport since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic. We are encouraged
that the City is taking an optimistic approach, expecting that some elements of the
Corporation’s Transport Strategy may be accelerated due to the pandemic. We
support the City’s aim to regularly monitor the plan’s policy implications in the
context of Covid-19, and we hope that the City continues to use all opportunities to
further promote journeys by active travel, including increasing pedestrian comfort
where necessary.
Points of improvement
Cycling and cycle hire
Whilst TfL supports the ambitions to improve walking in the City, the plan gives less
attention to the distinctly different needs of cyclists, in particular requiring further
detail on the City’s ambition for cycle routes and how cyclists can be catered for in the
context of new development. These issues are further explained in response to Policy
AT2 in the appendix.
It is also regrettable that there is no mention in the plan of TfL’s cycle hire scheme,
despite it being exceptionally well used in the City of London. We request that the
cycle hire scheme is referenced in Policy AT2 and elsewhere in the plan as appropriate
to promote the scheme which has enabled increased cycling mode share in the City.

2

Due to its importance in the City, Spatial Planning officers are now collaborating with
transport and planning colleagues at the City of London to improve and increase
provision of cycle hire capacity, operations and new docking stations across the
authority through both individual and pooled developer contributions. Stronger
supportive policy in the new local plan would support this important work. The
omission of policies promoting the development of the cycle hire network must
therefore be addressed prior to adoption.
Healthy Streets
Whilst TfL’s Healthy Streets Approach has been referenced in the plan, it could be
better integrated in policies, such as Strategic Policy S1 (Healthy and Inclusive City). It
is a highly valuable tool in promoting well-designed public realm which encourages the
use of outdoor space for active travel, socialising, and other uses. Therefore, the
Approach should be more widely referenced.
Safety and the Mayor’s Vision Zero
The Mayor’s Vision Zero aims to eliminate deaths and serious injuries on London’s
streets by 2041. Whilst the plan promotes a safe walking and cycling environment in
the City, reference to this vision is notably missing. Furthermore, Vision Zero
standards for vehicles, such as the Direct Vision Standard for servicing vehicles, should
be referenced in the plan. Further detail is given in respect to Strategic Policy S9 in the
appendix.

We look forward to continuing working with you in developing the City of London’s
Local Plan, through to its final form. If you have any questions about this response,
please do not hesitate to get in contact with me.
Yours sincerely,

Josephine Vos
London Plan and Planning Obligations team | City Planning
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Section

Page

Policy DE2 (New
development)

107108

Policy DE4
(Pedestrian
permeability)

111112

Strategic Policy S9
(Vehicular Transport
and Servicing)

122

Comment
individual site boundaries. This request is made in line with Policy T5A(1) of the London Plan.
Additionally, streets are not just places for movement, but places where people want to spend time and engage in
various activities. As previously requested, it would be helpful to reference the Healthy Streets Approach here so that
developers holistically consider the need for increased active travel, as well as quality public realm where people are
encouraged to stop, rest and socialise. This could be included under the ‘Experience’ sub-heading.
The reference to enhancing permeability is positive. However, this policy could go further to state the need for new
developments to consider all forms of active travel, and to promote travelling by public transport. New development
should particularly consider the need to reduce barriers to cycling in line with Policy T5 of the London Plan by, for
example, providing adequate cycle parking for all cycle types and providing facilities (e.g. showers and lockers).
TfL strongly supports the requirement to provide accessible, quality and legible walking routes. Whilst it is already
mentioned in paragraph 6.3.16., it may be beneficial to refer to TfL’s Pedestrian Comfort guidance within this policy,
to better embed the approach.
We are pleased that paragraph 6.1.36. has been changed in response to our previous feedback, to state that TfL’s
Legible London signage is the adopted system for wayfinding.
The changes to this policy since the regulation 18 version have been made in line with our previous feedback and are
strongly supported. In particular, we are pleased to see the mention of safeguarding strategic infrastructure projects
in section 1 and reference to foot and cycle deliveries in section 4.
We welcome the intention to work with TfL to review bus routing and frequency, as well as prioritising investment in
accessibility improvements to Underground and DLR stations.
We request that the Direct Vision Standard is promoted in section 4 as a way to increase the safety of delivery and
servicing trips. This policy provides a further opportunity to integrate the Mayor’s Vision Zero policies into the plan.

5

Section
Figure 13: City of
London Street
Hierarchy

Page
124

Comment
The ‘London Access’ streets in figure 13 do not fully reflect the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN), as the
A10/A1213/A3 corridor (Bishopsgate, Gracechurch Street and King William Street) is not presented as such on the
map. Currently, this road is classified as ‘City Access’, and therefore paragraph 6.2.9. wrongly asserts that these are
managed by the City Corporation. Therefore, we suggest that the map’s road classifications are changed to reflect the
A10 being ‘London Access’; or that the definitions for both ‘London Access’ and ‘City Access’ roads are amended to
reflect the A10’s TLRN status. It must be noted that this road is an important north-south connection in the City of
London, particularly for bus services.
Section 1 of this policy should reference the Mayor’s Vision Zero to embed highway safety associated with
development. It is pleasing to see that Construction Logistics Plans have been included in section 4, for both major
developments and refurbishments.

Policy VT1 (The
impacts of
development on
transport)
Policy VT3 (Vehicle
Parking)

125126
129130

We wholly support the car-free approach taken by the City of London. It is pleasing that all off-street car parking
facilities are required to have EV charging points, as stated in section 4. This complies with London Plan Policy T6(G)
which requires electric vehicle infrastructure for all operational car parking, including provision for rapid charging.

Policy VT4 (River
transport)

130

TfL supports proposals to increase the passenger and freight transport by river, in line with Policy SI 15 of the London
Plan.

Active Travel and
Healthy Streets Context
Strategic Policy S10:
Active Travel and
Healthy Streets

133

TfL is very supportive of the addition to 6.3.2. in reference to the increased importance of ‘measures to ensure active
travel and pedestrian comfort within the City’s boundaries’ as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.

133134

Changing the title of Strategic Policy S10 to include ‘active travel’ is supported as this encompasses a greater range of
healthy, active modes such as running and scooting, which are becoming increasingly popular commuting modes.
The second bullet point of this policy has been modified to request ‘nearly all property entrances’ to be within 250m
of the cycle network. The ambition for this policy is unclear – does the 250m distance refer to the longest acceptable
walk with a bicycle to a property entrance, or do all buildings in the City need to be this close to the cycle network?
We suggest re-phrasing the policy to distinguish between these two interpretations. If the aim is to give a definitive

6

Section

Page

Policy AT1:
Pedestrian
Movement

135136

Comment
distance requirement for the proximity of buildings to the cycle network, the word ‘nearly’ makes the policy unclear,
and will weaken it when used to assess development proposals. TfL requests clarification on this.
TfL is supportive of this policy, and the changes since the Regulation 18 stage. However, we suggest adding that
‘Minimum pavement widths should accord to TfL’s Pedestrian Comfort guidance’ in addition to section 2.
To reinforce the ambition for safer pedestrian environments, we strongly recommend stating that development
proposals must conform to Vision Zero policies.
We are pleased that a list of proposed walking improvements is included in paragraph 6.3.13. The Fleet
Street/Ludgate Circus and Monument improvements are part of TfL’s Safer Junctions programme, which should
therefore be referenced in this section.

Policy AT2: Active
Travel including
Cycling

138

It is positive to see reference to Pedestrian Comfort Levels in 6.3.16. This section could reference TfL’s guidance
document, which can be found here: http://content.tfl.gov.uk/pedestrian-comfort-guidance-technical-guide.pdf.
As raised in our previous response, we request that the wording ‘in accordance with the London Cycling Design
Standards (LCDS)’ is added to the second bullet point.
It is pleasing that details of cycle network expansion have been provided in figure 17. However, TfL is keen to see a
greater commitment towards promoting and enabling the delivery of TfL Cycleways in the plan. The provision of
quality, segregated cycle paths in the City of London is patchy and requires improvement and this is something which
TfL is keen to develop. We recommend that need to develop TfL Cycleways, and the City of London’s ambition to do
so, is reflected directly within Policy AT2. Additionally, we recommend that the cycle network is improved in line
with the Cycle Route Quality Criteria. Details and guidance of the criteria can be found here:
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-and-reports/cycling.
We suggest that this policy, or elsewhere in the plan, refers to TfL’s cycle hire scheme as a way to promote cycling
within the City of London. It is disappointing that there is no mention to this scheme, especially considering how well
it is used within the City of London, with 16 of the City’s cycle hire docking stations being within the 100 most used
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Section

Page

Policy AT3: Cycle
Parking

140

Strategic Policy S16:
Circular Economy
and Waste

178

Comment
stations in London, out of a total of 800 stations. We suggest that a further bullet point is added to this policy,
stating that developers should promote cycling by ‘engaging with the growing and well-used cycle hire network in the
City of London, working proactively with TfL to enable its sustainable growth and management, including providing
developer contributions where necessary’.
We are pleased that the policy refers to the London Plan cycle standards, and that it promotes the provision of public
cycle parking. Provision for public use should be conveniently located close to the entrances of buildings, whenever
possible.
We appreciate the reference to the London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS), following our previous feedback.
However, section 2 appears to state that LCDS guidance only applies to long-stay cycle parking, which is not the
case. We suggest revising the policy to reflect that both short-stay and long-stay cycle parking should be in
accordance with the LCDS.
We appreciate the ambitions expressed in the plan to decrease waste, moving towards a ‘Zero Waste City’. However,
there is limited detail on the transport of waste, and whether the City intends to reduce waste transportation. Whilst
the use of river barges is mentioned, there is no detail on the types of waste and quantities the City intends to
transfer by this means, and whether this is likely to change in the future.
TfL is also concerned about the use of HGVs transporting waste in London, due to their negative environmental and
road safety impacts. Does the City’s plan for waste expect a reduction or increase of waste-related HGV
movements? A commitment towards the mitigation of these impacts should be stated in this policy. We would
encourage the overnight transportation of waste, as opposed to during the day.

Chapter 7 (Key
Areas of Change)

184+

We are supportive of the proposals to prepare further guidance for particular Key Areas of Change. This will be an
ideal opportunity to promote sensitive approaches to walking, cycling, highway safety and public realm. We would
welcome further consultation with the City regarding these documents.
Overall, we are pleased that this chapter considers how public transport connections can be encouraged and
developed to support growth and developments across the City of London. We also appreciate that impacts of the
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Strategic Policy S26
(Liverpool Street)

217218

Strategic Policy S27
(Planning
Obligations)

221222

Comment
forthcoming Elizabeth line have been considered in the relevant key areas (Strategic Policies S20, S25, and S26).
We note that this chapter refers to a range of forthcoming projects, such as walking and cycling improvements, that
are in proximity or directly relate to TfL services and operations. These include the major Bank station upgrades,
pedestrian improvements to Tower Hill/Tower Gateway stations, and improvements to Aldgate bus station. Whilst
limited detail is provided on these projects in the plan, we are keen to engage with the City Corporation on such
schemes and look forward to continuing working together to improve transport connectivity within the City.
We are pleased that the development of walking routes within and around Liverpool Street station have been
considered in respect of the Elizabeth line opening. TfL looks forward to working with the City Corporation in
enhancing the station and the surrounding transport environment.
As mentioned in the above letter, we wish to see bus capacity upgrades specified in this policy, in order to further
support the development and smooth operation of the bus network. This is particularly important as additional bus
capacity is not classed as ‘infrastructure’ and therefore not covered by local CIL. We do, however, recognise that
contributions towards this will be subject to the three tests set out in Reg 122 of the CIL Regulations 2010 (as
amended), as with other types of developer contribution.
We also request that s106 contributions towards cycle hire infrastructure are promoted within this policy and/or in
the following paragraphs due to the unique importance of the mode and its continually growing usage in the City of
London.
We are pleased to see that information on Mayoral CIL has been updated in 8.1.10. in line with our previous
feedback.

Definition of TfL

243

We suggest that the definition of TfL on page 243 is amended as follows: ‘The body, under the control of the Mayor
of London*, responsible for strategic transport policy and the provision of public transport, including buses, and the
uUnderground, and the DLR. TfL is responsible for certain major streets in the City Traffic and Highways Authority for
the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN) or ‘red routes’, and controls all traffic signals in London.”
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note that there is no reference to portfolio agreement’s in the draft Local Plan and it is considered
that this should be included in Policy S3 to ensure the plan is consistent with national policy and is
positively prepared.
Policy HS1: Location of New Housing (Formerly Policy H1)
TfL CD continue to consider that new housing should not only be focused in or near identified
residential areas. Applications for new residential development throughout the City should be
assessed on a case by case basis, and as long as suitable amenity can be achieved, and development
does not compromise economic competitiveness, then it should be permissible (subject to
compliance with other policies as well). New residential development, particularly as part of mixeduse development, can help support economic success. However, it is noted that the policy wording
in criterion 1has been amended from ‘will be located’ to ‘will be encouraged’ and this is supported.
Strategic Policy S20: Aldgate and Tower
As set out in TfL CD previous representations we have identified Aldgate bus station, and adjacent
properties in our ownership on the Minories (number 1) and Aldgate High Street (57-60 and 73-75), as
a potential development site within the Aldgate and Tower area. In the last version of the draft Local
Plan Policy S20 focused only on securing commercial led development in the area and TfL CD
commented that to be in line with the City Fringe OAPF an element of residential development
should be promoted in the Aldgate and Tower area through the policy. Criterion 2 has been updated
and now states that the Aldgate, and Tower and Portsoken Key Area of Change will be promoted as a
mixed-use area, which balances the competing needs of residents, workers and visitors, by
supporting and enabling residential development in appropriate locations. This addition to the policy
is supported. We look forward to working collaboratively with the City to shape the future of the
site.
Concluding Remarks
We hope that these representations are helpful but if you need any further information or would like
to discuss any of the issues raised in our representations, please do not hesitate to contact me. We
look forward to being kept up to date with your programme going forwards.
Yours faithfully,

Chris Ridout
Assistant Planner, Transport for London Commercial Development

St Bartholomew’s Hospita
West Smithfield
London EC1A 7BE

Development Plan Team
Department of the Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ
7 May 2021

To whom it may concern,
Consultation of City Plan 2036: Shaping the Future City
Thank you for giving us an opportunity to respond to the draft City Plan 2036. Barts Heritage
was founded in 2016 as an independent charity to repair and revitalise the Grade I listed
buildings at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. We are now custodians of two of the most
important buildings in the City of London with ambitious plans for their restoration and for
increased public access as part of our Sharing Historic Barts project. Our agreement for lease
(150 years) for the North Wing and Henry VIII Gatehouse was signed in 2020 and planning
permission granted in April 2021. We are currently working with the Hospital, its dedicated
charity and Great St Bartholomew’s church on a major fundraising campaign energised by
the approaching 900th anniversary in 2023.
The Barts Heritage project, due for completion in 2024, aims to be a pioneering example of
how heritage and health can work together - with the restored North Wing providing a
range of uses to engage and support the diverse audiences who work at, use and visit St
Bartholomew’s Hospital and the surrounding area. We are currently working in close
partnership not only with the Hospital but also with external stakeholders including the
Museum of London, City Music Foundation and the Wellcome Collection. We are also
working with training providers in neighbouring boroughs to support skills development and
employability.
Once restored, the North Wing with its Great Hall and Hogarth Stair will also continue to
play an active role in the civic, cultural and commercial life of the City, offering dramatically
improved facilities for conferences, dinners and other events. As such, it will have a unique
convening capacity to draw together diverse audiences across the first three strategic
commitments set out in the Plan.
General Comments
We welcome the positivity and ambition of the City Plan 2036, particularly in relation to its
stated commitment to the diversification of the Smithfield area as a new cultural district
(Strategic Policy S25) and to the various policies aimed at promoting health and wellbeing
(introduced in 1.4.2.) through cleaner, greener transport and improved, better connected
public realm. Our main comments relate to section 6.4. on the Historic Environment and
Registered Office: St Bartholomew’s Hospital, West Smithfield, London EC1A 7BE
Charity number: 1167316 Registered in England and Wales: 10097955
Trustees: Michael Smith (Chairman); Sir Marcus Setchell (Deputy Chairman);
Brendan Finucane QC; Professor Charles Knight; Mark Pemberton; Robert Treharne Jones;
Elizabeth Smith; Amicia de Moubray; Clare Maurice; Douglas Harmer

specifically to 7.8. - ‘Smithfield and Barbican as a Key Area of Change’ which does not
currently include mention of our project or identify the historic North Wing, the hospital
museums or the main Square.
Historic Environment
We wholeheartedly support the ambition set out in 3.3.6. under ‘Shaping Outstanding
Environments’ that “the City’s rich architectural and archaeological heritage will continue to
be conserved and enhanced. Historic buildings will be sympathetically adapted to new uses
where this is appropriate, enabling them to play their part in meeting the needs of the
future City.” However, we feel strongly that section 6.4., which addresses the historic
environment specifically, needs to be expanded significantly to better reflect the crucial role
historic buildings and landscapes play in establishing the City’s special character, sense of
place and cultural diversity. This is clearly even more important to help communities move
beyond a period of crisis and isolation.
We would encourage the next iteration of the plan to takes a more granular look at the
hundreds of heritage assets with the City to better reflect the varied building types, historic
spaces, and the may opportunities they offer for enriching the cultural (and commercial)
offer of the City and contributing to the improved physical and mental wellbeing of all who
live and work there. This section would also benefit from larger and more detailed maps
identifying building types (e.g. city churches and civic buildings) and setting out ambitions
for how they might facilitate more cultural events, including music, performance, receptions
and exhibitions, including collaborative programming.
7.8. Smithfield and Barbican Key Area of Change
Our emerging project will bring two of the City’s most important buildings, the Grade I listed
North Wing and Henry VIII Gate House at St Bartholomew’s Hospital back into productive
use and open up the North Wing and its celebrated interiors, the Great Hall and Hogarth
Stair, for improved public access. We will also be upgrading the existing museum and
creating a new centre for health and wellbeing where users can enjoy the calming and
inspiring environments of the historic interiors. We aim to make the North Wing the ‘bridge’
between the working NHS Hospital and the public, recounting the Hospital’s 900-year
history and examining its role in responding to health emergencies including the Covid-19
pandemic.
We have been working closely with the Museum of London and the Culture Mile team in the
City to ensure that our project both enriches cultural offer in the area and extends it into the
public Square inside the Hospital as part of a pedestrian route between the area around
Newgate and St Paul’s and Smithfield. Improved interpretation, public art and other
activities in and around the North Wing will enhance this sense of connectivity and cultural
animation.
We see Barts playing an important role in the future success of the Culture Mile and
becoming a pioneering example of how health and heritage and be drawn together. This is
of course particularly pertinent in light of the Covid pandemic, which saw the Hospital at the
forefront of the emergency response. With this in mind we would like to see Barts Heritage,
the historic North Wing and Square included in S25 and referenced in the appropriate text
and maps including in this section of the report.

Summary
We welcome the scope and ambition of City Plan 2036 and, in particular, the vision set out
for transforming Smithfield into a new, vibrant cultural quarter. We look forward to playing
an active role in the success of this new district, providing improved public access to our
beautiful buildings and taking advantage of our unique relationship with the working NHS
Hospital and the diverse audience it brings to explore how architecture and art can play a
role in improving health and wellbeing.
Yours sincerely,

William Palin
Chief Executive
Barts Heritage

Development Plan Team
Department of the Built Environment
City of London Corporation
Guildhall
London
EC2P 2EJ
By email: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk
7 May 2021
Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Draft City Plan 2036
I am writing on behalf of the City Property Association (CPA), a not-for-profit membership body for
the owners, investors, professional advisors and developers of real estate in the City of London. We
represent more than 150 organisations and a list of our members can be found here.
The CPA welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Publication City Plan 2036 (the “Plan”) dated
March 2021 following on from the consultation on the draft City Plan in 2018-19. We appreciate the
opportunity to have been engaged in its evolution, and that many of our comments have been taken
into consideration in the Publication version.
Overall, we welcome the vision and ambition of the City Plan and agree that the proposed policy
framework will help drive the City of London’s recovery and sustainable growth over the next 15
years. We consider that the Plan is largely sound on the whole and we have identified specific areas
in line with paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework which we feel need to be
amended or considered further below.
In the intervening period, we are mindful that a number of events have impacted on the latest
iteration of the Plan, most notably the need to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic and to navigate
towards returning City workers to a cleaner, greener and more pedestrian friendly City. Whilst these
are areas the City Corporation has sought to advance in its Plan, the subsequent acceleration in
delivery of many bold and ambitious moves need to be captured and continued, wherever possible,
to help make the City a more enjoyable place to live, work and visit.
The UK’s exit from the European Union and a shift in the planning environment due to changes in
national legislation and the publication of the London Plan, will also also impact the function and
shape of the City over the next 15 years.
However, we believe if the suggested amendments outlined in our response below are taken into
consideration, the Plan will have enough inbuilt flexibility to enable the City to successfully adapt to
the change in circumstances since the Plan’s inception.
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Strategic Objectives and Spatial Strategy
As confirmed in our previous comments, the CPA supports the strategic aims of the City focussed on
the key themes of supporting a flourishing society, a thriving economy and in terms of shaping
outstanding environments.
We note the introduction of a new spatial strategy which seeks to retain the City’s function as a
national and international commercial centre while providing appropriate supporting uses for the
workforce, visitors and residents. The CPA strongly support the ambitious target to deliver at least 2
million square metres of new office floorspace across the plan period and the commitment to
supporting new ways of working.
Underpinning this is the City’s Climate Action Strategy, which we fully endorse and we will work with
you in earnest towards delivery of a net zero carbon City of London by 2040.
The CPA also strongly support the development of the Culture Mile to provide a strong tourist and
visitor sector within the Square Mile.
In response to the changing face of the retail sector that has become more apparent since the
previous version of the Plan, the CPA is of the view that Spatial Strategy (7) would benefit from some
redrafting. We would question the evidence base to support “significant retail development” in the
four Principal Shopping Centres. Whilst we appreciate and fully support endeavours to retain and
encourage retail provision in these locations, there is a need to recognise the changing and
challenging retail market and that significant provision is unlikely to be unrealistic during the Plan
period, particularly because a large proportion of the Square Mile’s existing retail stock would now
fall within an open Class E use. It is also important that the City Plan provides sufficient flexibility to
allow retail to evolve and thrice throughout the Square Mile, including within the Culture Mile area.
We also note Table 2 which provides an indicative distribution of development across office,
retailing, hotel and residential uses. It is considered that the figures are overly prescriptive and
should recognise market trends and build in flexibility. We consider that the Table should reflect the
greater ambition of the London Plan and other City strategies, both across the Square Mile and
certainly in key areas, such as Pool of London and Blackfriars.
Contribute to a Flourishing Society
Strategic Policy S1 - Healthy and Inclusive City
The CPA continues to support the Corporation’s commitment towards health and wellbeing of its
residents, workers and visitors and creating a more inclusive environment. We welcome the change
made to the Publication version of the Plan in response to our previous comments around health
certification methodology. We note the introduction of a new policy HL9 (Health Impact
Assessments) which supports S1(3), which provides welcomed clarification in relation to this policy.
We note the inclusion of further protection measures for social infrastructure and community uses
in light of the Changes to the Use Class Order. This is supported but it should be acknowledged that
The City Property Association is a company limited by guarantee in England
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a loss may be acceptable where part of a recognised (published) strategy or where the loss leads to
release of funding for enhanced community facilities elsewhere. A more strategic approach should
be taken to the delivery of community facilities established through supplementary planning
guidance – Policy S1(11) does not provide sufficient clarification of when and where new facilities
will be required and is therefore not effective. We suggest it is reworded as follows:“Protecting and enhancing existing community facilities, including relocation or loss as part of an
agreed or recognised strategy and providing new facilities where required”
We appreciate the clarification provided under paragraph 4.1.17 in relation to the provision of public
drinking fountains, defibrillators, and publicly accessible toilets and the CPA supports a strategic
approach being taken to the delivery. We are of the view that to align with the London Plan, there
should be a more coordinated approach and focus given to certain areas for such facilities, such as
areas with higher levels of pedestrian activity or areas of public realm rather than reference to all
major commercial development. In relation to public toilets, clarification should be provided within
the policy, that these be focussed on large scale developments that are open to the public, or where
large areas of public realm are created rather than all major commercial developments.
Policy HL1 - Inclusive building and spaces
The CPA welcome the clarification provided at paragraph 4.1.21 of the Plan. The CPA support the
draft policy in full but would reiterate that there is limited opportunity at planning application stage
for meaningful engagement and that this should take place at detailed design stage after the grant
of any permission. We support early engagement to establish principles which can guide detailed
design in the future. This paragraph should be tailored accordingly.
Policy HL2 – Air Quality
The CPA fully support the improvement of air quality in the Square Mile. We reiterate our previous
comments that “major development” is not an appropriate threshold for requiring an Air Quality
Impact Assessment. Part 1 of the policy should be amended to ensure that an AQIA is only required
where there is 1,000sqm or more of new floorspace being created. The policy as drafted would
capture change of use applications and it is not always possible or practical to provide such an
assessment for all major applications. The policy is therefore not justified and we suggest part 1 is
re-worded:“Developers will be required to effectively manage the impact of their proposals on air quality.
Major developments creating 1,000sqm or more of new floorspace must provide an Air Quality
Impact Assessment;”
Policy HL7 – Sport and Recreation
The CPA welcome the clarification provided at paragraph 4.1.49 in respect of private gym facilities. It
is essential that the policy gives flexibility (where there is not such flexibility as a result of Class E) to
allow for these uses to be lost where development could better meet other objectives of the Plan.
Policy SA1 – Crowded Places
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The CPA welcome the revisions to the wording of the policy, however we consider the policy should
be reworded as per our previous representations.
As it currently stands the policy is repetitious when read alongside SA2 (Designing in Security). The
CPA considers the need for a full risk assessment needs to be better defined and should be
ascertained through consultation with the City of London Police and other relevant stakeholders
through the planning process. We do not consider it is justified to require such an assessment for all
major developments. On this basis, we suggest that the policy is reworded as follows:“All major developments where relevant are required to satisfy the principles and standards that
address the issue of crowded places and counter-terrorism by:-“
Having regard to the details of what is expected from risk assessments using a more flexible
threshold seems reasonable.
Policy SA2 – Dispersal Routes
The CPA remain of the view that a Management Statement should not be required for all
applications for major commercial developments and development which proposes night time uses.
In many instances, the location of the site in relation to nearby sensitive uses will determine
whether such a Statement is required. Accordingly it is considered that the draft policy should be
reworded:“Applications for major commercial development and developments which propose night-time
uses should include a Management Statement, where necessary setting out detailed proposals for
the dispersal of patrons and workers from premises to ensure the safe egress of people, minimise
the potential for over-crowding and reduce the instances of anti-social behaviour.”
In addition, in many instances details relating to the preparation of Management Statements is not
known at the application stage, therefore the CPA considers strongly that the requirement for a
Management Statement could be secured by planning condition.
Support a Thriving Economy
Strategic Policy S4 – Offices
The CPA has always supported the need for flexibility in terms of office policy to respond to different
types and sizes of occupiers and changing trends. This applies even more so as we exit from the
Covid-19 pandemic and see some of the trends around shifting working patterns and flexible/remote
working bedding in permanently. We are supportive of the changes that have been made to the
policy wording to reflect on the changing office market and need for flexibility.
Policy OF3 – Meanwhile Use
We note that the policy has been broadened to include use of commercial, business and service
buildings and not just offices as previously referenced. This policy is supported in the context of
recovering from the pandemic and aligns with London Plan policy HC5, to assist the continued
growth and evolution of London’s cultural facilities and creative industries.
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Strategic Policy S5 – Retailing
In the context of Class E and significant shifts in retailing, it is unclear why a Retail Impact
Assessment is required for schemes promoting over 2,500 sqm of floorspace. The entire Square Mile
is within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) which is suitable for a range of uses and specialist
functions in line with Policy SD4 and SD5 of the London Plan.
For instance, proposals for retail along the North Bank and in Culture Mile are clearly suitable for
such a quantum of retail, but it should not be an onerous requirement on the Applicant to justify the
provision of retail in these circumstances. It is considered that retail policy would benefit from
further redrafting to reflect the changing circumstances of the retail market and the changes that
have been made to the Use Class Order and should focus on “active frontages”. We suggest as
drafted it is not effective or justified and recommend it is reworded as follows:“4. Requiring a Retail Impact Assessment for schemes of 2,500m2 gross floorspace and above
where necessary outside PSCs. The cumulative impact of retail floorspace will be taken into
account in the assessment of planning applications.
5. Focusing comparison and convenience shops within the PSCs, with a broader mix of retail and
appropriate town centre uses on the peripheries of the centres and the Retail Links and promoting
active frontages.”
Policy RE1 – Principal Shopping Centres
The CPA previously commented that it is important that the Plan recognises changes in occupational
demand and provide additional flexibility in respect of ground floor land uses to enable more
innovative new uses, start-ups and entrepreneurs for instance to be accommodated. It is important
that planning policy can respond appropriately and support the need to integrate the main office use
with subordinate ground floor uses where such demand exists.
We are of the view that the policy remains is too prescriptive in the context of changes to the Use
Class Order and introduction of Class E. As currently worded, the policy does not seem to reflect
current retail trends or anticipated future direction of the retail market. The retail industry is in
transition, and policies need to reflect this. We do not consider the policy sufficiently justified and
should be reworded as follows:“2. The role of the PSCs as concentrations of comparison and convenience shopping will be
retained. The loss of ground floor retail frontages and/or floorspace will be resisted where the
existing floorspace does not benefit from an open class E use and additional retail provision of
varied unit sizes and frontage lengths will be encouraged, supported by complementary uses that
increase footfall and provide active frontages. Where planning permission is required, proposals
for changes between retail uses within the PSCs will be assessed against:
•

the contribution the unit makes to the function and character of the PSC;

•

whether a replacement proposal maintains an active frontage in a non-retail use; and
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•

the effect of the proposal on the area in terms of the size of the unit, the length of its frontage,
the composition and distribution of retail uses within the frontage and the location of the unit
within the frontage.”

Strategic Policy S6 – Culture, Visitors and Night Time Economy
As confirmed previously the CPA fully supports this policy, which seeks to complement the City’s
business function and is an essential component to future business growth and ensuring
competitiveness with the West End and other European Cities, particularly in the context of the
Square Mile’s Recovery.
The CPA notes additional wording inserted in the Plan in relation to the requirement for Cultural
Plans to be submitted as part of planning applications for major developments. The supporting text
to the policy at paragraph 5.3.8 is helpful but not all development can reasonably accommodate the
provision of dedicated cultural floorspace or public art for a variety of reasons and it is considered
that existing CIL and section 106 contributions are a more appropriate mechanism for some
developments.
Policy CV3 – Hotels
The CPA previously commented that there needs to be sufficient flexibility to ensure that sites and
buildings are able to come forward as hotels and are not unduly stifled, particularly given other
aspirations including the promotion of the Cultural Mile. We welcome the removal of Part 2 of the
policy, given the view that clusters of hotel accommodation are likely to occur around key visitor
attractions. This extends to the removal of restrictions on new hotels in the City Cluster, which is
welcomed.
Policy CV4 – Evening and Night Time Economy
You will recall CPA’s comments previously that the submission of Management Statements at
application stage may not always be possible or appropriate in the absence of details of end users.
Whilst we note that the policy has not been amended we welcome the inclusion of supporting text
at para 5.3.35 to address CPA concerns.
Policy INS1 – Infrastructure provision and connection
The CPA recognise the importance of providing exemplary infrastructure connections to new
developments. There are instances where such provision cannot be known or provided at
application stage and we would therefore seek the addition of a paragraph in the support text of this
policy:“Where it is not possible to provide detail at application stage, planning conditions and/or
obligations will be used to secure the provision of such detail.”
Shape Outstanding Environments
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Strategic Policy S8 – Design
The CPA remains concerned about this policy insofar as it expects internal pedestrian routes as a
matter of principle. We retain the view that these only be contemplated in a very small number of
instances and on particularly large development sites. Consideration must be given to design and
security issues, and such provision has the potential to significantly impact on the design of
buildings, including the ground floor layout, access and safety, and core position. The provision of
internal pedestrian routes is therefore not often feasible, practical or viable. This position is reflected
within policy DE4 of the Plan.
This also extends to the requirement for free to enter roof terraces and spaces; again this should not
be a pre-requisite of all office buildings and should only be sought in appropriate circumstances,
where it does not prejudice delivery of HQ type buildings and where security, or core arrangements
may be an issue. The policy should align more closely to policy D8 of London Plan, and only require
publicly accessible areas where appropriate. We consider this policy is not fully justified and suggest
it is reworded as follows:“1. Optimises pedestrian movement by maximising permeability, providing external and where
possible internal pedestrian routes which are inclusive, welcoming, convenient, comfortable and
attractive, enhancing the City’s characteristic network of accessible buildings, streets, courts and
alleys;
…
3. Delivers publicly accessible space within the developments where feasible and viable by
maximising the amount of accessible, inclusive and free to enter roof terraces and spaces.”

Policy DE1 – Sustainability Standards
As noted previously, the CPA is fully supportive of the measures being taking both in terms of policy
and on the ground in terms of tackling London’s climate emergency. Having been engaged in
proposals through the evolution of sustainability policies and the London Plan, we are of the view
that alternative carbon off-setting strategies should be developed in the City, given the constrained
setting and amount of payments that may reasonably be collected.
The CPA would welcome flexibility on how we can all work to achieving a more sustainable built
environment, including through the use of Power Performance Agreements, off-site initiatives as
part of a wider strategy or specific and innovative on-site solutions which do not necessarily align
with the existing methodologies set by building regulations, established carbon offsetting funds and
policy SI2 of the London Plan.
We must allow new and innovative technologies and solutions in order to achieve our shard goals.
On this basis, we consider that the policy could be fully effective by making the following
amendments:“3. The City of London will encourage the use of new and/or innovative technologies and off site
carbon strategies where appropriate.”
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Policy DE2 – New Development
The CPA consider that it would be appropriate for the wording of this policy to align with the London
Plan. We do not consider that “a world class standard of design” is measurable. We consider that
part 1 of the policy should be reworded as follows:“Development should be of an exemplary standard world class standard of design and
architectural detail and should enhance the townscape and public realm. Development that would
adversely affect the character, appearance or amenities of the buildings or area will be resisted.”
Policy DE4 – Pedestrian Permeability
The CPA welcome the changes which have been made to this policy which recognise the challenges
of providing access through buildings. It is our view that this is only feasible in a limited number of
circumstances, typically within redevelopment schemes with large plot sizes.
Policy DE5 – Terraces and Viewing Galleries
As noted in response to S8, there is concern about provision of pedestrian routes and public viewing
galleries through building and development sites as part of all tall building or major developments.
There are instances where this is not likely to be appropriate due to security lines, or where it could
prejudice future business operation of the building. We retain the view that Part 3 requires
amending to confirm that “publicly accessible areas will be required in appropriate circumstances,
where it is feasible, practical and viable as part of tall building developments”, in order to be in
accordance with London Plan Policy D9.D.
Policy DE9 – Lighting
The CPA supports the City’s corporate aims and objectives for lighting of the City, in terms of visual
interest, light pollution, crime and anti-social behaviour. We note that the policy has been amended
to require that all development should consider the lighting strategy early in the design process,
rather than major development. We would note that it is not always possible to consider the
lighting strategy early in the design process and are more appropriately dealt with by condition. We
would welcome the production of supplementary planning guidance to support this policy, as
indicated. We suggest that the policy is amened as follows in order to be fully justified:“1. Lighting should be sensitively co-ordinated with the overall design of any new development,
having regard to siting, scale, type, intensity and colour temperature of light. Major development
proposals should consider the lighting strategy early in the design process.”
Policy VT1 – The impacts of development on transport
As advised in previous iterations, at part 3 of this policy it remains unclear as whether the thresholds
apply to total floorspace or unit numbers or net additional floorspace. The Corporation, in its
consultation response agreed that the wording could be amended to provide clarity but this does
not appear to have occurred.
The City Property Association is a company limited by guarantee in England
(Company Registration Number: 8256281 | VAT Registration Number: 9056407032)
The Bloomsbury Building,10 Bloomsbury Way, Office 3.11, London, WC1A 2SL
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The draft policy should acknowledge that Construction Logistics Plans will be the subject of planning
conditions, as details relating to construction are not usually known at the application stage.

Policy VT2 – Freight and Servicing
The CPA continues to support the general principles and objectives of this policies, and reiterates
that there is a place for freight consolidation in the larger scale developments in the City. We
recognise that collaboration and joint working is key to the success of innovation, but it needs to be
recognised that it is not always possible to align with adjoining owners to manage freight and
servicing requirements, whether that is due to timing issues or other practicalities.
As stated, the CPA supports the intent in principle as a means to reduce traffic and some
coordination may be possible with adjoining owners but circumstances are unlikely to align in many
instances.
Policy AT1 – Pedestrian Movement
As stated above, the concern remains about a blanket requirement to provide pedestrian routes
through new developments and there will be occasions where it is not appropriate. This should be
made consistent with policy DE4. We suggest it is reworded as follows:“1. Developers should facilitate pedestrian movement and reduce severance by provision of
suitable routes through and around new developments where feasible and viable. The City
Corporation will work with developers and owners to maintain pedestrian routes at ground level
and the upper level walkway network around the Barbican and London Wall.”
Strategic Policy S11 – Historic Environment & Policy HE1 – Managing Change to Heritage Assets
The CPA previously observed that these policies do not appear to fully reflect the NPPF in terms of
harm and benefits or reflect case law that has established principles about the balance to be applied.
It is important that the policy contains flexibility to allow public benefits of proposed developments
and opportunities for enhancing the significance of heritage assets to be weighed against the loss of
significance in line with the NPPF. As currently worded HE1 part 4 does not reflect the NPPF,
assuming refusal and not clearly articulating the policy tests that are applicable.
In addition the CPA retains its objections to the use of the word “strengthen” in paragraph 6.4.13
and this should be replaced with “conserve and enhance”.
Strategic Policy S12 – Tall Buildings
As noted previously, the CPA are of the view that there are circumstances where it is not feasible,
practical or viable to provide publicly accessible open space or other facilities at upper levels and
there may be instances where other benefits, for instance education, cultural, or affordable
workspace need to be prioritised over this provision, and the policy should align with policy D9 of
the London Plan as stated above.
Policy OS1 – Protection and provision of open spaces

The City Property Association is a company limited by guarantee in England
(Company Registration Number: 8256281 | VAT Registration Number: 9056407032)
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As outlined above, we consider that the policy needs to provide some fleixblity to align with policy
DE4 of the Plan and recognise the challenges associated with access through buildings. It is not
justified to secure access to existing private spaces, nor is it appropriate to seek to secure access to
all private spaces within new developments. We consider that as drafted the policy is not justified
and suggest it is reworded as follows:“The quantity, quality and accessibility of public open space will be maintained and improved.
• Existing open space will be protected, particularly that spaces of historic interest.
• Where a loss of existing open space is proposed, it must be replaced on redevelopment by
open space of equal or improved quantity and quality on or near the site;
• Additional publicly accessible open space and pedestrian routes will be sought in major
commercial and residential developments wherever practical and viable but particularly in
areas of open space deficiency and where pedestrian modelling shows significant pressure on
City streets;
• Further public spaces will be created from underused highways and other land;
• Public access will be secured, wherever feasible and viable possible, to existing and proposed
private spaces suitable for public access within major developments;
• Access to new and existing open spaces will be improved; and
• Open spaces must be designed to meet the needs of all the City’s communities.”
Policy OS2 – City Greening
The CPA provided detailed comments in the previous iteration of the Plan about urban greening, and
as we are aware changes to Building Regulations in relation to fire regulations add a layer of
complexity to the application of green walls for instance. The clarification that vertical greening will
not be required where there is sleeping accommodation being provided is welcomed.
Whilst the introduction of a City UGF score is welcomed, we retain the view that it will not always be
possible to achieve these ambitious targets in the City and there needs to be flexibility to take
account of particular circumstances of sites, particularly where roof space is contrained or can better
serve other priorities in the Plan such a renewable energy or public access where these are feasible.
The highly urbanised nature of the City, and constraints in terms of availability of land, roof space
and public realm, and proximity of neighbouring buildings must be recognised that this could restrict
the ability to include features that will assist in achieving urban greening on all developments.
We retain our view that in order to be sound, policy OS2(2) should be amended as follows:
“Major development proposals will be required to:
• Include an Urban Greening Factor (UGF) calculation demonstrating how the development will
meet the City’s target UGF score of 0.3 as a minimum, unless site specific considerations make this
undeliverable;”

The City Property Association is a company limited by guarantee in England
(Company Registration Number: 8256281 | VAT Registration Number: 9056407032)
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Policy CR3 – Sustainable drainage systems (SUDS)
As noted in representations on the draft document, the CPA recognises the merits of SUDS measures
being incorporated into developments but it is not always possible to achieve the rates sought in
such a constrained location as the City.
We note that the policy has not been amended as previously suggested and Suggest amending part
1 is amended to take a proportional to proposals. i.e. a change of use application cannot reasonably
implement SUDS measures and is therefore not effective or justified. Some recognition added in
supporting text but should this should be taken into account within the policy wording. We suggest
it is reworded as follows:“1. All major development, transportation and public realm proposals must incorporate SuDS
principles and be designed to minimise the volume and discharge rate of rainwater run-off into
the combined drainage network in the City, ensuring that rainwater is managed as close as
possible to the development.”
Key Areas of Change
We welcome the retention of area based policies and being engaged in the development of further
guidance that will be prepared to support the delivery of the vision for these key areas.
Strategic Policy S17 - Thames Policy Area
We note that these exceptions are limited to where this impacts upon strategic views or amenity of
occupiers or nearby residents. As stated previously there will be other instances where this may not
be appropriate and the policy should be reworded to include reference to “site specific instances
where it is agreed this is not appropriate”. We suggest the policy is reworded as follows:“3. Ensuring that buildings and spaces on or near the riverside contribute to sustainable economic
growth and further the aims of the Riverside Walk Enhancement Strategy, particularly through:
•
•
•

•

•

protecting and enhancing public access and river views along the riverside walk and securing
completion of the riverside walk at Queenhithe;
improving access to the River Thames by enhancing north-south routes and the creation of a
continuous riverside walk
improving the vibrancy of the riverside by encouraging a mix of commercial and cultural uses
and promoting office-led commercial development, while safeguarding heritage assets and
biodiversity value;
provision of publicly accessible roof terraces, where they do not impact adversely on
protected views, the amenity of occupiers or nearby residents, or are not practical or viable;
and
supporting the Illuminated River project to deliver more sustainable bridge lighting and
engage visitors with the River.”

Policy S23 – Smithfield and Barbican
The City Property Association is a company limited by guarantee in England
(Company Registration Number: 8256281 | VAT Registration Number: 9056407032)
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Good evening,
Here are the access comments on the Local Plan;
‐

‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐

The London Plan 2021 mainly uses the term ‘disabled people’ and only on occasion uses the terms ‘people
with ambulant mobility impairments’ and ‘people with physical or sensory impairments and learning
disabilities’. The term ‘disabled people’ is broad and covers a wide range of conditions, therefore it is
recommended that the terminology is altered in these places;
o 4.1.20 Remove “and those with other mobility difficulties”.
o 4.1.42 Replace “the elderly, those with disabilities” with ‘older people, disabled people’
o 4.2.17 Replace “people with physical or mental disabilities and people with restricted mobility” with
‘disabled people and people with restricted mobility’.
o 4.3.59 Replace “students with disabilities” with ‘disabled students’
o 6.1.62 Replace “those with disabilities” with ‘disabled people’
o Policy CV5 Replace “those with disabilities” with ‘disabled people’
o Strategic Policy S10 Replace “people with disabilities” with ‘disabled people’
o SHMA glossary Replace “people with disabilities” with ‘disabled people’
London Plan 2021 Policy D7 states that “at least 10 per cent of dwellings” should meet M4(3) and “all other
dwellings” should meet M4(2), whereas City Plan 2036 Strategic Policy S3 specifically states 10% M4(3) and
90% M4(2). It would be preferable for the City Plan to set minimum standards rather than specific standards
as per the London Plan.
6.1.11 states that the Corporation “has an active programme of implementing access adaptations and will
prepare further guidance for developers”. Confirmation is required who would produce this guidance.
For Policy DE5 it is disappointing that there are no references to the importance of providing step‐free
access to these spaces.
In 6.1.50, it is recommended that the term ‘portable ramps’ is used rather than “movable ramps”.
6.2.32 states that the City has excellent public transport accessibility however this is not the case for all
disabled people and for door to door journeys. Subsequently it could be beneficial to reiterate the
importance of Blue Badge spaces again, e.g. ‘therefore be car‐free (except for designated Blue Badge
spaces)’.
London Plan 2021 10.5.7 states that “Accessible facilities for disabled cyclists should also be provided” and it
would be beneficial for this to be referred to in 6.3.22.
There are concerns that the inclusive design glossary description is too narrow and focusses on the design
stage/ certain groups of people rather than the impact it can have on all individuals and society as a whole.
It is recommended that the principles from the London Plan glossary are used to inform the Local Plan
glossary; “Inclusive design results in an environment which everyone can use, to access and benefit from the
full range of opportunities available; confidently, independently, with choice and dignity, which avoids
separation or segregation and is made up of places and spaces that acknowledge diversity and difference,
meeting the needs of everyone in society”.
It is queried whether the ‘wheelchair accessible’ and ‘wheelchair adaptable’ glossary terms are required. If
they are to remain, it is recommended that the term ‘wheelchair users’ should be used instead of
‘occupants or guests who use wheelchairs’.
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Many thanks,
Lydia Morley
Access Advisor
Department of the Built Environment
City of London Corporation
www.cityoflondon.gov.uk
Due to Covid‐19 the City Corporation Development Division will be attending meetings digitally only via MS Teams.
I work part‐time: Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
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@BarbicanWLG

barbicanwildlifegarden www.barbicanwildlifegarden.org

The Proposed Submission Draft City Plan 2036 (the Plan)
The Response of Barbican Wildlife Group (BWG)
BWG is a voluntary group of local residents tasked with the custodianship of the Barbican
Wildlife Garden (the Garden) in association with City Gardeners on behalf of the Barbican
Estate. The Garden makes a significant contribution as part of the Grade II Barbican and
St Alphage’s Garden Site of Borough Significance for Nature Conservation to the City’s
biodiversity. BWG is concerned to ensure that not only does 6.6 of the Plan fully support
the continuation and enhancement of that contribution but that support also extends to the
rest of the City.

6.6. Open Spaces and Green Infrastructure
First of all, BWG would like to acknowledge the deletion of “beehives” from of the Plan
prior to publication. Honey bees make a minor contribution to biodiversity, as they are bred
primarily to pollinate cash crops and, unlike bumble bees and other wild bees, which are
valuable pollinators of a much wider range of plant species.

BWG’s specific responses:
6.6.2 The Barbican lakes also constitute a key environmental asset, “standing water” being
included as a Target Habitat in the draft BAP 2021-2026 and a priority habitat in the
London Environmental Strategy.

Policy OS 1: Protection and provision of open spaces
Point 1 BWG considers the statement, existing open space will be protected does not
require the qualification of particularly spaces of historic interest.
Point 4 The BWG would like other land to be identified here.
Point 6 BWG asks how will access to new open spaces be improved and is improved
access to existing open spaces intended to affect any part of the Barbican?
6.6.9 Finsbury Circus appears to have been overlooked in this paragraph. Also, St Helen’s
Churchyard, St Andrew’s Undershaft Churchyard and Jubilee Gardens are projects
included in the City Cluster Area – Wellbeing and Climate Change resilience
implementation 2021-2024.

Policy OS2: City Greening
Point 4 BWG considers that green walls should only be allowed to ensure the delivery of
Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) and not for box-ticking to obtain planning permission.

6.6.15 BWG is pleased that the contribution of BioSolar green roofs is acknowledged.
However brown and other biodiverse roofs are important for biodiversity, including for
attracting black redstarts, a City Target Species.
6.6.19 The City Corporation’s UGF Study indicates that an UGF target of 0.3 would
be deliverable for the majority of development in the City. This seems to be creating a
policy to enable development to proceed with minimum disruption, instead of ensuring that
the required UGF be based on detailed appraisal of each development and its local and
wider environmental impact. With the forthcoming need to provide BNG then the maximum
attainable UGF for each development should be the goal. Also, there is no margin of error
in the requirement for a UGF or for its monitoring and enforcement once a development
has been completed.

Policy OS3: Biodiversity
Point 1 BWG considers that retention and enhancement of habitats within SINCs does
not go far enough and the Plan should ensure the retention, protection and
enhancement of SINCs, as Westminster City Council committed to in 2019.,
Point 3 BWG asks for hedges to be added to the list.
Point 7 Whilst encouraging native species, the need for climate resilience will,
unfortunately, require a higher proportion of non-native plants and trees etc. Already there
are many Himalayan Birch trees in the City and the Plan should acknowledge this.
6.6.24 For accuracy, the Grade I SBINC will be identified as the “Barbican Estate, St
Alphage Garden and Barber-Surgeons’ Garden” SBINC.
6.6.25 BWG asks if west of Farringdon Street and east of Bishopsgate is correct, as it
implies everywhere on the riverside apart from the area within the City. Better access to
nature along the City’s riverfront would help relieve pressure on other areas such as the
Barbican but consideration should also be given to expanding the SBINC to include the
excepted areas of planting on the Barbican highwalks as well as Golden Lane Estate in a
SMINC.
6.6.28 Unfortunately tall buildings, especially with substantial areas of glass can be a
source of premature termination of migration for birds.
6.6.31 Whilst the BWG welcomes this policy and its associated policies OS1-3, it would
like the Plan to specify that where residential amenity may be affected by terraces,
extensive green roofs (with no or limited access to people) will be preferred over intensive
ones. In any case, for the same given area, extensive green roofs are likely to deliver a
higher UGF than intensive ones.

Policy OS4: Trees
Point 2 There appear to be very few TPOs in the City, as many trees are the City
Corporation’s responsibility and it cannot make a TPO against itself. However,
Conservation Areas provide some protection for trees.
6.6.35. BWG acknowledges the contribution of green tree pits to biodiversity and considers
that this contribution should be acknowledged by amending this paragraph as below:.

Trees and green tree pits play an important role in connecting green spaces to create
green corridors. Additional planting, including green tree pits, where feasible will help to
reinforce those corridors. It is important that new tree planting includes a variety of species
to increase the resilience of the City’s tree stock against the threat of disease and the
impacts of a changing climate.
6.6.37 BWG asks that Conservation Areas be included here as well.

Figure 24: Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs)
BWG asks that each SINC be identified by name and the streets added to better idicate
location.

Other sections of the Plan
BWG’s specific responses:
6.4 Historic Environment
6.4.2 Although the Plan was drafted a month later, it fails to acknowledge the Grade II
listing of the Golden Lane Estate Designed Landscape. Consequently, 6.4.2 requires
amendment to refer to 5 and not 4 Historic Parks and Gardens. Figure 18 will require a
corresponding amendment.
Figure 18: Designated heritage assets in the City of London
This is incorrect. In addition to the need to identify the Golden Lane Estate Designed
Landscape, the tongue of land extending south from the Barbican Estate adjoining the
Museum of London and the Scheduled Ancient Monument id part of the Grade II*
Barbican Estate Registered Landscape.

6.5. Tall Buildings and Protected Views
Strategic Policy S12: Tall Buildings
BWG considers that indicating areas as being inappropriate for tall buildings confirms
an intention to consider the development of tall buildings in immediately adjoining areas. In
order to remove any misunderstanding and to protect the Smithfield; Charterhouse; and
Barbican and Golden Lane conservation areas, BWG requests that the whole of the
Smithfield and Barbican Key Area of Change be confirmed as being inappropriate for
tall buildings and Figure 21 be amended accordingly.

Figure 21: Areas in appropriate for new tall buildings
BWG requests that Figure 21 be amended to include the whole of the Smithfield and
Barbican Key Area of Change referred to in its response to Strategic Policy S12 above.

6.7 Climate Resilience and Flood Risk
6.7.18 BWG notes that the concept of blue roofs appears to unique to this paragraph but
the benefits of the same seem appropriate to other policies, particularly in respect of

enhanced biodiversity. BWG asks that any specifically designed blue roofs in the City be
identified in the Plan.
05 May 2021
Joanna Rodgers, Joint Lead Volunteer on behalf of Barbican Wildlife Group

Ref:
(for official use only)

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage Representation Form
Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates

City of London City Plan 2036
Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate form for each representation
you wish to make.

Privacy Notice

To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the
names of those making representations, will be made available in line with
requirements in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, including being published on the City Corporation’s website and
being made available to the appointed Planning Inspector. In some cases, to
administer and run virtual events by means of video or telephone conference, the
Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email address and/or telephone number
of those making representations. All other personal information will remain
confidential and will be managed in line with the City Corporation’s Privacy Notice,
which is available at Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan
examinations which is available at Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if
applicable) but complete the full contact details of the agent.
First name

Jonathan

Last name

Solomons

Address Line 1

Bevis Marks Synagogue

Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant

2. Agents details where relevant
First name
Last name
Address Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Post code
Telephone number
Email address where relevant
Job Title where relevant
Organisation where relevant

Part B

Please use a separate sheet for each representation.
Name or organisation

Bevis Marks Synagogue Committee

3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

3.4.4

Policy

Spacial Strategy

Policies Map (A or B)

4.Do you consider the Local Plan is
4.1 Legally compliant
4.2 Sound

Yes

Yes

No

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate

Yes

No

Please add an X as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not
legally compliant or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
On behalf of the Bevis Marks Synagogue Committee I share the concerns and
support the amendments/supplements proposed by London Sephardi Trust and the
Spanish & Portuguese Sephardi Community in respect of the Spatial Strategy and
Policies DE3, S11, HE1, S12, S13, S21.
This plan fails to adequately allow for this risk that to significant heritage sites
incluiding the Grade 1 Listed Bevis Marks Synagogue

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to
make the Local Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any
legal compliance or soundness matters you have identified at 5
above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need
to say why each modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as
precise as possible.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence
and supporting information necessary to support your representation and your
suggested modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further
opportunity to make submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do
you consider it necessary to participate in examination hearing
session(s)?
Please add an X as appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate
in hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline
why you consider this to be necessary.
Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified
the matters and issues for examination.
It is vitally important that a representative from the S&P Sephardi Community, the
London Sephardi Trust and/or the Bevis Marks Synagogue Committee are invited
to speak as this plan has a significant impact on the ability of the syagogue to
function.

9. Signature

Date

10/05/2021
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One Stratford Place
London
E20 1EJ
T:

10 May 2021
City of London Corporation
Guildhall
Gresham Street
London, EC2V 7HH
Dear Sir / Madam,
Network Rail Consultation Response - City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Proposed Submission
Draft Consultation
I write in order to provide Network Rail’s consultation response in relation to The City of London
Corporation’s (CLC) City Plan 2036: Regulation 19 Proposed Submission Draft Consultation.
Thank you for giving Network Rail the opportunity to submit representation in relation to
this policy document. Network Rail’s response to the consultation is set out below.
Strategic Policy S26: Liverpool Street
Network Rail appreciates the aspirations of this policy in relation to accessibility and capacity
improvements at Liverpool Street Station. Network Rail will continue to work with the CLC and
relevant partners and stakeholders with a view to identifying and delivering enhancement
opportunities.
Network Rail’s Business Development and Strategic Planning teams have produced a Liverpool
Street Station (LST) vision document which outlines Network Rail's future vision and strategy for
the station. This outline summary shall inform a more detailed strategic analysis of future
service group demand and long-term pedestrian capacity assessment at Liverpool Street Station.
Network Rail Infrastructure Limited Registered Office: Network Rail, One Eversholt Street, London, NW1 2DN Registered in England and Wales No. 2904587 www networkrail.co.uk
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This strategic advice is anticipated to start in 2022 once TfL have completed London Overground
growth assessments; these conclusions will be assessed alongside Network Rail’s Great Eastern
Main Line Study and West Anglia Medium Term Study to define future platform and pedestrian
capacity requirements. The vision document shall also inform Network Rail engagement with
third party promoters at Liverpool Street Station.
Strategic Policy S10: Active Travel and Healthy Streets
Network Rail welcome the inclusion of Strategic Policy 10: Active Travel and Healthy Streets in
terms of the improvement of access routes and public realm around stations and between
stations and key destinations.
In particular, we encourage that the CLC look at whether access to City Thameslink Station could
be improved. There are issues such as crowded pavements around the station which could
possibly be alleviated by improved access. Due to the current access arrangements, people
aren’t as aware of the station as they could be, resulting in people walking long distances to
Farringdon, Blackfriars, Chancery Lane or Mansion House. As such, Network Rail would welcome
discussion around the opportunities/benefits of improving the station access at City Thameslink.
Cannon Street could also benefit from improvements.
Paragraph 6.3.8 of explains that the ‘City Cluster and Fenchurch Street’ area will be one of the
first four Healthy Streets Plans to be developed. Network Rail will continue to work
collaboratively with CLC and C2C (who manage Fenchurch Street station) in relation to the
proposed upgrade of Fenchurch Street Station.
Waste Policy
Policy CE2 notes the use of rail for the removal of waste. Further discussion with the CLC in
relation to the use of rail for waste removal would be appreciated.
Developments adjacent to operational railway land and infrastructure
CLC and potential Developers should be aware of and consider Network Rail’s standard
guidelines and requirements when developing sites located adjacent to or in close proximity to
Network Rail’s land, assets and operational railway infrastructure. For more information
please visit https://www.networkrail.co.uk/running-the-railway/looking-after-the-railway/assetprotection-and-optimisation/.

Network Rail Infrastructure Limited Registered Office: Network Rail, One Eversholt Street, London, NW1 2DN Registered in England and Wales No. 2904587 www networkrail.co.uk
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Developers will need to engage with Network Rail’s Asset Protection team at an early stage to
ensure that any proposed development does not have a detrimental impact on the safety and
operation of the railway network. Networks Rail’s Asset Protection team can be contacted at the
following email addresses:
•

AngliaASPROLandClearance@networkrail.co.uk

•

assetprotectionlondonsoutheast@networkrail.co.uk

Thank you again for providing Network Rail with the opportunity to comment on this
consultation. I trust that the comments above are clear, if you require any further information or
have any queries do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Elliot Stamp
Town Planning Manager Anglia

Network Rail Infrastructure Limited Registered Office: Network Rail, One Eversholt Street, London, NW1 2DN Registered in England and Wales No. 2904587 www networkrail.co.uk
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Local Plan Team
Department of the Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ
Dear Sir/Madam,
CITY PLAN 2036 – REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF THE TENACITY GROUP
We write on behalf of the Tenacity Group, the Developers of Nos 55 and 70 Gracechurch Street in the City
of London.
The Tenacity Group has obtained a Resolution to Grant Planning permission for both Nos 55 and 70
Gracechurch Street during early 2021. These schemes will deliver over 100,000sqm of office floorspace as
well as public viewing galleries, contemporary flexible retail spaces and public realm improvements. The
schemes will contribute to the improvement of pedestrian routes in the southern part of the City Cluster.
The Tenacity Group considers that the City of London will continue to retain its role as one of the world’s
leading financial and business centres and wholeheartedly supports the efforts to deliver an additional 2
million square metres of office floorspace by 2040. The Tenacity Group considers that people will return
to the office following the COVID-19 pandemic but recognises that offices will need to be more flexible
and adaptable like those proposed at 55 and 70 Gracechurch Street.
The redevelopment schemes at 55 and 70 Gracechurch Street have been developed in tandem with the
City Plan 2036 and are seen to be exemplars of its intentions, including being highly sustainable buildings
with extensive urban greening, including modern destination retail uses and significant public access.
The Tenacity Group looks forward to continuing to work with the City of London to deliver the
developments at 55 and 70 Gracechurch Street.
Please do not hesitate to contact Richard Ward or Alasdair Buckle of this office should you have any
queries.
Yours faithfully

DP9 Ltd.

Adrian Roche
Development Plans Team Leader
Development Plans Team
Department of the Built Environment
City of London Corporation
Guildhall
London EC2P 2EJ

Department: Planning
Our reference: LDF07/LDD05/LP02/HA01
Date: 10 May 2021

By email: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Dear Adrian,
Statement of general conformity with the London Plan (Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004, Section 24(4)(a) (as amended);
Greater London Authority Acts 1999 and 2007;
Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2012
RE: Proposed Submission Draft City Plan 2036 (Regulation 19) consultation
Thank you for consulting the Mayor of London on the proposed Submission draft City Plan
2036. As you are aware, all Development Plan Documents in London must be in general
conformity with the London Plan under section 24 (1)(b) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004. The Mayor has afforded me delegated authority to make detailed
comments which are set out below. Transport for London (TfL) have also provided
comments, which I endorse, and which are attached at Annex 1.
The Mayor provided comments on the earlier City Plan 2036 – City of London (CoL) Local
Plan Regulation 18 Consultation on 27 February 2019 (Ref: LDF07/LDD05/LP01/HA01). This
letter follows on from that earlier advice and sets out where you should make further
amendments so that the draft Plan is consistent with the London Plan 2021 (LP2021). The
London Plan 2021 was formally published on the 2 March 2021, and now forms part of the
CoL’s Development Plan and contains the most up-to-date policies.
General
The draft City Plan now provides a greater focus on the health and wellbeing of the City’s
communities and how this relates to the design of new buildings, open spaces and the wider
public realm. The vision and approach is one which aligns well with the Mayor’s Good
Growth objectives, especially, GG3 creating a healthy city and this is welcomed by the
Mayor. The draft Plan also takes into consideration recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic
and this is aligned with Good Growth objective GG6 increasing efficiency and resilience, and

the Mayor’s nine missions for the recovery of London1. Good growth is also about adapting
to change proactively and the draft City Plan tackles this issue in a positive way, building in
flexibility where that may be required.
The draft Plan identifies 7 key areas of change supported by an overarching spatial strategy
which promotes reductions in greenhouse gases and improvements in air quality. These
ambitions are aligned with the Mayor’s ambitions and are welcome.
The CoL is located entirely within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) and therefore it is
important that Policies SD4 and SD5 of the LP2021, which clearly set out the functions and
unique nature of the CAZ are reflected in the draft City Plan. The functions of the CAZ are
therefore prioritised over and above residential uses and this is reflected in the draft Plan’s
spatial strategy and the growth projections set out clearly in Table 1 and Table 2. This
strategic approach is therefore consistent with the one set out in the LP2021.
The draft Plan identifies where tall building development is inappropriate but doesn’t
explicitly identify locations that may be appropriate for tall buildings, including associated
maximum or appropriate heights in accordance with Policy D9 of the LP2021. The divergence
from the LP2021 is such that, as currently written, the draft Plan is not in general conformity
with the LP2021. This issue is discussed in more detail below, along with the necessary
actions that would resolve the issue. GLA officers offer their support and guidance to help
resolve this matter.
Housing delivery
The draft Plan in paragraph 4.3.7 recognises and reflects the London Plan housing target for
the area which is set out in Table 4.1 of the LP2021 to deliver 1,460 new homes between
2019 and 2029, or 146 new homes a year. The intention to deliver this level of housing is set
out in Policy S3 of the draft Plan and this is welcomed by the Mayor. Where CoL requires a
housing target beyond 2029, it should be based on evidence and CoL should consider
paragraph 4.1.11 of the LP2021.
The draft Plan reflects the City’s small sites target to deliver 740 new homes from small sites
between 2019 and 2029 as set out in Table 4.2 of the LP2021 and this is also welcome.
Policy S3 seeks to protect existing housing and directs new housing development to, or near,
identified residential areas, which is consistent with Policies SD4 and SD5 of the LP2021. The
draft Plan acknowledges and responds to Policy SD5 of the LP2021 and restricts residential
development in defined parts of the CoL. Figure 7 of the draft Plan identifies those areas
where residential development is acceptable and is already established and includes the
areas of Temples, City West, Carter Lane, Queenhithe, Botolph, Smithfield, Barbican, Golden
Lane, Middlesex Street and Mansell Street.
It is noted that paragraph 4.3.8 of the draft Plan questions the housing target set by the
Mayor. CoL should refer to paragraph 0.0.21 of the LP2021 which sets out that boroughs do
not need to revisit the housing targets set by the Mayor. In addition to this paragraph: 013
Reference ID: 2a-013-20201216 of the Planning Practice Guidance is clear that where a
1

https://www.london.gov.uk/coronavirus/londons-recovery-coronavirus-crisis

spatial development strategy (in this case the LP2021) has been published, local planning
authorities should use the local housing need figure in the spatial development strategy and
should not seek to revisit their local housing need figure when preparing new strategic or
non-strategic policies. While the draft Plan highlights the latest locally evidenced need for
126 dwellings per year and the national standard method arrives at a figure of 112 dwellings
a year, CoL should recognise that the housing target set by the Mayor is the one that should
be applied.
Affordable Housing
Policy S3 of the draft Plan should reflect the Mayor’s strategic target that 50% of all new
homes should be affordable in accordance with Policy H4 of the LP2021. The City sets out a
minimum affordable housing target of 35%, and 50% on publicly owned land. Where
development proposals do not meet the targets there is a requirement for viability
assessments which is set out in part 3 of the policy. This approach is consistent with the
LP2021. The last part of the first sentence in paragraph 4.3.30 which states that ‘…with an
ambition to deliver higher levels of affordable housing where this is viable’ should be
amended to remove ‘where this is viable’. The Mayor encourages development to meet and
exceed the threshold levels without grant. As currently written the sentence implies that
viability evidence may be required beyond the Mayor’s threshold levels. Policies H4, H5 part
C and paragraph 4.4.4 of the LP2021 are clear that grant should be used to maximise
affordable housing delivery and City should follow that guidance. The Mayor’s Threshold
Approach sets thresholds above which viability assessments are not required. Schemes that
do not meet this threshold are required to follow a ‘Viability Tested Route’, under which
applicants must submit detailed viability information which will be scrutinised and treated
transparently. Comprehensive early and late stage review mechanisms will be applied to
schemes that do not meet the threshold or require public subsidy to do so, in order to
ensure that affordable housing contributions are increased if viability improves over time.
The Mayor’s approach has been designed to incentivise developers to take the Fast Track
Route. Requiring viability above the threshold levels would have the effect of removing that
incentive.
The ‘threshold approach’ provides certainty and consistency, as well as clear incentives for
developers to increase affordable housing delivered through the planning system above the
level in planning permissions granted in recent years. It should be noted that both the
Housing and Viability SPG and LP2021 Policy H5 are clear that grant should be used to
increase affordable housing provision beyond the threshold level.
In addition, CoL should follow the guidance in LP2021 Policy DF1 as well as the revised
NPPF/PPG and recognise that both seek to limit site specific viability requirements to
circumstances where there are clear and genuine barriers to delivery (see paragraphs 11.1.2
and 11.1.3 LP2021).
Paragraph 4.3.34 of the draft Plan proposes that the tenure split for affordable housing will
be determined on a site by site basis. This is not in accordance with LP2021 Policy H6 which
requires at least 30% should be low cost rent and at least 30% should be intermediate
housing with the remaining amount to be determined by the borough. It is the Mayor’s

opinion that the 40% element to be determined by boroughs gives enough flexibility to take
local factors into account. Paragraph 4.3.34 of the draft Plan should therefore be amended
accordingly.
CoL should recognise that in order to follow the Fast Track Route, 35% of homes must meet
the requirements of Policy H6 part A of the LP2021 and for any additional affordable housing
provided above that level a more flexible tenure mix can be applied in accordance with part
B of that policy.
Older persons housing
The draft City Plan’s intention to provide 170 dwellings for older persons over the plan
period as set out in Policy HS8 is welcome and is based on local evidence of need. In
accordance with Policy H13 of the LP2021 the City Plan should work positively and in
collaboration with providers to identify sites which may be suitable to meet that need.
Economy
The delivery of sufficient office space that is able to meet demand and ensure the continued
growth of CoL’s internationally important business community over the plan period is of
paramount importance. The Mayor welcomes CoL’s intention to meet its established target
of 2 million sqm of office space up to 2036 and its recognition of the changing and evolving
nature of its business community as increasing numbers of media and tech companies take
up space within the CoL.
The plan takes into account the potential effects of the pandemic, understanding that
working patterns are likely to change as a result. The draft Plan considers that the effects of
City workers choosing to spend part of their time working remotely rather than from the
office could be counterbalanced by a shift towards lower occupation densities which in turn
could maintain current projected levels of demand. CoL make a commitment in paragraph
5.1.8 of the draft Plan to monitor employment and office growth trends and the economic
impacts of the pandemic which is welcome. Monitoring the impacts of the pandemic could
be included as part of the borough’s yearly monitoring reports as set out in paragraph 8.2.2.
Being located entirely within the CAZ, CoL should seek to ensure that it has sufficient
capacity for industry and logistics including last mile distribution, freight consolidation and
other related service functions to sustainably support the needs of businesses and activities
within the area. This could be achieved through the protection of existing industrial and
distribution functions but also through the provision of space as part of development
proposals. See paragraph 6.4.7 and Policy SD4 part M of the LP2021.
Night-time economy
As set out in Table A1.1 of the LP2021 Barbican is classified as having a night-time economy
that is of international or national significance and Cheapside and Liverpool Street are
identified as having night-time economies that are more than locally significant. This is
reflected in paragraph 5.3.2 of the draft City Plan and is welcome. Each of these areas will
have its own unique character, which should be recognised and supported in order to
maintain the rich diversity of London’s night-time economy. Of particular importance is

Barbican which plays a crucial role in putting London on the world stage, bringing together
internationally renowned culture, performers and productions.
Recognition in paragraph 4.2.3. of the Safer City Partnership’s objective that ‘People are safe
and feel safe in the Night-Time Economy’ is noted and is welcome.
In accordance with part A of Policy HC6 of the LP2021 it would be useful to see a
commitment in the draft Plan to develop a vision for the night-time economy to support its
growth and diversification. The acknowledgement in paragraph 5.3.30 of the draft Plan of
the importance of promoting an integrated approach between licensing and planning
reflects part C of Policy HC6 and this too is welcome.
Whilst the focus on night-time entertainment and licenced venues is appreciated, more
could be said about how the city will support other forms of night-time economic activity
and also support night workers to reflect part B of Policy HC6. CoL should explore
opportunities to diversify the night-time economy in line with paragraph 7.6.7 of the LP2021.
The new Museum of London creates an opportunity to showcase a cultural institution at
different times of day and night, and any new development at Smithfield (a site with historic
night time and early morning use as a market) could also be an opportunity to promote the
area as an exemplar of a well-planned, managed, and diverse area at night and for new
evening an late night activity.
Safeguarded Wharves
The Mayor welcomes CoL’s continued protection of the borough’s only safeguarded wharf,
Walbrook Wharf. The approach is in line with Policy SI15 of the LP2021 which sets out that
boroughs should protect existing locations. In accordance with part E of that policy,
safeguarded wharves should only be used for waterborne freight-handling use, including
consolidation centres. CoL should note that development proposals adjacent to or opposite
safeguarded wharves should be designed to minimise the potential for conflicts of use and
disturbance, in line with the Agent of Change Principle and in accordance with part H of
Policy SI15 of the LP2021.
Heritage and historic environment
Recognition of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Tower of London World
Heritage Site (WHS) and its local setting is welcomed in Policies S11 and HE3 of the draft
Plan. The LP2021 is clear in paragraph 7.2.4 that CoL should include policies in its Local Plan
that conserve, promote, actively protect and interpret the OUV of The Tower of London
WHS, which includes the authenticity and integrity of its attributes and its management.
The requirement for Heritage Assessments to accompany proposals which will affect
heritage assets or their settings is welcomed in Policy HE1. To be consistent with Policy HC2
of the LP2021, CoL should note that all development proposals with the potential to affect
The Tower of London WHS or its setting should be supported by a Heritage Impact
Assessment, a requirement that should be included in Policy HE3 of the draft Plan.

Tall Buildings and protected views
Tall buildings are defined in Policy S12 as those over 75m in height. Areas that are
considered inappropriate for tall buildings are identified, mapped and include: St Paul’s
Heights area, St Paul’s protected vista viewing corridors, the protected vista and White
Tower protected silhouette of the Tower of London, and Monument views and setting.
These are defined on the borough’s draft Policies Map and shown in Figure 21. The approach
that is proposed, however, leaves uncertainty as to the status of those parts of the City
which are not identified as being inappropriate for new tall buildings, having regard to Policy
D9 part B of the LP2021. That policy requires boroughs to determine if there are locations
where tall buildings may be an appropriate form of development, and then to identify such
locations and appropriate tall building heights on maps in Development Plans. In
undertaking that exercise, the guidance set out in paragraph 3.9.2 of the LP2021 should be
followed. That guidance makes it clear that the correct process should involve:
•
•
•

undertaking a sieving exercise by assessing potential visual and cumulative impacts
to determine if there are any in principle appropriate locations for tall buildings,
in identified in principle appropriate locations, determining the maximum heights
that would be acceptable, and
identifying those locations and appropriate heights on maps in Local Plans.

Paragraph 6.5.4 of the supporting text to draft Policy S12 suggests that the City Cluster is
considered to represent the most appropriate area for encouraging tall buildings in the City
but makes clear that does not mean all sites within the Cluster are suitable. That approach is
later reflected in paragraph 7.6.4. However, paragraph 6.5.5 explains that outside the City
Cluster there is less scope for new tall buildings. This differentiation is not reflected in Policy
S12 itself, in the draft Policies map, or in Figure 21. There are locations which are outside the
City Cluster but do not fall within those areas identified as being inappropriate for new tall
buildings. This adds to the uncertainty as to whether it is intended that all areas that have
not been identified as being “inappropriate” should be understood as having positively been
identified as “locations where tall buildings may be an appropriate form of development”
following the approach required by the London Plan. In addition, appropriate tall building
heights have not been identified for any of the areas on the maps which fall outside the
“inappropriate” areas.
CoL should set out what it considers to be appropriate tall building heights, or an
appropriate range of heights, for any identified locations where tall buildings may be an
appropriate form of development in accordance with paragraph 3.9.2 of the LP2021
including the Cluster. In undertaking this exercise particularly careful regard must be paid to
its proximity to the Tower of London.
As it is unclear whether locations where tall buildings may be an appropriate form of
development have been identified, it is difficult to understand how planning applications for
tall buildings will be determined in accordance with Policy D9B3 of the LP2021. This states
that tall buildings should only be developed in locations that are identified as suitable in
development plans.

The Mayor considers this to be a significant divergence from the LP2021 and as such it
means that as currently written the draft City Plan is not in general conformity with the
LP2021.
Open spaces and green infrastructure
The Mayor welcomes CoL’s intention to promote urban greening through draft Plan Policy
S14. The proposed approach will go some way in helping to achieve the Mayor’s ambition
that more than half of London should be green by 2050 as set out in paragraph 8.4.3 of the
LP2021.
The CoL’s inclusion of an Urban Greening Factor in Policy OS2 is welcome and is consistent
with Policy G5 of the LP2021. It is noted that the proposed UGF target is set at 0.3 which has
been established through the City’s UGF Study, and this too is welcome.
Waste
The City’s intention to apply circular economy principles and the waste hierarchy as set out
in Policy S16 of the draft Plan is welcome and is consistent with Policy SI7 of the LP2021. CoL
should note the Mayor’s intention that 95% of construction and demolition waste should be
reused/recycled/recovered as set out in Policy SI7 of the LP2021 and that such an approach
would result in significantly less waste going for disposal. CoL should recognise that
paragraph 9.8.1 of the LP2021 makes it clear that the Mayor’s ambition that London is net
self-sufficient in the management of its waste by 2026 includes all waste streams with the
exception of excavation waste. In light of this, paragraph 6.8.7 of the draft Plan should be
amended to acknowledge that construction and demolition waste forms part of that target.
CoL has an agreement with Bexley to manage some of its waste over the Plan period and
participates in the South East London Joint Waste Planning Group. While this is welcomed by
the Mayor, CoL is encouraged to seek further opportunities within London for the
management of its waste through collaborative working with other boroughs or by
becoming part of an established waste planning group in order to reduce waste being
exported outside of London, and contribute towards the Mayor’s net self-sufficiency target.
The draft Plan’s proposed firmer use of circular economy principles should help to reduce
waste exports from CoL to waste authorities beyond the Capital. It is noted that paragraph
6.8.24 of the draft Plan sets out that circular economy statements should be submitted for
all Major and EIA development proposals which is consistent with Policy SI7 of the LP2021
which makes it a requirement for all referable applications and is welcome.
Transport
Overall, we are encouraged by the approach to transport in the local plan, especially in
respect of active travel modes, which should particularly be encouraged as we emerge from
the pandemic, and to enable the Mayor’s 95% sustainable mode share target for central
London to be achieved.
There are still some areas of the plan requiring improvement, particularly relating to the
approach towards cycling, so that it is distinct from the requirements for the pedestrian
environment. Furthermore, a major omission of the plan is the oversight of TfL’s cycle hire,
which should be included due to the continued rise of cycling, and cycle hires, in the CoL.

Key Areas of Change
City Cluster
The Mayor’s comments in respect of the City Cluster largely remain the same as in his
response to the previous Local Plan Regulation 18 consultation. CoL’s ambitions to
accommodate significant growth in office space and employment within the City Cluster is
welcomed. It is considered, however, that further analysis of the cumulative impacts of tall
buildings in the City Cluster in relation to some of the nation’s most valuable and treasured
heritage assets, including the Tower of London, is required. The CoL should follow the advice
set out in LP2021 Policy HC1 and take a more proactive approach towards the protection
and conservation of its heritage assets.
Work to develop the City’s 3D modelling is welcomed (paragraph 7.6.4) and should be
regarded as an early step in the evolution of a more proactive strategic approach in actively
managing the cumulative impact of tall buildings on heritage assets. While paragraph 7.6.6
puts the onus on developers to take into account the cumulative impacts of tall buildings,
LP2021 Policy HC2 sets out that development plans should include policies which conserve,
promote, actively protect and interpret the OUV of World Heritage Sites and CoL should
follow this guidance. In addition, and in accordance with LP2021 Policy HC2, any
development proposals with the potential to affect World Heritage Sites or their setting
should be supported by Heritage Impact Assessments.
While CoL’s 3D modelling is used to help plan for development in the City Cluster, this is not
publicly available and nor is it understood how 3D modelling is being used. The City should
use its detailed 3D modelling to inform its tall building policy in terms of identifying the
locations where tall buildings may be an appropriate form of development and what the
appropriate tall building heights will be in these locations.
Figure 33 in the draft Plan establishes that there are tall buildings to the south and south
east and outside of the identified City Cluster area and more are expected from pipeline
development. CoL have not provided clear guidance about how heights are to be managed
downwards given the proximity to and sensitivity of the WHS Tower of London. This should
be revisited as part of future amendments to the draft Plan.
The Mayor considers that the potential negative impacts on The Tower of London WHS from
the development of tall buildings has not been sufficiently addressed and for this reason the
draft Plan is not in general conformity with the LP2021.
Culture Mile
The CoL’s ambition to develop Culture Mile as the City’s main cultural offering is welcome
and is in line with LP2021 Policy HC5 which encourages boroughs to identify, protect and
enhance strategic clusters of cultural attractions.
To support creative industries, the CoL is encouraged to do so by following the guidance set
out in Draft New London Plan Policy E3, securing planning obligations towards affordable
workspace provision where this is for a specific social, cultural or economic purpose.
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Dear Sir/Madam
CITY PLAN 2036 –
REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF HERTSHTEN PROPERTIES LIMITED
We write on behalf of Hertshten Properties Limited, the owners of 85 Gracechurch Street, in
collaboration with Shaw Corporation Limited.
The following sets out our representations to specific policies in the Proposed Submission Draft
version of City Plan 2036.
Strategic Policy S4: Offices
Our client strongly supports the policy objective to facilitate significant growth in office
development during the plan period up to 2036, and considers it necessary in order for the City
of London to retain its role as one of the world’s leading financial and business centres.
Policy OF1: Office Development
The draft policy states that office development should, where appropriate, provide a proportion
of flexible workspace suitable for micro, small and medium sized enterprises. Our client strongly
supports this approach and considers it to be a fundamental objective to ensure the City of
London continues to thrive as a leading business destination.
Strategic Policy S12: Tall Buildings
Part 1 of the policy states that tall buildings within the City of London are defined as buildings
over 75 metres above Ordnance Datum (AOD). We submit that a single height definition for tall
buildings across the City of London is too arbitrary, as it fails to take account of the varying
existing and emerging local context to individual sites. As referenced in paragraph 6.5.2, different
height thresholds are used to determine whether planning applications in different parts of the
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Representing the interests of Barbican Residents

The City Plan 2036
Response from The Barbican Association
May 2021
Part A: Introduction
The Barbican Association (BA) is the recognised Tenants’ Association for the
approximately 4,500 residents of the City’s largest residential cluster. In responding to
the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan (the Plan), the BA’s main concern is to protect
residential amenity. In Part A the BA makes general observations and in Part B sets out
its observations on specific policies in the Plan. Appendix 1 contains examples of how
the existing Local Plan is failing to protect residential amenity. Appendix 2 reproduces
an open letter recently sent by the Chairs of both the BA and the Golden Lane Estate
Residents’ Association to the City of London Corporation (the Corporation).
Protecting Residential Amenity
1. The policies that protect residential amenity need to have a much stronger status
within the Plan for two reasons. The first is the undemocratic nature of the
Corporation’s governance structures, particularly its Planning and Transportation
Committee (PTC). The majority of PTC members neither live in the City nor
represent its residents. Several of them, including the current PTC chair, have full
time professional associations within the property sector. These members do not
have to live with the physical and mental health consequences of their decisions.
The tendency is therefore to approve commercial development and to disregard the
interests of residents. This permanent bias, which neuters the residential voice,
needs to be counterbalanced by planning policies which protect residential amenity.
The second reason is that the residential clusters in the City are few in number (see
Figure 4, p26 of the Plan) and, like the major heritage assets, deserve special
protection from encroachment to ensure that residential amenity means what it says
i.e. the elements of a location or neighbourhood that contribute to its overall
character and the enjoyment of its residents.
2. The examples in Appendix 1 show how the residents’ quality of life and enjoyment of
natural light have been persistently eroded in recent years by ever larger and taller
developments which have increased noise and artificial light pollution whilst

reducing natural light. There will be no restraint on the combined ambitions of the
Corporation and the property industry, unless red lines are drawn for the protection
of residential amenity. The dominance of office construction, even where it borders
on residential clusters, is also indicated by the number of section 106 agreements
that are signed with developers: these are a “mechanism which make a
development proposal acceptable in planning terms, that would not otherwise be
acceptable.”
3. The Plan does not mention the Listed Building Management Guidelines for the

Barbican’s grade II listed buildings and grade II* registered landscape and
gardens. These guidelines are supplementary planning documents (SPDs). Yet this is
not acknowledged as a constraint on development around the estate in the key
areas for change section of the Plan. Such an acknowledgment should be included.

4. The BA is aware of the SPD on enforcement, which helpfully sets out the legislation,
process, and procedures. In practice, however, enforcement is another weakness,
because the Corporation does not invest in the resources required for prompt and
effective action.
5. The BA welcomes the inclusion in several policies (HS3, CV3, CV4 and by implication
DE.8 and S12) of a statement that the cumulative effect of development on
neighbouring properties (especially residences) will be taken into account. Much
residential amenity in the City has been damaged over the past 20 years by
cumulative effects, especially a reduction in daylight caused by increasingly tall
buildings. There is, however, no explanation of how cumulative effect will be
measured. Without a baseline, the policies are meaningless. The Plan needs to
specify exactly how cumulative effect is to be measured.
Is the Plan Already Out of Date?
6. The Plan fails to address three significant issues: Brexit, the post-pandemic working
environment, and the imperative of combatting climate change within the built
environment. The Plan does address the fact that the previous plan’s projections for
employment and required office space might be radically reduced by one or all of
these factors. The Corporation itself seems to have recognised this to some extent
by the publication on 27 April 2021 of The Square Mile: Future City.
The need to acknowledge and reconcile conflicting objectives
7. The Plan seeks to fulfil a number of conflicting objectives without either recognising
the inherent tension between them, or setting out a framework for managing the
conflict. The Plan aspires to achieve: very tall office developments; a return to prepandemic employment patterns and office space projections; a vibrant 24/7 culture
and economy; tranquil spaces and children’s play areas; the preservation of heritage;
a rebound in the numbers of tourist and business visitors; the encouragement of
walking and cycling; a rebooting of hotel facilities and hospitality; compliance with
the Corporation’s Climate Action Strategy (CAS); the preservation of residential

amenity; and an increase in the number of residential units. The BA’s concern, as
already mentioned, is with maintaining and enhancing residential amenity. The BA
thinks the Plan needs to be clear as to the relative weight to be given to these
different objectives where they conflict, especially in areas that border residential
areas such as the Barbican estate (see Appendix 1).
8. The planners say that demand for high class offices remains high – partly based on
recent applications. If firms move into newly-built office space which meets postpandemic needs, what is the Corporation’s plan for vacated 19th and 20th century
office buildings? Are they to become empty eyesores, or the site of the next taller
building, or will the opportunity be taken to convert them to residential or cultural
use? This Plan is completely silent on this question, although it will be a major issue
for the next 15 years. It is an issue which should be addressed in the Plan.
Climate Change
9. Large office developments are huge contributors to carbon emissions:
deconstruction, construction and operation all contribute to an increase in emissions
over replaced buildings. The promotion of new, large commercial space is not
compatible with the Corporation’s own ambitious CAS. The BA fears that the need
to meet the Scopes 1 and 2 net zero carbon targets by 2027 and the Scope 3 target
by 2040 will be severely prejudiced if the Corporation continues to grant planning
permission to itself and other developers for large developments.
10. Given that the Corporation’s priority is to develop more office space, it is essential
that certain constraints are visibly enforced, to ensure that the very features which
bring commerce, visitors and employment to the Square Mile are not lost. These
features enhance the City and deserve greater prominence in the Plan. They include:
residential amenity, which enhances the environment for everybody, not just
residents; environmental considerations; and preserving the heritage assets.
Culture Mile
11. The Corporation makes much of the Culture Mile, and looks to Crossrail, the
Museum of London’s move to West Smithfield, and the redevelopment of the meat
market, to enhance the existing cultural footprint. Meanwhile, the Centre for Music,
planned to occupy the current Museum of London site, has been cancelled in favour
of an upgrade of the Arts Centre. The “Culture Mile” is nothing more than a
marketing label for the existing well-established and well-regarded cultural
institutions. This is not a radical plan demonstrating the Corporation’s commitment
to culture.
12. The proposals for the meat market are under development and long range
(legislation is required to move the market). What is of more current concern is that
the cancellation of the Centre for Music offers the prospect of redeveloping that site,
alongside the neighbouring Bastion House, as office space, and not as a cultural
gateway from the South West approach to the City. The Plan should be clear about

the Corporation’s overall intentions for this large and important site, which the BA
believes should be subject to a full examination of the best use of the site. Please
refer to Appendix 2 for the BA’s proposed approach.
Housing
13. At various places in the Plan the Corporation makes reference to increasing the
number of residential units. Upon closer inspection, it is unclear how the target will
be delivered. The Plan relies on the availability of “windfall” sites, as opposed to
sites which would be allocated to meet the Corporation’s housing target This means
housing development will not be planned. The BA would prefer to see a real
determination to increase the number of housing units within the Square Mile, by
converting unused office space post-pandemic, and/or by actively seeking suitable
sites. The empty space post-pandemic is an opportunity to encourage a stable,
resident population, which will enhance the fabric of the City, making it a more
attractive place to live, work and visit. The Corporation is making a superficial
reference to what is widely seen elsewhere as an opportunity to redraw the purpose
of a city centre, encouraging a stable, resident population and meeting a real
housing need, rather than depending on transient commuters or tourists.
Disability and Disappointment
14. Given the emphasis in Strategic Policy S1 on a healthy and inclusive City, the BA is
disappointed not to see more practical emphasis placed on the needs of mobility
impaired people to get around the City. Most of the policies to exclude vehicles
make no provision for people who cannot walk and who rely on vehicles to reach
their destination.
Conclusion
15. The BA has no confidence that the Plan will lead to any improvement in the
protection of residential amenity or indeed the heritage assets. The planning
process is inherently biased in favour of office development. The Corporation is
seemingly obsessed with more taller buildings without regard for the consequences
to climate, heritage or residents. The policies which purport to protect residential
amenity and heritage assets are ineffective and require significant strengthening.
16. The timescales of both the CAS and the London Plan’s housing requirements are
similar, enabling the BA to propose that the period of the Plan be reduced
accordingly. The BA considers 2030 to be an appropriate date, as this would allow
for the preparation of a new plan from 2030 based on how closely the Corporation
might have come to meeting CAS’s Scope 1 and Scope 2 targets, as well as the
London Plan’s housing requirements.

Part B: Specific Comments
Chapter 3 Vision, strategic objectives, and spatial strategy
3.1.4
The BA strongly supports the policy that new housing should be built near to
existing residential clusters. It accepts that housing near intensive commercial activity
would conflict with the City’s global business role and result in poor residential amenity.
However, the corollary should be that, in the residential areas, residential amenity
should be accorded a much higher priority than is evident in this Plan. Residential areas
should be protected from intrusive commercial and cultural activities.
3.1.6
Where is the evidence that good design, management, and a broad mix of
uses will protect residential amenity? The BA accepts that acoustic design to eliminate
noise pollution can help, but the Local Plan (a planning regime plan) has no control over
how buildings or activities are managed. It is not clear that a broad mix of uses reduces
the impact on residential amenity – it is more likely to damage residential amenity
through a variety of activities at different times of the day and night.
3.2.4
The assumptions in this paragraph are questionable. Business travel may
well reduce in favour of more virtual contact. The North West of the City does indeed
have world class cultural events in the Barbican Centre and other venues, but it is not
clear what extra world class venues the Culture Mile will bring as it is merely a marketing
label rather than a substantive enhancement to the existing cultural offering
3.2.5
Similarly, there may be fewer workers physically in the City each day, making
an expansion in retail and hospitality less likely, at least during the life of the Plan. It is a
leap of faith to assume there will be more visitors than can be supported by existing
capacity.
3.4.6
This paragraph says of the Barbican and Smithfield area that “evening and
night-time activities will expand and will be well-managed to protect residential
amenity.” This is an unsupported and unsupportable statement and is plainly wrong.
The City has no means of managing behaviour on its streets short of the police
intervening in illegal activity. The only thing that will protect residential amenity is a
spatial strategy that keeps residential areas and the night time economy separate.
3.5.1
This paragraph states that “a balance needs to be struck between the
competing demands for further commercial and office growth, the rapidly growing
workforce, the growing cultural and visitor economies and the needs and expectations
of the City’s permanent residential population.” This is true, other than the reference to
“growing”, but the BA observes that there are no concrete proposals for how this is to
be achieved, and accordingly has no confidence that this balance will be struck. The
BA’s experience is that the needs of the City’s permanent residential population are at
the bottom of this list of priorities, notwithstanding the many statements to the
contrary in the Plan.

3.5.4
Table 2 gives an indication of the distribution of development in the key
areas of change. The BA notes that housing is the predominant development use in the
Smithfield and the Barbican, at 20-30% (incidentally, it is unclear in this table what the
percentages are of). Offices are 0-10%.
The BA notes in the accompanying evidence paper, Topic Paper 6G Key Areas of Change:
Smithfield and the Barbican (https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/assets/ServicesEnvironment/planning-draft-local-plan-kaoc-land-use-smithfield-and-barbican.pdf) that
office buildings due to be completed in 2021/22 (i.e. 21 Moorfields, 101 Moorgate, the
Farringdon Station oversite development) add 101,301 sq m of office space to the
existing 715,600 sq m. That represents an increase of 14% over the existing amount –
i.e. well over the 0-10% projected for the area till 2036.
In addition there are several other sites in the pipeline, some already consented, that
will increase office space: 150 Aldersgate Street, 1-12 Long Lane, Tenter House, 18-19
Long Lane, City Place House. The City’s stated ambition is also primarily for office space
on the sites of Bastion House and the Museum of London.
An obsession with offices is already driving a coach and horses through the Plan and, in
doing so, limiting the space available for housing in this area.
The Plan says it will rely on “windfall” space becoming available on an ad hoc basis for
housing. But there will be no windfall sites for housing if they are all redeveloped for
offices.
Spatial Strategy (p24)
The Spatial Strategy is clearly the overarching strategy in this
Local Plan – it is after all about the use of space in the City. In its 11 points it mentions 16
aspirations:
zero emissions by 2040; more greening; better air quality; 2 million sq m of new office
space; maintaining the City as a leading financial and professional services centre;
healthy working environments; supporting specialist clusters of businesses; more
cultural facilities; additional homes; adding tall buildings to the City’s skyline without
dwarfing the Tower of London and St Paul’s Cathedral; encouraging retail growth;
balancing growth without damaging heritage assets or open spaces; radically
transforming the City’s streets; promoting use of the River Thames; preventing flooding.
Those aspirations do not include protecting residential amenity.
The omission of any mention of residential amenity in this key strategy makes all the
other mentions of it in this Plan of little value. Unless residential amenity is included in
the Spatial Strategy the BA will conclude that it does not matter at all to the City.

Chapter 4 Contribute to a flourishing society
Strategic Policy S1: Healthy and Inclusive City S1 expects developers:
to consult early; and

to limit light spillage.
Both these requirements were in the previous plan (DM 15.7), but have not always been
observed. In particular, light pollution is a growing problem from construction sites and
new buildings. Simply repeating the expectation will not make it happen. The BA would
like the City to enforce engagement by developers and insist on black out covering
during construction and during the hours of darkness while the building is operating.
Policy HL2: Air quality The BA suggests that this policy should include as an item the
establishment of zero emission zones round residential areas, as this is Corporation
policy.
Policy HL3: Noise and light pollution
As a corollary to the request in respect of S1
above, the Corporation should require a lighting impact assessment in the same
circumstances as a noise impact assessment.
4.1.5
Open roof top spaces are not an adequate substitute for green space on the
ground, because of their inaccessibility: people have to make reservations, queue, and
go through security. This paragraph acknowledges the potential for clashes between
exercisers and pedestrians.
Strategic policy S2: Safe and secure City
S2 should set out some requirements for
building materials that are more resistant to bomb blasts than continuous glass surfaces.
Policy SA2 Dispersal routes
The BA doubts that the expectation for dispersal routes
set out at SA2 will be achieved, as it relies on management action which the Corporation
is not resourced to deliver. The risk of noise and disruption is acknowledged, but the
response is weak and will be ineffectual. Developments which contemplate regular and
extensive night time use should not be permitted adjacent to residential areas.
4.3.6 et seq on housing Given that the Plan states that new housing should not be
built in the commercial core (4.3.7), the corollary should be that space should be
preserved near the existing residential clusters for the new housing units the
Corporation plans to build. Commercial use on these designated sites should be
resisted. At present the Plan has an aspiration to build 2,482 new housing units near to
existing residential clusters, but no means of ensuring that happens. The Plan refers to
“windfall” sites i.e. ad hoc, unplanned and providential.
4.3.11
This paragraph mentions brownfield sites as suitable windfall sites for
development and refers to the brownfield register. But there are no brownfield sites
shown on the Corporation’s interactive map.
Policy HS3 Residential Environment Following on from the observations above, the
BA would propose to amend the opening paragraph and Items 1 and 2 of HS3 as shown
below – additions in bold and deletions struck through:

“The amenity of existing residents will be protected by resisting uses which would cause
unacceptable disturbance from noise, light, fumes and smells and vehicle or pedestrian
movements and further diminution of low daylight levels”
“1. New noise-generating uses should be sited away from residential uses where
possible. Where residential and other uses are located within the same development or
area, adequate noise mitigation measures must be provided within the new
development and, where required, planning conditions will be imposed to protect
residential amenity.
“2. All development proposals should be designed to minimise overlooking and seek to
protect the privacy, day lighting and sun lighting levels to adjacent residential
accommodation”
Item 4 of HS3 refers to considering the cumulative impact on the amenity of existing
residents. This is entirely in line with the agent of change principle and is welcomed.
The BA seeks more specifics – as in its previous comments - on how cumulative effect
will be defined. There needs to be an explicit statement of a baseline.
4.3.44
This paragraph requires a stronger statement to help prevent additional loss
of already low levels of light. The existing plan includes policies to protect daylight and
sunlight, but developers regularly propose buildings that reduce levels below the 20%
BRE recommendation and are allowed to get away with it, when modifications (such as
keeping to the street’s existing building line and not adding floors or stepping back
upper floors) could prevent this and provide a real protection to residential amenity (see
Appendix 1).

Chapter 5 Support a thriving economy
Strategic Policy S6: Culture, Visitors and the Night-Time Economy
propose the following suggested additions in bold:

The BA would

“Allowing hotel development where it supports the primary business or cultural role of
the City, and refusing new hotels where they would compromise the City’s business
function or the potential for future business growth or damage residential amenity [this
is consistent with wording elsewhere in the Plan (Policy CV3).
Enabling a vibrant evening and night-time economy, where it will not affect residents in
the residential clusters and while ensuring that operators proactively manage nighttime entertainment premises to minimise potential impact to others.”
Policy CV2: Provision of Visitor Facilities
reality of the City:
•
•
•

This policy seems not to engage with the

The City is not the South Bank.
The City has very few open spaces suitable for hanging out, even at riverside level.
It has no truly generous open spaces.

It has a fascinating medieval street plan suitable for exploring, and lots of interesting
architecture, suitable for contemplation and photography.
• It has several cultural institutions (museums, art galleries, concert halls, theatres)
suitable for watching and listening. They have a defined capacity.
• It has several pocket parks, which are much valued by workers (and visitors) as quiet
places in a busy City, but are hardly a magnet for mass tourism (indeed mass tourism
would undermine them).
• It has a riverfront – which is mainly narrow – and is mentioned in 7.2.1 as “The
riverside provides a breathing space from the busy environment which characterises the
rest of the City”, so there is no point attracting crowds and street art there.
• It has a cluster of bars and clubs on its periphery – around Liverpool Street and
Smithfield.
If the City is a world class business centre, the BA does not understand the extent of the
Plan’s focus on night-time activity independent of the cultural offering.
•

Policy CV4: Evening and Night-Time Economy The BA would like a statement that:
“Proposals for new evening and night-time entertainment and related uses and the
extension of existing premises will not be permitted adjacent to residential clusters and
otherwise will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that, either individually
or cumulatively, there is no unacceptable impact on:..”
There are no management conditions that can ensure that residents are not affected by
late evening and night time premises outside their windows.
5.3.2
This paragraph sets out the Corporation’s ambitions for a cultural offer as an
integral part of the Square Mile. The BA notes that in the previous draft of the Plan, the
Barbican was identified in 3.5.4 as a cultural area. In the current draft that has been
changed to part of the night-time economy. This phrase comes from the London Plan,
but the London Plan itself includes protection from noise for sensitive places like
residences in policies D13 Agent of Change and D14 Noise. The Barbican Centre’s
concert hall and theatres are already part of the night time economy, but the building is
well sound proofed and events tend to finish at reasonable times. Intensified activities
inside and outside the building and longer into the night represent new uses. Residents
would expect the Agent of Change principle to be followed to ensure that such activities
do not create a nuisance for residents. The Corporation’s noise strategy identifies the
centre of the Barbican Estate as one of the City’s quietest areas, but it is not likely to
stay that way unless activity is held at its present level. You simply cannot have a large
housing estate as a night time destination.
5.3.6
The BA considers paragraph 5.3.6 to be a helpful statement, but it is at odds
with much of the tone of the section on culture, with its emphasis on “vibrancy”.
Strategic Policy S6: Culture, Visitors and the Night-Time Economy
The Plan does not
acknowledge the spatial clash between the North West of the City being its biggest
residential area, with more housing planned, and the site of the City’s major cultural
offer, with more 24 hour activity planned. This is a fundamental contradiction and there

are no policies in this Plan to resolve that clash, or indeed any awareness that there is a
conflict.
5.3.26
The comments about reducing anti-social behaviour in paragraph 5.3.26 have
the effect of extending the hours of noise nuisance to the detriment of residents. It is
unreasonable and unhealthy that residents can expect NO quietening of the daily bustle
during their waking hours.
5.3.32
This paragraph requires restaurants, cafes and similar businesses to state the
proposed hours of operation in applications. The BA proposes that there should be an
additional requirement as follows: “The City Corporation may impose conditions
requiring the closure of the premises at specific times to protect residential amenity and
other sensitive uses.”

Chapter 6 Shape outstanding environments
Strategic Policy S8: Design
The BA does not understand how (point 4) it is possible
for the development proposed to contribute “towards a zero emission, zero carbon and
climate resilient City.”
The BA proposes that S8 item Item 6 should be amended as shown in bold:
“Where appropriate, delivers street level building frontages which are active, publicfacing, usable, permeable, interesting, well-detailed and appropriately lit (but respecting
the heritage of the buildings and their use), delivering suitable levels of passive
surveillance;”
6.1.7
The BA considers that a Design Review Panel is necessary to ensure that all
developments meet the highest standards of urban design. The BA made this point
before, and the response was that the Corporation had enough experience within its
planning team and that: “Through internal and external consultation COL will undertake
assessments of planning applications against adopted policy to ensure that the policy
criteria is met.”
This response misses the point. It is not about conformity with planning policies. It is
about the quality of the visual design of buildings that otherwise meet the policies.
There are some truly ugly buildings in the City that do it and its heritage no credit, and
they include some being built now.
Figure 11 (page 113) is very misleading. It has the effect of making the Barbican and
Golden Lane estates look like impregnable fortresses. The implication of the
surrounding text is that this large block of blue is ripe for the imposition of pedestrian
permeability. Firstly the colour coding is unnecessary. The overall mass of a building has
no necessary correlation with its pedestrian permeability. Secondly, the large block of
blue that is the Barbican and adjacent London Wall Place is much more permeable than
the map suggests. There are plenty of pedestrian routes through that are not shown on

the map both at ground level and at highwalk level (and the Barbican was always
designed for pedestrians to walk at highwalk level). Thirdly, as Barbican and Golden
Lane were designed as housing estates in the middle of a busy city, their design affords
them some protection from the immediate environment – i.e. some residential
amenity. It is similar to garden squares in other parts of London.
Policy DE2 New Development The BA suggests adding to Item 2, point 6: “Plant and
building services equipment are fully screened from view and integrated into the design
of the building and make no audible or olfactory impact on neighbouring buildings or
streets.”
6.1.27

The BA would propose to add to this paragraph as shown below:

“For changes of use, developers and/or occupiers should investigate the potential to
vent emissions to the roof. Where it can be demonstrated that venting of such
emissions to the roof is not practical, venting to an adjacent footway will only be
acceptable where the extraction system is of the highest specification for odour
abatement and there is no adverse impact on neighbours by virtue of smells or other
emissions. A management plan to maintain the extraction system will also need to be
approved. Other ventilation louvres should not be sited by adjoining footways. Plant
noise and smells should not be apparent at street level or next to residences.”
Policy DE3 Public Realm

The BA suggests the change in bold in point 4

“The City’s heritage, identifying and enhancing features that contribute positively
to the character, cultural experience and appearance of the City;”
Policy DE4: Pedestrian permeability
policy

The BA suggests adding a further item to this

Including measures to protect the infrastructure and pedestrians from inappropriate
activities such as skateboarding
Please consider the following policies together, in the light of the City’s Climate Action
Strategy:
Policy DE5: Terraces and Viewing Galleries
Policy OS2: City Greening
In DE5 the BA would like the first item reworded as follows
There would be no immediate overlooking of residential premises, unacceptable
disturbance from noise or other significantly adverse impacts on residential amenity.
Where there is a potential for an significantly adverse impact, the use of an extensive
green roof and a restriction on access should be usedconsidered as an alternative;

The BA suggests that the Corporation should be encouraging terraces and requiring the
largest possible UGF on all roofs in order to make the biggest possible contribution to
climate resilience. DE5.3 states that free to enter, publicly accessible areas will be
required as part of all tall buildings or major developments, which may include roof
gardens and terraces or public viewing galleries at upper levels.
The BA agrees that publicly accessible areas should be required in major developments,
but it disagrees that free to enter roof gardens are an acceptable way to provide that
publicly accessible area. Making roof terraces accessible to the public will entail a low
UGF and thus a lesser contribution to climate resilience. Access to roofs for the public
should be restricted to only those roofs with exceptional views. Access to roofs near to
residential clusters should be barred because it affects residential amenity. If the
Corporation is not prepared to do this then the BA proposes to remove the qualifier
“significantly” from “adversely impacts”.
Policy DE8: daylight and sunlight
With respect to point 1 of DE8, the BA’s
experience is that developers game this requirement and minimise the adverse effect
on residents of a diminution of already low levels of light by more than BRE’s
recommended 20% by arguing:
The BRE guidelines are only guidelines.
The guidelines allow for more flexibility in inner cities.
The guidelines allow the developers to ignore the effect of balconies.
The effect is that residents’ levels of daylight reduce as successive and successively
taller buildings are built around them. The BA would like the policy to say:
“The Corporation will take account of the cumulative effects of developments on levels
of daylight in dwellings in the residential clusters and will resist developments that
reduce levels of daylight.”
and
“The design of new developments should allow for the lighting needs of neighbouring
buildings (especially residential buildings and other sensitive buildings) and provide
them with acceptable levels of daylight and sunlight consistent with a city centre
context, minimising the need for artificial lighting.”
These proposals would give some force to the statements in the Plan that the planners
will take account of the cumulative effects of developments on residential amenity.
More City residents will be working from home, so the need for better levels of day and
sunlight throughout the working day will be more important.
6.1.58

The Plan says:

“Given the importance of the City’s open spaces in a high-density urban environment,
the impact of any changes to sunlight on the public realm will need to be carefully
evaluated even if proposals comply with BRE guidelines.”
The BA would expect the same respect to be shown to residents living in this high
density urban environment as it accords to open spaces. The open spaces are used
predominantly by workers and visitors for relatively short periods. Residences are lived
in round the clock. Please include a statement that “the impact of any changes to
sunlight on residential buildings will need to be carefully evaluated even if proposals
comply with BRE guidelines.”
6.1.59
The second sentence of this paragraph is ambiguous. The phrase “take
account of” does not make it clear whether a reduction in light consequent upon the
development is to be an impediment to the application, or whether the existence of
balconies impairing light ingress is to be disregarded. The latter is the current
interpretation adopted by developers and planning officials. Therefore, it is important
to know if this sentence marks a reversal of policy, so that if a flat has balconies and
already low levels of daylight, a new development should not be allowed to reduce
those levels further. If the second interpretation is intended the BA welcomes it. If the
first, then it needs justifying. The Agent of Change principle should apply consistently:
you take your neighbours as you find them.
Policy DE9: Lighting

The BA proposes to include in item 2:

Effective lighting controls and, for late night working, full density blinds should be a
requirement.
Please include a new item:
Lighting on construction sites should be adequate to ensure safety and no more, and
it should be shielded in such a way that it is not visible to neighbouring buildings,
particularly in residential areas.
Strategic Policy S9: Vehicular Transport and Servicing
The BA welcomes this
policy, particularly Item 3 and its promotion of step free access at the City’s train and
underground stations.
6.2.17
The BA asks that residents be added to this list (the Beech Street experiment
affected residents as residents living in their homes, not simply as pedestrians).
Policy VT2: Freight and Servicing
Make clear in item 4 that deliveries in residential areas are barred between 11pm and
7am seven days a week.
Policy VT3: Vehicle Parking
The BA considers that this policy, with its very hard line
against private cars, fails to recognise the needs of (mainly) residents with limited

mobility, who find navigating public transport difficult (many City stations do not have
step free access) and rely to some extent on motor vehicles without blue badges.
6.2.32

The BA suggests removing the word “exceptional”.

Policy AT1: Pedestrian Movement
as shown in bold below:

The BA welcomes item 1. In Item 7 please add

7. The creation of new pedestrian rights of way will be encouraged where this would
improve movement and contribute to the character of an area, taking into account the
existing pattern of pedestrian routes and movement and connections to neighbouring
areas and boroughs where relevant; and any heritage characteristics or listed building
statuses.
The BA does not, for example, consider that it would respect the grade II* listed
landscape of the Barbican to forge new ground floor routes, particularly when there is a
purpose designed network of highwalks.
6.4.2

The BA believes there are five historic parks and gardens, not four.

Strategic Policy S11: Historic environment
The BA welcomes this policy and
reminds readers that the historic environment includes 20th century heritage.
Strategic Policy S12: Tall Buildings
Comments also make reference to figure 21.
Areas round the Barbican and Golden Lane are shown as not inappropriate for tall
buildings. However, the BA would argue that Policies S3 (Housing) and S11 (Historic
environment) conflict with tall buildings and make them inappropriate. Moreover, the
recognised effect of tall buildings on the urban heat island also makes them
inappropriate: residents should be protected from adverse climate effects as much as
possible.

Chapter 7 Key areas of change
The BA is surprised not to see any specific identification of sites for further housing
given that: a) this area already has the largest clusters of housing in the City; and b) the
policy in the Plan of siting new housing next to existing clusters.
Strategic Policy S23: Smithfield and Barbican The BA would wish to reverse the
emphasis in the statement at the second bullet point, which presently contains two
incompatible aims. Given the Agent of Change principle, the emphasis should be the
other way round, i.e.
“preserving privacy, security and noise abatement for residents and businesses while
seeking to retain and improve pedestrian permeability and connectivity through large
sites such as Smithfield Market, Golden Lane and Barbican”.

The BA also wants this strategy to acknowledge that these are listed sites. The Barbican
Landscape is a grade II* listed landscape and any increase in pedestrian permeability
must respect that constraint. We suggest the addition to the second bullet point of:
“While respecting the constraints imposed by the listing of these areas.”
However, the BA welcomes the emphasis in this strategy on:
-identifying and meeting residents’ needs, including enhancing residential amenity;
-reducing air pollution; and
-making only sensitive changes to enhance the special character of the area.
The BA also supports embryonic plans to place Smithfield at the heart of the Culture
Mile and use it for Cultural uses. This will help give an identity to the Culture Mile that it
currently lacks and also help preserve residential amenity by locating vibrant cultural
activities away from the large residential clusters of the Barbican and Golden Lane
estates.
7.8.6 This says that the Corporation’s Transport Strategy proposes to introduce a local
Zero Emission Zone covering Barbican and Golden Lane by 2022. The BA understands that
this is out of date and that no plan will be even proposed before 2022.
Strategic Policy S24: Culture Mile Implementation

It is not clear why the statement:

“the potential redevelopment of the current site of the Museum of London on London
Wall” is still in the policy, given the scrapping of the Centre for Music
The BA proposes:
“A full examination, involving the community, of the best use of the current site of the
Museum of London, given the City’s defined needs for more housing, more open
space, greening and biodiversity, and measures to counter climate change.”
See the open letter at Appendix 2.
The Smithfield and Barbican key area of change is a strongly residential area with
cultural and mixed uses. It would be a wasted opportunity not to undertake a proper
examination of how the vacated space can best meet the needs of the City’s residents
and workers as well as address the overarching need for climate change resilience and
reduction of carbon emissions. Since the plans for the Centre for Music were
abandoned only in February 2021, there has not been time for a full examination of
potential uses. The policy should therefore be to have that examination.
Policy SB1: Culture Mile Impacts
The BA proposes to add the following reference to residential amenity to the impacts of
the Culture Mile. Given what is said elsewhere in the Plan about protecting residential

amenity, there can be no reason not to include it here – in the area with the largest
concentration of residences:
“ensuring public realm and open space improvements, and temporary and popup stalls
and events do not impede the efficient flow of people and essential vehicles or
detrimentally impact on residential amenity or the conservation areas.”

Appendices 1 and 2 attached.

Appendix 1: Examples of consented schemes that have damaged residential amenity and
breaches of planning policies
Development

Planning ref:

150 Aldersgate
Street

20/00371/FULMAJ

1-12 Long Lane

18/01020/FULMAJ

Tenter House

17/01050/FULMAJ

CoLPAI

17/00770/FULL

21 Moorfields

16/00883/FULEIA

Damage to residential
amenity

-Cumulative impact of
increased height and bulk
-Escalation in height of
street line
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Overshadowing
-Light pollution
-Damage to historic
Conservation Area
-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Establishment of new
height line
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Overshadowing
-Light pollution
-Damage to historic
Conservation Area
-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overshadowing
-Light pollution
-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Overshadowing
-Light pollution
-Noise pollution
-Damage to Conservation
Area
-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Light pollution
-Noise pollution
-Non-enforcement of
Planning conditions

Planning policies
breached

-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, items 2 and
4; Policy DE8 (items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular);
Policy HE1
Smithfield
Conservation Area SPD
-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8 (items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular);
Policy HE1
Charterhouse Square
Conservation
Document SPD
-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8 (items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular)
-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8 (items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular);
Policy HE1
-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8 (items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular)
-City Plan 2036:
Section 4.1.32; Policy
HL3, Item5.

-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Overshadowing
-Light pollution
-Impact on Conservation
Area
-Limited access for
wheelchair users
-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Light pollution

-Code of Practice for
Deconstruction and
Construction
-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8, items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular;
Policy HL1

Bernard Morgan
House/Denizen

16/00590/FULL

160 Aldersgate
Street

15/00086/FULMAJ

London Wall Place

10/00832/FULEIA

-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Light pollution

-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8, items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular

Moorgate
Exchange, 1 Fore
Street Ave

07/00092/FULL

-Impact of increased
height and bulk
-Loss of daylight/sunlight
-Overlooking
-Light pollution

-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8, items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular

-City Plan 2036:
Policy HL3; Policy DE5;
Policy HS3, item 2;
Policy DE8, items
6.1.57, 6.1.58 and
6.1.59 in particular

Representing the interests of Barbican Residents

OPEN LETTER TO THE CORPORATION OF LONDON
06/04/2021

Following the scrapping of the Centre for Music, the Barbican
Association and the Golden Lane Estate Residents’ Association call on
the City of London to produce a comprehensive “Blueprint” for the
Barbican and Golden Lane rather than allowing piecemeal overcommercialisation of the area.
Dear Corporation of London,
During, and immediately after, the devastation of the Second World War, the City of
London showed real leadership and imagination by developing a comprehensive plan
for a mixed residential, cultural, and educational district in the west of the Square
Mile.
Fifty years on from the Golden Lane and the Barbican estates welcoming their first
residents, the time is now right for a similar exercise to ensure that this internationally
acclaimed neighbourhood and asseti in the heart of the City is not slowly stripped of its
current and future value by incremental planning mistakes and limited future vision.
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The scrapping of plans for the Centre for Music on the Museum of London/Bastion
House site opens opportunities for a plan with widespread and long-lasting benefits.
Instead of separate, and often competing, projects for parts of the neighbourhood we
invite you to engage with the wider community to produce a cohesive post-Covid
Blueprint for the whole Barbican and Golden Lane neighbourhoodii.
We note that, with a disjointed approach to separate projects, over £8m has been
spent on abandoned plans for the Centre for Music and the futile attempt to expand
the City of London School for Girlsiii. Neither had proper community involvement, nor a
sustainable business case.
We now fear that the pendulum will swing back from schemes needing extravagant
funding towards a drive for over-commercialisation of the area, piece-by-pieceiv. If
applied to the Museum of London/Bastion House site, and others like it, the inevitable
result will be poor outcomes for this very special part of the City.
In the meantime, the sheer range of potential in such an internationally significant
district demands a properly constructed and coordinated approachv. The opportunities
include:
• the soon to be vacated Museum of London/Bastion Housevi site which is
suitable for a wide range of beneficial uses to the City, its residents and
workers, and to London as a whole;
• plans to invest in the Arts Centre to make it fit for the next 40 years;
• the Barbican Exhibition Halls - an under-used resource for which the
Corporation of London has no clear or published plan;
• the pilot, zero-emission schemevii under the Beech Street tunnel tests a more
climate-conscious approach in the City, but no long-term strategy has been
disclosed or consulted on;
• sustainable gardens on the public Highwalkviii and the Barbican Wildlife Garden
illustrate how high-quality, green, open spaces are vital, but no City resources
are dedicated to expanding this provisionix;
• the move of the Museum of London offers the potential to develop culture in
the City, but this will not happen without a clear strategy;
• the redevelopment of Smithfield Market when the traders move out cannot just
be planned behind closed doors by a small group of interests and commercial
developers;
• the arrival of Crossrail, bringing a predicted 206,000x daily visitors to the area,
should be met by improvements in the walking environment locally; and
• having celebrated the 50th anniversariesxi of both the Golden Lane and Barbican
Estates recently there is now an opportunity to build on the success of this
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ext raord inary int ern at ionally acclaimed neighbourhood by creating an equally
imaginat ive and bold vision for the next 50 years.
The neighbourhood is int ernat ionall y recognized because it has successfully and
sustainab ly integrated community, commerce and culture over five decades; there is
sim ply nothing like it anywhere else in the wor ld. We are committ ed to finding ways to
put this unique neighbourhood to the best possible use for the future while
maint aining liveab ility and community at its core - a t ranqu il counterpoint to the
monoculture of office and retail that is the surrounding City.
The Barbican Association and Golden Lane Estates Resident s' Association call on the
Corporation of London to est ablish a det ailed comprehensive Blueprint based on the
following principles;
•

Open exploration of the options in a way that is, crucially, genuinely
part icipatory, integrating all the relevant interests to create a more robust
outcome than current piecemeal plans;

•

Putt ing clim ate change at the heart of the decision-m aking;

•

Extending the provision of easily accessible open space and greening the City as
a pr iority;

•

Recogniz ing that diversit y of uses, including a growing resident ial popu lat ion, is
crucial for the long-t erm health of the City as a whole;

•

Priorit ising peace and tranquillity for the health of workers and resident s alike,
especially in the post -Covid decade ahead;

•

M aximising the opportunities for creativity and imaginat ionx ii ; and

•

Establishing a City of London governance framework which encourages positive
collabor at ion and co-creation, rather than competit ion, between all the
inst it ut ions and communit ies in the area.

Barbican Association Chair, Adam Hogg and Tim Godsm ark of GLERA said " given the
int ern at iona l sign if icance of the Barbican and Golden Lane, and its commercial and
cult ural contribution, the City needs to bring together all the different interest groups
in in an inclusive, forw ard- look ing process to create a proper Blueprint; not just a
jigsaw of unconnected, and often competing and wasteful, initiat ives".
Yours faithfu lly,

Adam Hogg
Chair, Barbican Association

Tim Godsmark
Chair, Golden Lane Resident s Associatio n
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NOTES FOR EDITORS

Bastion House and the Museum of London, 2021

The Barbican complex became Grade II listed on 5 September 2001. It has since been designated a site of special
architectural interest for its scale, its cohesion, and the ambition of the project. According to the Corporation of
London, listing “ensures care will be taken over decisions affecting its future and any alterations respect the
particular character and interest of the building”.
i

ii

The Corporation consulted on a Barbican and Golden Lane Area Strategy in 2013-15. Several related strands of
work have since been started – but the strategy itself has not been reviewed and parts of it are now materially
out of date.
iii
£15.3m was set aside for the City of London Girls School to fund an extension, without first developing a
strategy or a sufficiently detailed business plan for repaying the proposed investment. In December 2019 the
scheme was scrapped, but not after considerable resources were spent on architectural plans of questionable
value. £8.05m has been spent to date on the Centre for Music, before this £288 million scheme was also
scrapped in February 2021 after the failure to produce a business case to justify the projected expenses of
building and running the Centre.
iv
The Corporation of London has 6 committees, 14 sub-committees and one consultative committee, all with
separate, compartmentalised interests in the Barbican and Golden Lane Estates, and with multiple sources of
financing.
v
The City has a Chief Surveyor, responsible for maximising commercial return on City land, but no Chief Strategist
responsible for long-term sustainability and design of the local economy and environment nor a Chief Urbanist
developing guidelines and vision for the urban fabric of the City. In contrast Copenhagen employs a City Architect
with a remit to promote and balance the public realm, environment, economy, quality of life and wellbeing and
Glasgow City Council employs a City Urbanist to develop ‘place quality’ working on housing, business,
environment, transport and place connectivity and liveability.
vi
In 2019, the Corporation sought and was granted a Certificate of Immunity for the Museum of London and
Bastion House. This means that the buildings, unlike the rest of the Barbican estate, are barred from becoming
Listed Buildings for five years – until August 2024. A similar Certificate of Immunity was granted to Milton Court
(thereby allowing it to be demolished and replaced with the Heron) against English Heritage’s recommendation,
and despite its architect, Geoffry Powell, viewing it as his favourite work. https://c20society.org.uk/lostmodern/milton-court-barbican-london
vii

Although the Corporation’s Transport Strategy says that the ZEZ will be developed “in consultation with
residents and businesses”, in December 2019 the Corporation chose to start the Beech Street pilot without prior
consultation.
viii
Created by Professor Nigel Dunnett.
ix
In recent years the City has favoured a policy of allowing development on open space and favouring the
creation of roof gardens to compensate for the loss of amenity at pavement level. These gardens in the sky are
less accessible, less visible and have less of an impact on ground-level pollution than the open space they
replace. Ground level open space in the City is under pressure from the plans to increase commercial floor space
in the City by 50 percent, from 1.2 million square metres to 1.8 million in 2026.
x

Crossrail’s website estimates 82,000 passengers each day at Farringdon and 124,000 at Liverpool Street with 24
trains per hour at peak periods. These stations bookend the Barbican estate and are the only Crossrail stations in
the City. Farringdon station has now been handed over to TfL ahead of services starting in 2022.
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xi

Architectural historians, residents, planners, commentators came together on 8 June 2019 at a 50th
anniversary seminar organised by the Barbican Association in partnership with the Barbican Arts Centre to
celebrate and talk about the Estate’s history, its present, and what its future might be. Historian Otto SaumarezSmith spoke of how the Barbican developed ideas first explored in the Golden Lane Estate: the Barbican was
characterised by clarity of form, robustness and vigour. “These were not isolated buildings but a theatrical
townscape with multiple interlocking levels.” One of the original architects, Frank Woods, agreed “The Barbican
is not a building – it’s a neighbourhood”. Architect John Allan, who wrote the listed management guidelines,
argued that the guidelines helped reconcile the tension between legal ownership and cultural ownership and
helped bring intergenerational equity. “The Barbican embodies civic valour, urbanity. Its spacious generosity
should not be appropriated by infilling or monetising its space. It’s a complete urban environment and needs
understanding and vigilance”.
xii
The Covid-19 pandemic has required all cities to reimagine their strategies and plans, including their
aspirations for cultural and creative development. In this context we welcome rebalancing the relationship
between culture and commerce in the Square Mile proposed in the recent Fuelling Creative Renewal report,
recognising creativity as a vital force, and look forward to the City incorporating it in post-pandemic recovery
plans.
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Friends of City Gardens
www.friendsofcitygarden.org.uk

10 May 2021
Friends of City Gardens - Response to the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan
2036 (the Plan)

Introduction
Friends of City Gardens (FoCG) is a constituted community group, led by volunteers,
with around 150 active members, including residents and City workers. Our volunteers
contribute over 4,500 hours a year. Our objectives are to support the City Gardens
department by organising activities to encourage more community access to green
spaces in the City and to enhance biodiversity in the Square Mile. FoCG is responsible
for delivering training, surveys and practical biodiversity enhancements under the
City’s Biodiversity Action Plan; we also work with the City’s Low Emission
Neighbourhood team to deliver greening to mitigate poor air quality and raise public
awareness. FoCG work with developers and other organisations to create temporary
green spaces.

General comments
The Plan is a well written, clear and easy to navigate document and FoCG welcomes
changes that have been made following our comments on the January 2019 document.
FoCG believes the Plan now better addresses some of the significant issues that
concern its members, namely commitment to:
• create more high quality green open spaces
• protect and enhance biodiversity
• create green corridors and preserve habitats
• improve air quality
• promote sustainable cycling and walking transport options
• prioritise pedestrian movement
• recognise the importance of SINCs
• improve sustainability
However, some of FoCG’s concerns about the above remain. These are highlighted in
the points below and also in a detailed review of the text.
1. Black redstarts
Black redstarts are a rare breeding bird that is on the red list for Birds of Conservation
Concern and a target species of the BAP. FoCG consider that the City Plan should go
further than relying on the BAP (6.26.6) to the extent of adopting an SPD setting out
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conservation measures and guidance notes for developers and occupiers in respect of all
the target species.
2. Bats
Bats are a target species of the BAP and are nationally a highly protected species; there
are strict guidelines on disturbance. They are extremely sensitive to light spillage. This
includes light from buildings, construction sites and architectural lighting, illuminated signs
and street lighting.
FoCG would like to see the Plan recognise the presence of bats, which FoCG has
monitored and recorded in gardens throughout the City over the last three years and the
need to preserve dark spaces and dark corridors. The City’s replacement of lighting on
street and in public spaces with LEDs has resulted in many cases in higher intensity
lighting. The Plan should include a requirement that all new and replacement lighting
should comply with the current best practice as set out by the Bat Conservation Trust and
the Institute of Lighting Professionals, currently this is Guidance Note 8 Bats and artificial
lighting. Higher lighting level prevent bats from feeding or roosting i.e., effectively
destroying their ability to move, socialise and feed
The City Corporation should recognise that the presence of bats requires special measures
of lighting and habitat protection. This means that any construction in areas where bats
are known to exist should be subject to special measures to make sure lighting levels on
the construction site and the subsequent building are no higher than previously. The City
should also designate certain roads/routes are bat corridors and street lighting should not
be increased in intensity. The City should also make sure that the lighting is in the red end
of the spectrum.
FoCG recommends that the City Corporation should consider installing street lighting in
the streets around the Barbican and Finsbury Circus, where bats are known to roost over
winter and to breed and forage in summer, with lighting similar to that at ZuidhoekNieuwkoop in the Netherlands - https://tinyurl.com/c65bh5uw
The City Corporation should also require that where light spillage occurs from new
developments it is in this red spectrum. These measures represent a great opportunity
for the City Corporation to become a beacon Local Authority for the preservation of bats
in a highly urban environment.
3. Green corridors
FoCG welcomes the recognition that green corridors are desirable. However, it considers
the Plan should be more explicit or the City Corporation should undertake to create an
SPD where certain routes are designated and mapped as green corridors and biodiversity
initiatives are coordinated in these areas.
4. Enforcement, monitoring and evaluation
FoCG is concerned that the City Corporation does not have sufficient resources to
adequately evaluate, monitor and enforce high ecological standards either on its own
public realm interventions or those in new or refurbished developments. FoCG welcomes
section 6.6.30. that provides for the City to appoint an ecological adviser at the expense
of the developer to evaluate the impact of the development on SINCs However, it
strongly recommends that this should go further and apply to any development not just
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those that might impact a SINC. For example, bats and black redstarts are not restricted
to SINCs but developments may have an important impact on them which should be
evaluated by a suitably qualified and independent expert.
The Plan should include mechanisms whereby the City Corporation can ensure the policies
set out in this document are rigorously applied. The City Corporation has a poor record on
enforcement – so measures to improve road safety, such as 20 MPH are wilfully ignored
or motorists are unaware of the limit; littering is not enforced and is a blight on the City;
idling engines are not enforced, contributing to poor air quality and mature street trees are
removed for the convenience and cost savings of developers. There is no point in having
good intentions if they are not carried through and enforced.
FoCG is also concerned that in the past, City planners have disregarded policies when it
suits the City Corporation’s own commercial agenda. The policies set out in this plan are
laudable but what guarantees are there that the City Corporation will adhere to them in the
future?
5. Maintenance of the public realm and assets
Although design of public realm looks fine when it is newly installed, often the design is
impractical when it comes to cleaning and maintenance – the City’s public lift system and
escalators are an example. Many street scene public realm interventions are poorly
designed with too much hard landscaping, inappropriate planting of mature trees that often
fail in the first few years after planting and are difficult to maintain.

Detailed comments
Chapter 3: Vision, Strategic Objectives and Spatial Strategy
1. 3.1.2: The City Corporation’s commitment to effectively tackle the wider causes of
poor health by substantially improving the City’s air quality, promoting the
recreational benefits of a healthy lifestyle, and ensuring inclusive access to good
quality open spaces and recreational opportunities is welcomed.
However, FoCG would like the word green inserted before open. It is not enough for good
health to have open space if it is sterile, hard landscaping.
Strategic Policy S1: Healthy and Inclusive City

2. Point 5:
It is not enough to expect developers and development to engage and achieve these six
bullet points. Developers and development should be required to do this.
Also, more emphasis needs to be placed on prevention of light spillage. This is not only
essential from developments but also the City’s street lighting. Reducing existing levels of
light spillage is necessary both for residents’ health and well-being but also that of the
resident bat population that can be denied access to forage and roost sites by excessive
light levels.
3. Point 6: The word public should be inserted before the word educational in the first
line.
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4. Point 12: Publicly accessible facilities should include facilities accessible to children
with SEN and vulnerable adults including those with Sensory Processing Disorder
(SPD).
Chapter 4: Contribute to a Flourishing Society
4.1 Healthy and Inclusive City
5. 4.1.17: FoCG supports this level of outreach but questions how it is to be achieved.
Making it a planning requirement of new developments that publicly available toilets,
water and defibrillators are made available and there is adequate signage to these facilities
would ensure both provision and access.
Policy HL2: Air Quality
6. 4.1.22: Construction phase: developers must be required to take power from either the
grid or zero emission energy sources rather than use diesel-powered generators and
NRMM on site.
7. 4.1.24: The City Corporation needs to take a more robust approach to Air Quality Impact
Statements. The City Corporation should employ – at the developer’s expense consultants to rigorously review the methodology and evidence used in these Statements
and to monitor outcomes, including in-use outcomes. Where permitted by law, the City
Corporation should enforce compliance with agreed levels of emissions and seek powers
to close buildings (or delay commissioning) until they comply. The Beech Street Zero
Emissions Scheme was implemented in 2020 but there is little obvious prospect of a
Barbican and Golden Lane Zero Emission Zone being introduced in 2022.
Policy HL3: Noise and Light Pollution
8. 4.1.31: FoCG has already identified the presence of bats throughout the City feeding
and roosting in the summer; the existence of winter roosting in the Barbican area and
summer roosting and breeding in the Finsbury Circus area. Bats are adversely affected by
excessive light levels. The Plan should also designate certain roads/routes as bat
corridors and street lighting and building lighting levels and spillage should not be
increased in these areas. The City Corporation should also make sure that the lighting is
in the red end of the spectrum, similar to that at Zuidhoek-Nieuwkoop in the Netherlands.
The City Corporation should also require that where light spillage occurs from new
developments it is in the same red spectrum.
Policy HL5: Location and protection of social and community facilities and Policy HL8:
Play areas and facilities

9. 4.1.53: FoCG would like to see sensory design in green spaces used more generally
by older members of the City community and visitors to the City.
Support a Thriving Economy
5.3. Culture, Visitors and the Night-Time Economy
Policy CV2: Provision of visitor facilities
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10. FoCG would also like to see an intention to provide sensory green space and facilities
for children and adults with SEN or SPD.
Policy CV4: Evening and Night-Time Economy
11. FoCG considers it extremely important to protect the amenity of SINCs and green
corridors where bats may be disturbed by noise, vibration or light spillage.
Point 1: Please include after amenity of residents, amenity of SINCs and welfare of
protected species, such as bats and roosting birds.
Point 3: Please add at the end of the sentence ‘and no adverse impact on protected
species.
12. 5.3.34: FoCG would like noise mitigation, avoidance of light spillage and
disturbance to SINCs and protected species to be added as an additional bullet point.
5.4. Smart Infrastructure and Utilities
Policy IN1: Infrastructure provision and connection
13. It is not clear from the wording whether the intention is to require developers to connect
the construction site to the electricity grid or require the use of emission free power
sources. This is essential to reduce the level of air pollution from running diesel generators
and NRMM. This is obviously the intention as 5.4.8 demonstrates.
14. 5.4.8: should to replace must.
15. 5.4.9: What enforcement will there be? Lane rental and financial penalties should be
used to ensure compliance. There should also be a presumption that pedestrian
pathways closed during construction should be reopened as a priority and always prior
to the building being occupied.
Chapter 6: Shape Outstanding Environments
6.1. Design
Strategic Policy S8: Design
16. Point 3: FoCG welcomes the policy to deliver free access public space at the top of
buildings. This needs to be easily available rather than only when booked in advance or
restricted in other ways. The Policy should also include the presumption that developments
must include extensive green roofs (not necessarily open to the public) providing habitat
for Black redstarts.
17. Point 11: Lighting levels should be kept to a minimum and not increased which will
protect bats and migratory birds.
Policy DE1: Sustainable Standards
18. Point 1: FoCG welcomes the policy that all developments must demonstrate the
highest levels of sustainability standards but are concerned that the inclusion of the
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provisos feasible and viable will make this policy difficult to enforce without independent
and rigorous evaluation and monitoring by either expert in-house City Corporation officers
or consultants independent of the developer.
Policy DE2: New Development
19. Point 2: FoCG asks that new developments and significant refurbishment of older
buildings include habitats for Black redstarts and bats and contribute to green corridors
for migratory species.
Policy DE3: Public Realm:
20. The inclusion of trees, promotion of biodiversity and providing green corridors (bullet
point 3) is welcomed but FoCG warns of the need to ensure that public realm interventions
do not either destroy existing beneficial habitats or fail to create high quality biodiverse
environments. FoCG is also concerned about the issue of lighting and the imperative not
to increase lighting levels in areas where there is a bat population or along routes that bats
use.
Policy DE5: Terraces and Viewing Galleries
21. FoCG welcomes more public access to roof terraces but the policy should also include
a presumption that roof areas must include habitats created for Black redstarts.
Policy DE9: Lighting
22. Point 3: FoCG concerned that external lighting may adversely impact on bats. This
Policy should include a proviso that lighting levels must not be increased where buildings
are in areas where bats roost and forage or travel between sites and that the City must
explore ways to decrease lighting levels or introduce red spectrum lighting.
23. 6.1.63: FoCG is concerned about highlighting buildings – particularly heritage assets
and bridges which are favoured roosting sites for bats. This type of lighting should only be
undertaken after a full survey by a bat ecologist.
6.2. Vehicular Transport and Servicing
Policy VT2: Freight and Servicing
24. The recent trend for paper shredding to take place on-street produces excessive noise
and air pollution from the vehicle and machinery, as well as from increased congestion.
25. 6.2.22: FoCG feels this point should be strengthened by a prohibition of on-street
shredding and shredding lorries should also not be allowed to operate in loading bays
unless the air pollutants are contained within the building and the noise is also contained
within the building.
6.4. Historic Environment
Strategic Policy S11: Historic Environment
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26. Heritage assets, such as walls and tombstones are often host to unique and fragile
ecosystems. It is very important that the conservation or development of these historic
environments is not to the detriment or destruction of these ecosystems.
Policy HE1
27. This Policy should take account of the biodiversity value of the historic assets. Prior to
any changes to these assets a full biodiversity survey should be undertaken and mitigation
of habitat destruction should be a priority.
28. 6.4.19: FoCG supports the aim to assess the effect of overshadowing on historic parks
and gardens but again raises the issue of who will do this assessment and whether there
are sufficient ecological resources in-house to achieve meaningful appraisals. FoCG also
questions whether, under the Plan, it is possible for the City Corporation to seek
compensation to restore landscapes affected by development and whether powers exist
to refuse development if adverse impacts are identified.
6.6. Open Spaces and Green Infrastructure
Strategic Policy S14
29. FoCG would like to see specific mention of:
•

the intention to preserve and enhance habitat for Black redstarts

•

the intention to preserve and promote habitat, including green corridors, dark spaces
and sympathetically lit areas for bats.

30. 6.6.5: This intention to increase green space as a consequence of development is very
important, but greening needs to be more than a fig leaf. There is a need for high quality
and species-specific interventions as well as more green space for the public. These aims
are not always compatible. Again, FoCG questions whether there are sufficient resources
to monitor and evaluate biodiversity benefits and make sure they are substantive,
effective and resilient.
Policy OS1: Protection and provision of open spaces
31. 6.6.10: Public spaces and planters in the City are blighted by takeaway food litter.
Please replace should with must.
Policy OS2: City Greening
32. Point 2: FoCG welcomes the requirement (bullet point 2) for ongoing maintenance
throughout the life of the building, but questions how that will be enforced.
33. 6.6.15: creation of habitat specifically for Black redstarts should be mentioned
together with the intention of the City Corporation to produce guidelines for developers to
achieve this.
34. 6.6.15: Developers should be encouraged to include standing water on green roofs,
including incorporating blue roofs (6.7.18)
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Policy OS3: Biodiversity
35. FoCG strongly supports this Policy.
36. 6.6.24: FoCG supports the inclusion of these SINCs; it would like to see greater
protection for these spaces in the form of management plans incorporated into SPDs,
including mechanisms for consultation with landowners and managers prior to any
proposed changes that might affect the biodiversity value of these sites, including an
environmental impact study where appropriate.
37. 6.6.26: The City Corporation should undertake to provide Habitat Action Plans for these
species as SPD and guidance notes for developers, land managers and owners on how
best to achieve this policy. The City Corporation should prepare an annual report on
milestones and outcomes achieved under the BAP.
38. 6.6.27: Environmental impact studies (EIS) are made prior to new developments going
ahead. FoCG suggests that an EIS is repeated once the development is completed and
outcomes evaluated by independent consultants or suitably ecologically qualified in-house
officers at the expense of the developer.
Policy OS4: Trees
39. FoCG welcomes the introduction of this Policy, which meets many of the concerns
expressed in its previous response.
6.7 Climate Resilience and Flood Risk
Policy CR3: Sustainable drainage Systems
40. FoCG strongly supports this Policy. With particular relevance to the Podium renovation
works in the Barbican, but also in other schemes, FoCG would urge the City Corporation
to make rainwater retention and recycling mandatory wherever it is feasible to do so.
Chapter 7: Key Areas of Change
7.2. Thames Policy Area
Strategic Policy S17
41. The Illuminated River Project must not adversely impact roosts or flight paths of bats.
7.8. Smithfield and Barbican Key Area of Change
Policy SB1: Culture Mile Impacts
42. Architectural lighting (bullet point 4) must not adversely impact the ability of bats to
access roost sites. Prior to any proposal being made there should be a full independent
ecological survey.
Policy S25: Smithfield:
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43. The Rotunda Garden is one of the few green spaces in this area. Given the increased
footfall expected in this area once the Elizabeth Line opens and the Museum of London
relocates to the General Market on West Smithfield, FoCG is concerned to ensure the
Rotunda Garden continues to be protected. Unfortunately, there it is no reference to it in
this Policy. This is unacceptable and the Plan must include specific policies to ensure the
continued protection of the Rotunda Garden.
Fred Rodgers, Chair, Friends of City Gardens,

.
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SMITHFIELD MARKET TENANTS’ ASSOCIATION
225 Central Markets · London · EC1A 9LH
email info@smithfieldmarket.com
www.smithfieldmarket.com

By Email: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

10 May 2021

Dear Development Plans Team
Representation to the City Plan 2036 – Submission Draft March 2021
The Smithfield Market Tenants’ Association (SMTA) has represented the interests of Market Traders at the
Smithfield meat markets since 1869. We are formed of some 50 businesses employing in the region of 2,500
jobs (and thousands more jobs supported indirectly through our supply chain and linkages) within the heart
of the City of London. The following is our response to the City of London’s consultation on the City Plan
2036 Submission Draft (March 2021) and associated Topic Papers.
Firstly, we note the City of London’s aspirations to close the Smithfield Meat Markets, starting with the
Museum of London proposals for the Poultry Market but extending to wholescale closure of the remaining
Market operations as part of an intended consolidation of Wholesale Markets to a site in Barking and
Dagenham. We feel this is being forced through without the cooperation of the Market Traders. The
Smithfield Market buildings are to be ‘regenerated’ with a variety of alternative land uses being considered
for this location. The SMTA is opposed to these proposals on the basis that we have never been properly
consulted and there is significant uncertainty relating to the programme, costs and design quality of any new
premises and whether the proposed new location is even sustainable for our businesses. Many of our
members have been trading from the current site at Smithfield for generations. Our businesses are
dependent on this central London trading location close to many of our clients and complimentary
businesses. The relocation will likely force many of our members to shut down, jobs will be lost and any
retained customers will be required to travel further to access the Markets.
Secondly, we the Market Traders are a unique group and an intrinsic part of the heritage and culture of the
City of London. The Market Halls have a rich heritage value but that value is intrinsically linked to their use
and the activity the markets bring. Relocating the markets will completely change the character and
purpose of Smithfield. An objective apparently desired by the City of London through its Culture Mile
proposals but at what cost to these local businesses and the primary heritage of Smithfield itself?
Thirdly, one of the City of London’s primary objectives is to be “the best place to do business in” and your
planning policies emphasise the importance of SMEs as the lifeblood of business in the City. We are thus
completely bewildered by the total disregard for maintaining vital and viable SME businesses in this
important and unique economic hub. Other unique business sectors within London are celebrated by the
City Authorities and protected by their planning policies, for example the Silver Vaults on Chancery Lane,
Petticoat Lane Street Market or Hatton Garden jewellery quarter in Camden. Why is the same cooperation
and support not provided to the Market Traders? Does the City not have a ‘duty to cooperate’ with such a
vital part of the economy which contributes so much in terms of heritage, retail, hospitality and culture.
We make the following specific responses to elements of the Plan. We have sought to restrict our
commentary only to matters of inaccuracy or those which potentially make the Plan ‘unsound’. Where edits
are proposed we have included such amendments in CAPITAL LETTERS and where relevant we have struck
out text we think should be replaced.

1. There are multiple references to ‘relocation of the wholesale markets’ see paras 3.4.6, 4.3.16, 7.8.3,
7.8.5, 7.8.16, 7.8.18. Let us be clear the SMTA considers this to be ‘closure’ of the markets and
closure of our businesses not relocation which is neither desired by our traders nor is there any
tangible proposal. Notwithstanding this, there are inconsistencies in the referencing of the market’s
relocation. Paras 3.4.6 and 4.3.16 imply that relocation is a done deal. Later in the Plan there is
more accurate language referring more accurately to the ‘possibility’ of the market moving and an
‘in-principal’ decision from the City of London to collocate and relocate the markets. As the City of
London are aware there are many issues yet to resolve before there can be any certainty of
relocation, not least the Royal Charter and legal protection of our Tenants’ interests at the current
location of Smithfield. We suggest the following amendments:
- 3.4.6 POSSIBLE consolidation of the City Corporation’s wholesale markets onto a single site
outside of the City MAY allow the re-use of Smithfield Meat Market…
- 4.3.16 The POSSIBLE planned co-location of the City Corporation owned and managed
wholesale markets (Smithfield Meat Market, Billingsgate Fish Market and New Spitalfields
Fruit and Vegetable Market) onto one site in Dagenham COULD would provide an
opportunity for mixed use redevelopment which could include housing.
2. Policy RE5: Markets neglects to mention Smithfield Market entirely. To be consistent with the new
London Plan (Policy E9), this policy should include reference to “MAINTAINING THE EXISTING
WHOLESALE MARKETS LOCATED AT SMITHFIELD AND MAINTAINING THEIR TRADING UNTIL SUCH A
TIME AS A LONG TERM RELOCATION IS DELIVERED IN AGREEMENT WITH THE SMTA.”
3. In the supporting text to Policy RE5, the following should be included after Para 5.2.29: “PROPOSALS
ARE PROGRESSING TO RELOCATE AND COLLOCATE THE CITY’S WHOLESALE MARKETS TO A NEW SITE
OUTSIDE THE CITY. UNTIL SUCH PROPOSALS ARE FULLY DEVELOPED AND SUPPORTED BY THE
MARKET TRADERS, THE CITY OF LONDON IS COMMITTED TO RETAINING THE SMITHFIELD MEAT
MARKET OPERATIONS AND WILL ONLY PERMIT DEVELOPMENTS THAT WILL IMPROVE AND THAT
WILL NOT COMPROMISE THE VIABILITY AND CONTINUED USE OF THE MEAT MARKETS.”
4. Strategic Policy S23: Smithfield and Barbican should make explicit reference to the ongoing trading
of the meat markets in the short to medium term but also in the long term if proposals to relocate
the markets fail to be delivered. Policy S23 should include: “MAINTAINING THE EXISTING
WHOLESALE MARKETS LOCATED AT SMITHFIELD AND MAINTAINING THEIR TRADING UNTIL SUCH A
TIME AS A LONG TERM RELOCATION PLAN IS DELIVERED IN AGREEMENT WITH THE SMTA.” Without
such amendments, the City Plan would not align with the recently adopted London Plan Policy E9
which seeks to protect the long term trading of wholesale markets.
5. Strategic Policy S25 is positive in that it acknowledges the City’s duty to ‘protect and enhance’
historic character and also the “continued presence of Smithfield Market” but we take issue with
the policy text limiting this support to “the short and medium term” which is unsound. The NPPF
(paras 185a, 192a) makes reference to ‘viable uses’, no evidence has been put forward by the City
indicating that Market use is unviable in the long term. The City of London must remain
committed to safeguarding the Smithfield Markets in perpetuity unless a suitable alternative
location can be agreed with the SMTA. We therefore propose the following amendment to Policy
S25: “supporting the continued presence of Smithfield Market in the short to medium term
PERPETUITY UNTIL APPROPRIATE NEW PREMISES ARE AVAILABLE FOR OCCUPATION ON TERMS
AGREEABLE TO THE SMTA.” Additionally the heritage context of the Markets including their active

‘use’ as markets must not be underplayed. The heritage value is not simply in the built fabric but
also the ‘use’ and Planning Policies must support the continued use of the Markets. Consideration
of future and alternative uses is premature whilst the Markets remain operational and protected by
law.
6. We consider that the City of London may actually be in breach of NPPF Para 191 which guards
against ‘deliberate neglect’ of heritage assets. The City of London has effectively managed the
decline of these Listed Buildings contrary to adopted planning policies and to draft policies. This
managed decline has been pursued apparently with the intention of trying to force market traders
out of the buildings. This deliberate neglect places the City in direct conflict between its role as
Planning Authority and Landowner. Policies S23 and S25 seek to open up the prospect closing the
Markets and introducing new high value uses that will only benefit the City of London as
Landlord. These vested interests must be considered publicly and we question the Soundness of
such policies when balanced against wider policies for the protection of heritage assets.
7. Furthermore in regard to Policies S24 and S25 and in regard to Topic Paper 6 (see below) the
introduction of new uses such as the Museum of London may give rise to conflicts between existing,
long established land uses (i.e. the markets) and new occupiers. Such conflicts may arise pertaining
to issue of noise, servicing and pedestrian safety. The continued and viable operation of the Markets
must be inherent in all strategies for the area. Thus Policies S24 and S25 are not effective.
8. We support the references at Para 7.8.18 to the possibility of Smithfield Market relocating but
protecting the operation of the Market in Smithfield in the meantime. Any future Masterplan SPD
must be carefully considered to protect the character of the area and not to artificially destabilise the
Markets through the introduction of new, potentially conflicting land uses, in the meantime.
9. Part 5 of the Plan seeks to ‘Support a Thriving Economy’. This section of the Plan primarily
addresses policies that support protection and growth of the City of London’s economy supporting
businesses including SMEs which form 98% of all businesses within the City of London. Nowhere in
this section is there reference to the contribution that Smithfield Market makes with its 50
businesses and circa 2,500 employees not to mention the significant supply chain linkages and City of
London based customers in the retail and hospitality sectors. The loss of the economy generated by
the Markets must not be overlooked. This Section of the Plan should make specific reference to the
economic importance of the Market and further reference the commitment of the City of London to
support the existing market operations until such a time as the relocation is fully delivered.
10. It is odd that other policies within the Plan emphasise the significance of other Markets or Business
Sectors. For example, Petticoat Lane Street Market is referenced at Policy S20 which commits the
City of London to working with stakeholders including market traders to maintain this market in the
long term despite proposed wider changes to the environments of the Market. Furthermore, Policy
RE4 Specialist Retail Uses sets out to retain and protect such uses, particularly where they
contribute to the ‘visitor economy and cultural distinctiveness’ of the City of London or where they
have ‘historical or cultural significance’, going so far as to state in accompanying text to the policy
(para 5.2.26) that planning conditions may be imposed to retain such uses on the same site. Clearly
such options have been disregarded for the Smithfield Meat Market and we Market Traders remain
very concerned that the relocation is considered by Planning Authorities as being a ‘done deal’

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
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Ref:
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only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: Greg
Last name: Lawrence
Address Line 1: Smithfield Market Tenants Association
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name: Kelly
Last name: McCann
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Senior Planner
Organisation where relevant: Knight Frank

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

3.4.6, 4.3.16, 5.2.26, 5.2.29, 7.8.13, 7.8.16, 7.8.18, Part 5 general,Topic Paper 6.

Policy

RE4, RE5, S20, S23, S24, S25, Part 5.

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

No

x

4.2 Sound

Yes

No

x

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

No

x

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

Please see attached letter setting out our considerations.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

Please see attached letter setting out our considerations.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

x

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
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Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
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only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: London Silver Vaults
Last name:
Address Line 1: C/O Agent
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name

Paul

Last name

Watson

Address Line 1: Phillips planning Services Limited
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Director
Organisation where relevant: Phillips Planning Services Limited

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

RE4 Specialist Retail Uses

Policy

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

4.2 Sound

Yes

X

No
No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

X
X

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The principle and objectives of this Policy are wholly supported.
The Council will be aware that representations were submitted on behalf of
London Silver Vaults (LSV) back in January 2018 raising concerns regarding the
detailed wording of the policy and the supporting text as set out in the then
draft plan.
Specifically, concerns were raised that the wording of the draft policy was open
to some interpretation, particularly in terms of whether replacement specialist
retail facilities would be expected on site as part of any redevelopment and also
in terms of the quality of the facilities that must be re-provided.
The current draft appears to have taken these concerns on board to a large
degree and the supporting text to RE4 now states that:

“5.2.26. The City Corporation will work with owners, developers and occupiers to retain
specialist retail uses and premises where it can be demonstrated that such uses are of
historical or cultural significance. The City Corporation may attach conditions to
planning permissions to ensure the retention or replacement of specialist facilities on
the same site where they are impacted by development proposals.”

The Council’s consideration of this matter and addition of this wording is
appreciated and supported.
In supporting the policy, we would seek to suggest two minor further changes
to the Policy wording and Paragraph 5.2.26. These are discussed below under
question 6.
6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
In terms of Policy RE4, this is currently drafted as follows:
“The City Corporation will seek to retain specialist retail uses and premises that are
historically and culturally significant to the City of London”
We suggest the removal of the highlighted wording to strengthen the Policy.
The use of the words ‘seek to’ tends to suggest that this may be viewed as an
aim rather than an absolute requirement and so reduces the effectiveness and
clarity of the Policy. The Policy would then read:
“The City Corporation will retain specialist retail uses and premises that are
historically and culturally significant to the City of London”
A similar point applies to the supporting paragraph at 5.2.26. We ask that the
highlighted element is removed.
“5.2.26. The City Corporation will work with owners, developers and occupiers to
retain specialist retail uses and premises where it can be demonstrated that such
uses are of historical or cultural significance. The City Corporation may attach
conditions to planning permissions to ensure the retention or replacement of
specialist facilities on the same site where they are impacted by development
proposals.”
We also suggest some additional wording so that the text is clear – again this is
highlighted:
“5.2.26. The City Corporation will work with owners, developers and occupiers to
retain specialist retail uses and premises (such as the Royal Exchange and the
London Silver Vaults on Chancery Lane) and / or where it can be
demonstrated that such uses are of historical or cultural significance. The City
Corporation will attach conditions to planning permissions to ensure the retention
or replacement of specialist facilities on the same site where they are impacted by
development proposals.”
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The way in which this policy is applied in the future is of great importance to
the LSV’s. Any potential ambiguity which could weaken its application requires
careful consideration as part of the oral sessions.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date:10.05.21
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only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: London Silver Vaults
Last name:
Address Line 1: C/O Agent
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name

Paul

Last name

Watson

Address Line 1: Phillips planning Services Limited
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Director
Organisation where relevant: Phillips Planning Services Limited

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
Policy

CV1 – Protection of existing visitor, arts and cultural facilities

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

4.2 Sound

Yes

X

No
No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

X
X

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here
The principle and objectives of this Policy are wholly supported.
The Council will be aware that representations were submitted on behalf of
London Silver Vaults (LSV) back in January 2018 raising some concerns
regarding the detailed wording of the policy and the supporting text as set out
in the then draft plan.
Specifically, concerns were raised that the wording of the draft policy was open
to some interpretation as it did not require the reprovision of facilities ‘on site’,
to at least the same quality, and that requirements for the length of marketing
ahead of any application should be set out.
The amended policy wording does in part address the points raised and we
thank the Council for its consideration of these matters.
However, we do still hold some remaining concerns and so suggest some minor
additions as set out below in response to question 6 in order to make the policy
effective and clear.
Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.
So as provide clarity for the future uses of the plan we seek the following minor
wording changes. Elements to be removed are struck out with suggested new
wording highlighted:
“Policy CV1: Protection of Existing Visitor, Arts and Cultural Facilities
1. The City Corporation will resist refuse planning permission for applications that
would lead to the loss of existing visitor, arts, and cultural facilities, unless:
•
replacement facilities of at least equivalent quality are provided on-site or within
the vicinity which meet the needs of the City’s communities; or
•
the use can be delivered from other facilities without leading to or increasing any
shortfall in provision and it has been demonstrated that there is no demand for another
similar use on the site; or
•
it has been demonstrated that there is no realistic prospect of the premises being
used for a similar purpose in the foreseeable future.
2. Proposals resulting in the loss of visitor, arts and cultural facilities must be
accompanied by evidence of the lack of need for those facilities. Loss of facilities will only
be permitted where this would facilitate the overall enhancement of visitor, arts or
cultural provision on site within the vicinity or where it has been demonstrated that the
existing facility has been actively marketed for its current or an alternative visitor, arts
or cultural use at reasonable terms for such a use. A minimum marketing period of
two years will be required.”

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

X

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.

8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:
The way in which this policy is applied in the future is of great importance to
the LSV’s. Any potential ambiguity which could weaken its application requires
careful consideration as part of the oral sessions.

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Date:10.05.21
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City of London Reg 19 Local Plan Consultation Response
City Plan 2036: Shaping the Future City - City of London Local Plan Proposed
Submission Draft
Thank you for providing the London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH) with the opportunity to
respond to the above consultation. Overall, LBTH is supportive of the vision, key objectives
and policies set out in the Plan.
LBTH’s response focuses on strategic issues.
Vision, Strategic Objectives and Spatial Strategy
LBTH is broadly supportive of CoL’s vision and objectives and recognises the need to work
across borough boundaries to address key spatial matters.
Policies
Policy HL5: Location and Protection of Social and Community Facilities
In general, LBTH supports this policy, particularly the protections given to existing community
facilities. However, we question the requirement that new social and community facilities only
be located “where they would not be prejudicial to the business City and where there is no
strong economic reason for retaining office use”. First, it is unclear what the “business City”
refers to, nor how a social or community use could be prejudicial to it. Second, with the
proposed increase in housing within the City, and the introduction of increased permitted
development rights for changes of use from office to residential (notwithstanding any Article 4
directions to restrict this), there is a strong potential for greater demand for community
facilities. In the absence of suitable sites that meet the expectation that they would not be
prejudicial to the ‘business City’ and where there is no strong economic reason for retaining
office use, the demand may fall on neighbouring boroughs. Even where this demand is met
within the City, the potential increased demand may reduce available capacity at facilities that
serve a cross-boundary community; for example, the supporting text refers to the Artizan
Street Library, which provides meeting rooms and activities for a community that extends into
Tower Hamlets.
Policy HL5 should be made more flexible to allow, and encourage, social and community
facilities to be developed to meet the potentially increasing demand and to avoid any potential
pressure of increased demand falling on existing facilities both within the City and in
neighbouring boroughs that may not have sufficient spare capacity. There are likely to be
locations where redundant or underused office space is the most appropriate site for a social
or community use and this should be supported.
Policy HL7, which provides similar requirements in respect of sport and recreation facilities,

does not include the criterion requiring facilities only to be located “where they would not be
prejudicial to the business City and where there is no strong economic reason for retaining
office use”. These two policies govern similar types of development and are otherwise nearly
identical. LBTH recommends that they be made consistent to ensure that social infrastructure
is treated consistently.
Strategic Policy S2: Safe and Secure City
While LBTH supports the creation of safe and secure environments, and acknowledges the
specific threat faced by the City from terrorism, CoL should ensure that any security measures
do not create a securitised barrier between the City and its neighbouring boroughs. Security
measures should ensure that the boundaries between the City and neighbouring boroughs
remain largely imperceptible and security features within new developments should retain or
enhance the level of permeability.
There is a risk that security infrastructure could result in longer routes or reduced accessibility
of existing routes through narrowed pavements or other obstructions. The policy should ensure
that security infrastructure does not undermine accessibility or restrict movement for those with
mobility constraints.
The enhanced Traffic and Environmental Zone should be designed sensitively and in
cooperation with other boroughs, the Metropolitan Police and TfL to ensure that it does not
displace traffic and threats to other parts of Central London.
Strategic Policy S4: Offices
LBTH supports the City’s specialised role in providing offices to support the overall London
economy. However, office development in the City should be phased sensitively to ensure that
large speculative office development does not undermine the market for, and viability of, office
and mixed-use development in other parts of the CAZ, the North Isle of Dogs and other
preferred office locations in London. CoL should work closely with the other CAZ boroughs and
the GLA to appropriately gauge demand for office floorspace, ensure that it is directed to
support sustainable development across the CAZ, NIOD and other preferred office locations,
and is sufficiently flexible to adapt to changes to the economy.
Policy CV4: Evening and Night-time Economy
CoL should provide more explicit support for the expansion of night-time economy uses within
appropriate areas. The City includes two locations designated by the London Plan as areas of
greater than local importance to the night-time economy; the policy should acknowledge those
designations and direct expansion of night-time economy uses to those locations.
The policy should also acknowledge that the City includes areas that are unique in London in
having no or very few residents. These areas are uniquely suited to larger-scale night-time
economy uses that, if located in residential areas, would have a significant impact on
residential amenity. Development of such uses in these locations would help to meet the
overall demand, reduce the demand in other less suitable locations and help to preserve
London’s nightclubs and wider entertainment industry at a time when pressure for residential
development is threatening their continued operation. CoL should identify areas where largescale nightclubs could be appropriate, provide strong policy support for such uses, and work
with nightclub operators and landlords to find suitable sites.

Policy DE2: New Development
While LBTH supports an approach that places the existing character at the forefront of
considerations around the design of development, the policy should be more explicit in
expecting development to have regard to the character, scale and grain of all surrounding
neighbourhoods, including across boundaries, where the scale of development means that it is
likely to have wider townscape impacts. The assessments of impacts on character and
townscape should be proportional to the scale of development to ensure that all potential
impacts are captured. Many parts of Tower Hamlets that abut the boundary with the City
include fine-grained, historic neighbourhoods with small-scale buildings. There is a risk that
larger scale development within the City, close to the borough boundary, could undermine the
character of those neighbourhoods by impacting their townscape setting.
Policy AT1: Pedestrian Movement
CoL should work with neighbouring boroughs to provide public realm enhancements to key
pedestrian routes that cross the borough boundaries. There should be a focus on reducing the
severance caused by major roads and large junctions close to the boundaries.
Policy AT2: Active Travel including Cycling
CoL should work with neighbouring boroughs and the GLA to ensure that proposed cycle
routes connect to those in adjacent boroughs and that routes and infrastructure are directed to
locations with the greatest demand and the greatest potential benefit to cyclists.
Policy AT3: Cycle Parking
LBTH supports the use of the London Plan’s cycle parking standards and the provision of
cargo cycle facilities to support food delivery. However, CoL should take the opportunity,
working with TfL and Network Rail, to provide large-scale secure cycle parking at its railway
stations and other key locations, using the cycle parking facilities provided at many Dutch
railway stations (including in particular that at Delft station) as a model. This could reduce the
pressure on public transport services for last mile journeys from the railway stations to
workplaces and provide cycle parking within walking distance for those workplaces without
secure cycle parking.
Policy HE1: Managing Change to Heritage Assets
This policy should explicitly acknowledge the importance of the settings of conservation areas
in point 2 of the policy, and that development outside of conservation areas can have an
impact on their character and significance. Large-scale development may have an impact on
the settings of multiple conservation areas. This should be assessed in Heritage
Assessments. Policies should ensure consistency through all relevant policies.
Strategic Policy S12: Tall Buildings
The definition provided for tall buildings is inappropriate and not in conformity with the London
Plan. While it is important to have a minimum height at which all buildings will be considered
tall, the London Plan is clear that tall buildings should be defined in relation to their immediate
context. A building below 75m may not be considered tall within the City Cluster, but it would
certainly appear tall in the context of Bow Lane or Fleet Street. Indeed, the towers of St Paul’s
Cathedral are 67m tall, meaning a building of 74m would be substantially taller. The Tower of
London is 27m tall, meaning that a building could rise to nearly three times its height without
being assessed as a tall building under this policy.
LBTH’s response to the Reg 18 consultation on CoL’s Local Plan objected to the proposed
definition of tall buildings, commented on the lack of appropriate evidence to support it, and

recommended that the supporting text of the policy refer to the different definition used in
LBTH’s Local Plan to ensure consistency on sites near the borough boundary. These concerns
have not been addressed in the Reg 19 draft Local Plan.
While a Tall Buildings Study has been included in the evidence base library for the Reg 19
Local Plan, this does not include a justification for the proposed definition, nor does it include a
detailed assessment of character to determine which locations are suitable for tall buildings.
Indeed, the Tall Buildings Study explains that the threshold planes for viewing corridors –
which are used within the policy to define locations where tall buildings would be inappropriate
– are between 51m and 52m AOD for the views towards St Paul’s. The tall buildings study also
fails to take into account the river prospect from Tower Bridge when establishing locations that
would be unsuitable for tall buildings.
The definition of tall buildings should be amended to ensure that all buildings that are tall,
relative to their context, are assessed as such. The policy restricts tall buildings in areas where
they may have an impact on the view corridors protected by the London Plan, however it
should be acknowledged that buildings below 75m tall could also have significant impacts on
the view corridors as demonstrated by the Tall Buildings Study, and it is not clear how the
policy would restrict inappropriate development below that threshold.
Figure 20 presents the constraints that limit appropriate locations for tall buildings within the
City. It includes most of the views protected by the London Plan and addressed in the London
View Management Framework; however, it excludes the river prospect from Tower Bridge
which is protected in the London Plan as view 20. The LVMF provides guidance on protecting
this view, including ensuring that new development near the Tower of London does not appear
to dominate the Tower. This has implications for tall buildings and suggests that the locations
shown in figure 21 as appropriate for tall buildings to the immediate north and northwest of the
Tower are likely to be inappropriate.
Point 6 of the policy seems to reduce the level of protection afforded to the Tower of London
World Heritage Site relative to that granted by the London Plan and the World Heritage Sites
SPG by excluding the protected local setting from areas inappropriate for tall buildings. Point 6
should be reworded to read “New tall buildings will be refused in inappropriate areas,
comprising … the protected local setting of the Tower of London World Heritage Site, its
protected vistas, and the protected White Tower silhouette.”
While the view corridors protected by the London Plan, and the Tower of London WHS and its
setting restrict the locations of tall buildings to relatively small parts of the City, CoL should be
more explicit in designating appropriate and inappropriate locations for tall buildings. The City
and the adjacent neighbourhoods in neighbouring boroughs have unique, often historic
townscapes that could be seriously undermined by inappropriate tall buildings (as has already
been seen with the development of 20 Fenchurch Street). There is also value in developing a
coherent, legible skyline, with a clear cluster, a consistent height peak and building heights
stepping down towards the edges. CoL should acknowledge that it has a skyline of strategic
importance that needs to be managed effectively and should carry out a detailed character and
tall buildings study – in accordance with London Plan Policy D1 - to support a more detailed
tall buildings policy.
Strategic Policy S13: Protected Views
While LBTH supports the protection of key strategic views in and towards the City, the policy
excludes the river prospect from Tower Bridge, which is protected by the London Plan (as view
10). The London View Management Framework describes key features within this view and
provides guidance for assessing development that falls within this view. This includes an
expectation that the Tower of London should not be dominated by any new development close
to it. This view, and the associated guidance, should be addressed in Policy S13 and shown in
Figure 22.

LBTH is also concerned about the exclusion of the Grade I listed Tower Bridge as a
Strategically Important Landmark in point 6.5.12 in the supporting text. This point should be
revised to read:
“Landmarks such as St Paul’s Cathedral, the Monument, the Tower of London and Tower
Bridge are internationally renowned and add to the City’s world class status.”
Key Areas of Change
LBTH generally supports the principles of the Key Areas for Change and the identification of
areas on the borough boundary where development is likely to come forward accompanied by
public realm enhancements. However, LBTH questions CoL’s decision not to allocate strategic
sites. While the City may be able to rely on windfall development to meet its housing need for
the plan period, allocating sites allows a local authority to plan for new infrastructure, including
the social infrastructure necessary to support new housing. Further, allocating sites allows a
local authority to provide more detailed design guidelines for development to ensure that it
delivers new routes and public spaces in the most appropriate locations and responds to
valued elements of the local character. In the absence of site allocations it is unclear how CoL
intends to meet the infrastructure needs, especially social infrastructure, of future residents or
in what form the redevelopment of the Mansell Street and Middlesex Street estates will come
forward – identified in the Local Plan as the largest source of new housing during the plan
period. CoL should reconsider the inclusion of site allocations to ensure that development on
its strategic sites comes forward in a manner that is sustainable and includes the necessary
supporting infrastructure.
Aldgate, Tower and Portsoken
LBTH supports CoL’s approach to development within this area and will continue to work
closely with CoL on the development of the joint cluster of offices, hotels, and high-density
residential development that sits on both sides of the boundary.
Liverpool Street
LBTH supports improvements to the public realm in this area to take advantage of, and
connect to, enhanced public transport. Liverpool Street is identified in the London Plan as an
area with more than local significance to the night-time economy. Liverpool Street also plays
an important role in supporting the adjacent night-time economy centres at Shoreditch and
Brick Lane, including providing public transport access via the night tube. The Plan should
acknowledge this role and CoL should work with neighbouring boroughs to manage and
enhance this role.
We trust the above comments are helpful and look forward to continued cooperation on other
planning and cross-boundary matters.
Marc Acton Filion
Plan-making Officer
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Dear Local Plan Team,
Please find my representation to support the Local Plan attached.
Many thanks,
Mike Priaulx
Islington Swifts Group
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name: Mike
Last name: Priaulx
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name
Last name
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant:
Organisation where relevant:

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation:
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph

6.6.28

Policy

OS3: Biodiversity

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

Yes

No

4.2 Sound

Yes

Yes

No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

Yes

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

I wish to support this paragraph and the biodiversity section in general as a good
reflection of national policy.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)

No

Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.

9. Signature
Date: 10/05/21

70 St Mary Axe
London
PD12560/PJB/ARS/NJ

EC3A 8BE
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7493 4002

email:

Development Plan Team
Department of Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ
Sent via email to:
10 May 2021

localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam
CITY OF LONDON: CITY PLAN 2036 CONSULTATION (MARCH 2021)
PROPOSED SUBMISSION DRAFT CITY PLAN 2036 – REGULATION 19 OF THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(LOCAL PLANNING) (ENGLAND) REGS 2012
We write on behalf of our client, NG Devco Limited, in response to the City of London’s (hereafter referred to as “CoL”)
consultation on the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan 2036, dated March 2021 (“Draft City Plan”).
The representations set out in this letter provide comments on the Draft City Plan, specifically in relation to the following
matters:


Strategic Objectives of the draft City Plan;



Promotion of High Quality office accommodation;



Retail floorspace;



Leisure floorspace;



Culture Mile;



Energy and Sustainability; and



Urban Greening.

Background
In March 2020 Montagu Evans, on behalf of NG Devco Limited, submitted an Application to the COL for the refurbishment
and part redevelopment of 81 Newgate Street, London. Planning permission was granted by the CoL on the 11 September
2020 and works on the development are due over the next year.

WWW.MONTAGU-EVANS.CO.UK

LONDON | EDINBURGH | GLASGOW | MANCHESTER
Montagu Evans LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC312072. Registered office 70 St Mary Axe EC3A 8BE

Permission was granted for the extensive refurbishment of the existing ground plus ten storey building and the construction
of three additional storeys above ground. Once complete, 81 Newgate Street will deliver over circa. 67,000 sqm of high
quality office floorspace, circa.1,700 sqm of leisure floorspace, circa. 4,300 sqm of retail floorspace and circa.1,350 sqm
of flexible floorspace (use Class A1-A5, B1/D2). In addition to this, the development will bring forward a publicly accessible
roof terrace and roof top restaurant, alongside public realm improvements at ground floor level including the creation of a
new Curated Wall and a new east-west link through the building.
National Planning Policy Context
In preparing these representations significant weight has been given to national planning policy set by the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) (February 2019).
Paragraph 9 of the 2019 NPPF requires sustainable development objectives to be delivered through the preparation and
implementation of plans. Paragraph 11 of the NPPF requires that during the plan-making process, plans should positively
seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area, and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change. Part
b of paragraph 11 requires that strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively assessed needs for housing
and other uses.
Section 3 of the NPPF deals with plan-making specifically and identifies under Paragraph 15 that the planning system
should be genuinely plan-led. Paragraph 16 requires plans to achieve the following:
a)

be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development;

b)

be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable;

c)

be shaped by early, proportionate and effective, engagement between plan-makers and communities, local
organisations, businesses, infrastructure provides and operators and statutory consultees;

d)

contain policies that are clearly written and unambiguous, so it is evidence how a decision maker should react to
development proposals;

e)

be accessible through the use of digital tools to assist public involvement and policy presentation; and

f)

serve a clear purpose, avoiding unnecessary duplication of policies that apply to a particular area.

With regard to Strategic Policies, paragraph 20 of the NPPF states that Strategic Policies should set an overall strategy for
the pattern, scale and quality of development and make sufficient provision for housing, employment, retail, leisure and
other commercial development, infrastructure for transport, community facilities and the conservation and enhancement of
natural, built and historic environment.
Paragraph 23 goes on to identify Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and
at a sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of
sustainable development. This should include planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of
the area (except insofar as these needs can be demonstrated to be met more appropriately through other mechanisms,
such as brownfield registers or non-strategic policies).
Turning to producing new Local Plans specifically, Paragraph 31 states that the preparation and review of all policies
should be underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence. Local Plans should be informed throughout their preparation
by a sustainability appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirement (Paragraph 32).
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The London Plan
Consideration has also been given in the preparation of these representations to the London Plan (published 2 March
2021).
The London Plan (2021) places emphasis on the need to build strong and inclusive communities (Policy GG1), making the
best use of land (Policy GG2), creating a healthy city (Policy GG3), delivering the homes Londoners need (Policy GG4)
and growing a good economy (Policy GG5).
Pre Submission City Plan 2036
The following sections respond to specific policies outlined within the CoL Draft City Plan.
Strategic Objectives
Paragraph 20 of the NPPF states that Strategic Policies should set an overall strategy for the pattern, scale and quality of
development and make sufficient provision for housing, employment, retail, leisure and other commercial development,
infrastructure for transport, community facilities and the conservation and enhancement of the natural, built and historic
environment.
Paragraph 23 goes on to identify Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing land forward, at a sufficient
rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. This should include planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the area.
The draft City Plan sets out the Spatial Strategy for the CoL which states that “The City Corporation will facilitate a vibrant,
thriving and inclusive City, supporting diverse and sustainable London with globally successful UK. This will be achieved
through:
1.

Ensuring that the City is sustainable and transitions to a zero carbon and zero emission City by 2040, delivering
further urban greening and improving air quality;

2.

Delivering sustainable growth following the Covid-19 pandemic, including a minimum of 2 million sqm net
additional office floorspace, and protecting existing office floorspace to maintain the City’s role as a world leading
financial and professional services centre and to sustain the City’s strategically important cluster of commercial
activities within the Central Activities Zone;

3.

Broadening the City’s appeal by ensuring new office developments deliver healthy working environments and
meet the needs of different types of businesses, supporting specialist clusters such as legal and creative
industries and promoting a range of complementary uses;

4.

Supporting the development of cultural facilities and uses and transforming the north west of the City into a vibrant
strategic cultural area of national and international status through the Culture Mile initiative;

5.

Delivering at least 2,482 additional homes within the City by 2035/36 to meet housing need and continuing to
deliver new housing on City Corporation estates and other appropriate sites outside of the City;

6.

Focusing new tall buildings in the existing cluster in the east of the City, adding to the City’s distinctive and iconic
skyline while preserving strategic and local views of St Paul’s Cathedral and the Tower of London World Heritage
Site;

7.

Encouraging retail and other town centre uses that provide active frontages throughout the City, while focusing
significant retail development in the four Principal Shopping Centres;
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8.

Identifying seven Key Areas of Change where significant change is expected in the period to 2036 and providing
a policy framework to guide sustainable change in those areas;

9.

Balancing growth with the protection and enhancement of the City’s unique heritage assets and open spaces;

10. Ensuring that development and infrastructure provision are compatible with the radical transformation of the City’s
streets set out in the City’s Transport Strategy;
11. Promoting greater use of the River Thames, regenerating and enhancing the City’s riverside and reducing the
risk of flooding.
NG Devco support the CoL’s vision and commitment to ensuring that the City is a sustainable London borough, which
seeks to achieve zero carbon and emission by 2040. The commitment to ensuring further urban greening and improvement
of air quality within the City is further welcomed. The aspiration to deliver sustainable growth following the Covid-19
pandemic is supported, specifically the creation of new healthy working environments within the City. The encouragement
of retail and other town centre uses that provide active frontages throughout the City is supported and it is welcomed that
the City are committed to supporting the development of cultural facilities including the Culture Mile.
Point 2, states that the City will ’Deliver sustainable growth following the Covid-19 pandemic, including a minimum of 2
million sqm net additional office floorspace, and protecting existing office floorspace’. Discussions regarding the promotion
of office accommodation, is set out below, but it is considered that to ensure a vibrant, diverse and sustainable City that
office floorspace should only be protected, where it is viable and sustainable to do so.
Promotion of High Quality Office Accommodation
At the heart of the NPPF is the presumption in favour of sustainable development. Amongst the key themes in achieving
sustainable development is through ensuring the vitality of town centres, promoting sustainable transport, supporting a
strong economy and delivering good design. Paragraph 80 of the NPPF states that planning decisions should create
conditions in which businesses can invest, expand and adapt.
The new London Plan also places emphasis on the need to improve the quality, flexibility and adaptability of office space
of different sizes. This should be achieved through the delivery of new office developments, the refurbishment of existing
offices and the delivery of office floorspace through mixed-use developments (Policy E1 – Offices). Policy E2 (Providing
Suitable Business Space) further requires development of business floorspace to ensure that the space is fit for purpose
having regard to the type and use of the space.
Both draft Strategic Policy S4 (Offices) and Policy OF1 (Office Development) accords with the thrust of policy at both a
regional and national level as set out above and is therefore welcomed. The requirement for new office floorspace to be
designed to be flexible to allow the spaces to adapt to changing office market needs is also supported. The refurbishment
and extension of 81 Newgate Street will contribute significantly to ensuring that the COL meet their ambitious aspirations
for new office floorspace within the City. The refurbishment of the Building and the addition of 19,897 sqm office floorspace
will not only deliver a high quality commercial development, but would also result in a significant uplift in office floorspace.
The CoL needs to ensure that the City’s floorspace stock, both existing and proposed, can adapt to the changing role and
demands of the City. This includes meeting the demands of existing and new employees, residents and visitors. It is
therefore important that careful consideration is given when restricting the change of use of office floorspace and the long
term protection of office use is applied to permissions. The loss of office floorspace should therefore be accepted where it
can be demonstrated that an alternative use would introduce both social and economic public benefit and it is not viable
or deliverable to retain the use as office accommodation.
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Retail Floorspace
Strategic Policy S5 (Retailing) states that the CoL will seek to improve the quantity and quality of retailing and the retail
environment. This is supported.
The Draft City Plan primarily focuses on the role that Primary Shopping Centres and Retail Links can play in delivering
additional retail floorspace across the City to meet future demand up to 2036. However, it needs to be recognised that
there is likely to be a number of retail opportunities outside of these areas which could assist in delivering high quality retail
floorspace within the City, without jeopardising the vitality and viability of the Primary Shopping Centres or Retail Links.
We would therefore request that where this can be demonstrated the provision of additional retail floorspace should be
recognised and promoted by the Draft City Plan.
The redevelopment of 81 Newgate Street will provide as a minimum 4,398sqm of retail floorspace (Use Class A1-A5),
which will significant contribute to the delivery of new high quality retail floorspace within the City, which in part falls within
a ‘retail link’ . As such, delivery of high quality retail floorspace which serve both the City’s employees and residents but
also visitors to the City is supported.
Leisure Floorspace
Draft Policy HL7 (Sports and Recreation) states that the provision of new sport and recreation facilities will be encouraged,
particularly where they are publicly accessible, is supported by NG Devco. The requirement for these facilities to be in
locations which are convenient to the communities they serve and flexible in the services they provide is further welcomed.
The presumption that the CoL will encourage the provision of new private facilities across the City is supported and will
assist the CoL in achieving their policy aims within Strategic Policy S1 (Health and Inclusive City), which seeks to create
healthy and inclusive environments and enable communities access to a wide range of health, education, recreation and
leisure opportunities.
Culture Mile & Pedestrian permeability
The promotion of the Culture Mile, under draft Strategic Policy S24 (Culture Mile Implementation), is supported. The
provision for the strengthening of routes, way finding, lighting and signage throughout the area and links with the rest of
the City in a co-ordinated manner is also welcomed. It is important that this cultural initiative is celebrated and legibility of
not only the Culture Mile but also surrounding developments such as 81 Newgate Street is improved.
81 Newgate Street is located adjacent to the north-south route linking the Millennium Bridge and Riverside to the Culture
Mile. The creation of a new east-west link within 81 Newgate Street seeks to assist with improving permeability through
not only the Site but also the surrounding area, including the Culture Mile. The introduction of a ‘Curated Wall’ within this
link further assists in providing opportunities for cultural and education content to be displayed, which again reflects and
responds to the initiatives of the Culture Mile. NG Devco therefore welcome the CoL’s commitment to delivering the Culture
Mile and the requirement for enhanced pedestrian permeability throughout the City.
Energy and Sustainability
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Tom Taylor
Conservation Adviser

Development Plan team
Department of the Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ

localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

10 May 2021

Dear Sir or Madam,
I write to offer the comments of the Victorian Society on the draft City Plan 2036. As you know, the
Victorian Society is a National Amenity Society, with a remit of expertise including built heritage
between 1837 and 1914. Accordingly, our comments related principally to sub-section 6.4, Historic
Environment, as well as to various parts of section 7, Key Areas of Change. We defer to the opinion of
Historic England with respect to the draft plan’s treatment of Tall Buildings.
The draft plan explicitly recognises at a high level the important contribution made by the historic
environment to the City of London’s unique identity — more specifically, to its ‘character,
attractiveness, and competitiveness’ (6.4.1). The Victorian Society welcomes this recognition, and the
broad thrust of the associated policies concerning the historic environment (S11 and HE1–3). We
support the City’s strategic objectives with respect to the historic environment, and consider that the
text of the draft plan conforms to the broader requirements of the NPPF (paragraphs 20 and 185).
However, although the general tenor of policies S11 and HE1–3 is unexceptionable, it is disappointing
that the draft plan misses the opportunity to be more specific about how the strategic objectives with
respect to the historic environment are to be achieved in the exercise of planning functions. As you
know, decisions about development proposals can only be made well if they are based on a thorough
understanding of the constraints and opportunities; from the point of view of the historic environment,
this means a proportionate but nonetheless rigorous understanding of the significance of any heritage
assets likely to be affected, including contributions made by their setting. It is the duty of the applicant
to offer an assessment of this significance in any submission of proposals which will affect such
assets. It is, however, also the duty of your authority to maintain up-to-date evidence about the historic
environment in order to inform decision making, with respect to both specific applications for planning
consents and proposals for development more generally (NPPF, para. 187). This evidence is, or
should be, a valuable resource, and offers a baseline understanding of the historic environment which
can be explicitly referred to by all stakeholders in the consideration of development proposals; the
NPPF requires that such evidence is publicly available (para. 188)
An important contribution to such evidence is made by conservation area appraisals, management
plans, and supplementary planning documents (SPDs). Such documents not only offer fine-grained
analysis of the significance of conservation areas, but they also set out specific proposals for the
management of the historic environment in those areas. We note that the City has included the extant

Conservation Area Character Summary and Management Strategy SPDs in its publicly available
Planning Policy Library. These documents do not, however, form an explicit part of the evidence base
for the draft City Plan, nor are they referred to explicitly in its text. They clearly inform the Topic Papers
for the Key Areas of Change, which are part of the draft plan evidence base, but, again, they are not
extensively referred to.
We find the lack of reference to these documents in both the evidence base and the draft City Plan
itself worrying. The Corporation cannot, of course, be expected to prepare a detailed statement of
significance for each historic building in the City; the onus is on developers to provide such statements
when needed. The Corporation can, however, be reasonably expected to demonstrate a detailed
understanding of the qualities of the City’s townscape more broadly, and to use that detailed
understanding explicitly to underpin its decision-making process by cross-referencing it in the policies
of the City Plan. Your authority already has a large body of analysis available which should anyway be
used to inform assessments of development proposals; by failing to key in this body of analysis to the
Historic Environment Policies of the draft City Plan your authority is missing an opportunity to take a
pro-active and strategic approach to the management of the City’s historic environment.
The lack of explicit reference to the existing body of analysis is especially worrying in the context of
the identified Key Areas of Change, many of which include parts of conservation areas. These areas
are predicted to undergo rapid and extensive change over the period of the next City Plan; if this
change is to be managed so that the special historic and architectural character of these areas is
protected then both developers and planners must share a clear understanding about that character.
Such understanding is made explicit in just the Conservation Area Character Summary and
Management Strategy SPDs which remain unmentioned in the draft plan text. Referring to these
documents explicitly in the relevant sections of the City Plan would go some way to ensuring that the
predicted change in these key areas be informed at a strategic level by a shared understanding of the
historic environment.
We note that the existing Conservation Area Character Summary and Management Strategy SPDs
are increasingly out of date: the most recent is from 2018, but most date from between 2012–15. It is
especially important, in areas of such rapid change as the City of London, to keep such documents
updated so that they can be used with confidence to inform decision making. We trust that your
authority is currently working to update these documents, in line with the requirements of the NPPF,
para. 187.
In summary, whilst we support the high-level intentions set out in the draft plan with respect to the
historic environment, we think that the detailed drafting in these areas could be strengthened.
Specifically, we recommend the insertion of clauses into policy HE1 and its supporting text which refer
explicitly to existing and future Conservation Area Character Summary and Management Strategy
SPDs in order to establish a clear shared baseline understanding of the significance and special
character of conservation areas, and to require explicit compliance with the management policies set
out in such SPDs. We also recommend the insertion of similar clauses into the strategic policies and
supporting text of section 7, especially S22 and S23.
Yours faithfully,

Tom Taylor
Conservation Adviser

Russell, Lisa
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To:
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Mark Furnish
10 May 2021 16:31
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Dear Planning Policy Team,
CITY PLAN 2036 – SHAPING THE FUTURE
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the City Plan 2036. As I am sure you are aware Sport England has an
established role within the planning system which includes providing advice and guidance on all relevant areas of
national and local policy as well as supporting Local Authorities in developing their evidence base for sport.
Sport England aims to ensure positive planning for sport by enabling the right facilities to be provided in the right
places based on robust and up-to-date assessments of need for all levels of sport and for all sectors of the
community. To achieve this aim our overriding planning objectives are to PROTECT sports
facilities from loss as a result of redevelopment, ENHANCE existing facilities through improving their quality,
accessibility and management and to PROVIDE new facilities that are fit for purpose and meet demands for
participation now and in the future. You will also be aware that Sport England is a statutory consultee on planning
applications affecting playing fields. Further detail on Sport England’s role and objectives within the planning system
can be found via the following link:
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-and-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-for-sport-guidance/
Sport England has assessed the Proposed Submission Draft in light of its planning objectives and national planning
policy set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and has questions relating to the soundness of the
document. It is appreciated that the City of London Corporation have requested that a form be submitted for each
comment related to each policy however Sport England has similar comments that are applicable to many polices
therefore it has set out its comments below rather than in each form to avoid repetition.
Evidence Base
The NPPF requires each Local Plan to address the spatial implications of economic, social and environmental change
based on an adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence base. The NPPF, at paragraph 96, requires that:
“Planning policies should be based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and
recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessment should identify specific needs and
quantitative deficits or surpluses of open space, sports and recreational facilities in the local area.”
Sport England consider that specific polices relating to indoor and outdoor sport facilities should be based on a robust
and up-to-date evidence base, such as Playing Pitch and Built Facility Strategies. These strategies should inform the
types of indoor and outdoor sports facilities needing protecting, enhancing and where new facilities, if any, are needed
to meet demand from current need and future growth. These strategies would provide a clear strategy and action plan
with delivery priorities for sport facilities within the City taking into consideration the movement of people into other
boroughs to play sport and should, therefore, direct the objectives and policies of the City Plan. Sport England is
unaware that there is a such a robust and up-to-date strategy (or strategies) and, therefore, questions whether there
is a robust evidence base to inform the sport policies with the City Plan and, therefore, to comply with national policy
contained with the NPPF, paragraph 96, and the London Plan. This raises questions whether the Polices that relate to
sports facilities, namely Polices S1, HL5 and HL7, are sound.
Policies S1, HL5 and HL7
Policies S1, HL5 and HL7 appear to be the predominant policies that relate to sport facility provision. Notwithstanding
the questions relating to the evidence base to inform the policies highlighted above, Sport England do welcome that
they do appear to broadly align with Sport England’s Planning Policy in that they have a stance to Protect, Enhance
1

and Provide sport facilities. That said, Sport England does have concerns with the wording of both Policies HL5 and
HL7 (as the wording is similar) as follows:







The policies seek to protect sport facilities unless replacement facilities meet the needs of existing users. This
requirement does not consider future need/demands or consider other sport clubs that may wish to have
access to a facility but currently do not. As a result, to ensure this provision aligns with national policy and its
own policy, Sport England strongly recommends that future needs are considered in this requirement to
ensure it is sound.
In relation to replacement facilities, for the avoidance of doubt Sport England recommends that this is
amended to indicate that the replacement provision should be of at least equivalent quantity, quality and
accessibly as the existing facility to be lost.
The NPPF, paragraph 97, is clear that it must be demonstrated that the facility is surplus to requirements not
merely because it has been actively market for a period of time. Sport England does not consider that a site is
surplus unless it has been robustly assessed in light of existing and future sport needs via a city wide
assessment, such as Indoor/Built Facility Strategy. As a result, as currently worded, Sport England does not
consider this element sound.
The NPPF, paragraph 97, London Plan and Sport England Policy does accept the situation where a sports
facility would be lost but an alternative sports facility is provided, the benefits of which outweigh the harm
caused by the loss of the existing facility. It is not clear that Policies HL5 and HL7 would allow this situation to
occur.

Sport England would also question whether the stance regarding private facilities in Paragraph 4.1.49 is compliant
with national policy. National Planning Policy and Sport England Policy does not distinguish between private and
public sports facilities there the same policy requirements apply whether a site is more private than public. As a result,
to comply with National Planning Policy, any planning application should not be permitted unless the existing private
sports facilities meets one of the three bullets in the NPPF, paragraph 97. Public sites are also important as they cater
for some demand which would otherwise be using more public facilities thereby assisting in alleviating the strain from
those facilities that have more wider community use.
Active Design
Sport England considers that the design of where communities live and work is key to keeping people active and
placemaking should create environments that make the active choice the easy choice. Sport England along with
Public Health England have launched guidance, Active Design, which intends to inform the urban design of places,
neighbourhoods, buildings, streets and active open spaces to promote sport and active lifestyles. The guide sets out
ten principles to consider when designing places that would contribute to creating well designed healthy communities
which has considerable synergy with many elements that appear throughout the City Plan, such as healthy buildings,
Active Streets, promotion of active travel, encouraging innovative sport and recreation facilities, public realm
improvements and others. Sport England support the stance throughout the City Plan that is led by the Vision and
recommend that these links between the City Plan and Active Design are developed further and are really drawn out
in City Plan by having clear references to Active Design, its principles and the Active Design Checklist within the City
Plan. Active Design principles and the checklist, for example, could be added to the design requirements in Policy S8
or Strategic Policy S1. More information on Active Design, including the guidance, can be found via the following link;
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/active-design/
Conclusion
Overall, Sport England has concerns whether the City Plan is sound due to what appears to be lack of an up-to-date
and robust evidence base for sport and the wording of Policies HL5 and HL7 in particular. It does, however, welcome
the clear desire to promote health and wellbeing throughout the document which is supported by Sport England as it
aligns with Sport England’s overriding Strategy.
If you have any questions or would like any further advice then please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours Faithfully
Mark Furnish
Planning Manager
T:
M:
F:
E:
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1st Floor, 21 Bloomsbury Street, London, WC1B 3HF
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We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but rest assured, we
will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always have. Our Privacy Statement is
published on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be contacted by emailing Gaile Walters

The information contained in this e‐mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act
2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual
to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this email and
any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If
you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy
Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy‐
statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s handling of personal data you can contact Gaile Walters,
Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing DPO@sportengland.org
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City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name:
Last name:
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name: Fr Luke
Last name: Miller
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Archdeacon of London
Organisation where relevant: Diocese of London

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation: Diocese of London
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
Policy

Strategic Policy S11

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

4.2 Sound

Yes

x

No
No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
x

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

We have raised the issue of the viewing corridors which the notes to the draft say are
adequately covered in S12 bullet point 6 and S13. The significance of the Dome of Saint Pauls
on the skyline of the city is manifold. It is more than simply maintaining an historic Vista. The
Dome of Saint Pauls says to most people that this is a resilient City, showing the resurrection
after the great fire of London and again the resilience during the blitz. Secondly it says that
our city is one which has at its heart not simply the making of money but philanthropy, and
service of neighbour. Thirdly the prominence of the Dome in the skyline says that our
material wealth serves our spiritual well being. Domes, as opposed to Spires with parts of
the humanist renaissance move towards placing the human being and our experience at the
heart of spirituality rather than the numinous and the other. Of course, there is also the
directly religious element, but for most people this is overshadowed by the other three
meanings of the Dome in the skyline.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

suggested a new part 6 to read, ‘To continue to promote and protect the
significant national value, architectural and historic significance, authenticity and integrity of
St. Paul’s Cathedral and the Monument through the preservation of each viewing corridor’.
We continue to

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?

Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Fr Luke Miller
Date: 10/05/2021

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name:
Last name:
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name: Fr Luke
Last name: Miller
Address Line 1:
Line 2
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Archdeacon of London
Organisation where relevant: Diocese of London

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation: Diocese of London
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
Policy

CV2 p.89

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

4.2 Sound

Yes

x

No
No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
x

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

This addresses an issue we have overall with the draft plan that almost everywhere in the document
the churches are lumped in with other ‘cultural assets’ such as pubs, museums, and Livery Halls (see
for instance para. 5.3.10 of the plan). In the consultation responses Tom Ashley (Cathedrals Fabric
Commission) highlights St. Paul’s as “a physical manifestation of the spiritual by way of contrast to
the more general preoccupation with the material” (p.364). The same could be said of all the City
churches. We are concerned in general about how ‘culture’ is regarded in the plan from a material
and not a spiritual point of view.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

We asked in the draft plan for a new bullet point on ‘promotes cultural
experience/understanding’, but this has not been done on the grounds that CV2 is mainly
about street furniture, and understanding is dealt with under Strategic Policy S11 Historic
Environment bullet point 3. We continue to believe that the importance of cultural
experience and understanding is such that it should be included here by inserting a reference
to "culturally significant assets or places" before "open spaces and the public realm…"

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.
After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.

7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Fr Luke Miller
Date: 10/05/2021

City of London Local Plan
Publication Stage
Representation Form

Ref:
(for official use
only

Name of the Local Plan to which this representation relates: City of London City Plan 2036

Please return to the City of London Corporation by 6pm on 10 May 2021
This form is in two parts:
Part A Personal Details
Part B Your representations(s). Please fill in a separate sheet for each representation
you wish to make.
Privacy Notice
To ensure an open and fair public examination, it is important that the appointed
Inspector and all other participants in the examination process know who has made
representations on the draft City Plan 2036. All comments received, including the names
of those making representations, will be made available in line with requirements in the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, including being
published on the City Corporation’s website and being made available to the appointed
Planning Inspector. In some cases, to administer and run virtual events by means of
video or telephone conference, the Planning Inspectorate may need to know the email
address and/or telephone number of those making representations. All other personal
information will remain confidential and will be managed in line with the City
Corporation’s Privacy Notice, which is available at: Built Environment Privacy Notice
The Planning Inspectorate has published a privacy statement for local plan examinations
which is available at: Planning Inspectorate Privacy Notice

Part A
1. Personal Details*
*If you appoint an agent, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation (if applicable)
but complete the full contact details of the agent.

First name:
Last name:
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
2. Agents details where relevant:
First name: Fr Luke
Last name: Miller
Address Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Post code:
Telephone number:
Email address where relevant:
Job Title where relevant: Archdeacon of London
Organisation where relevant: Diocese of London

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each representation
Name or organisation: Diocese of London
3. To which part of the Local Plan does this representation relate?
Paragraph
Policy

Strategic Policy S21

Policies Map (A or B)
4.Do you consider the Local Plan is:
4.1 Legally compliant

Yes

4.2 Sound

Yes

x

No
No

4.3 Complies with the duty to co-operate Yes

x
x

No

Please add a x as appropriate

5. Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant or is
unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate. Please be as precise as possible.
If you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Local Plan or its
compliance with the duty to co-operate, please to set out your comments here

We raised a point about views of St. Paul’s, this time as they relate to the cluster of tower
blocks behind the cathedral as seen from the west. Advancing the boundary of the City Cluster
towards Broadgate narrows the clear air space behind the backdrop of St Paul's Cathedral. We seek
reassurances in this policy that the Cluster will rise to a central peak approximating to the established
height but stepping down uniformly to a more respectful scale at its perimeter. This will help ensure
that the view of St Paul's does not become 'blinkered' over time diminishing its international status as
a City landmark. We note your reply that the City Plan should be read as a whole to understand if
development will be acceptable. Policy S13 Protected Views is relevant and interrelated and will
factor in any consideration of development sites at this location, but feel this should be made explicit
here.

6. Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or soundness matters
you have identified at 5 above. (Please note that non-compliance with the duty to cooperate is incapable of modification at examination). You will need to say why each
modification will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you
are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please be
as precise as possible.

Suggest re wording point 2 in Policy S21:

2. Delivering tall buildings on appropriate sites, including on Renewal Opportunity Sites. These
should make a positive contribution to the City’s skyline, preserving 200 heritage assets and settings,
taking account of the effect on the London skyline and on protected views; and especially those of
the Monument, world heritage site at St Pauls Cathedral.

Please note: In your representation you should provide succinctly all the evidence and
supporting information necessary to support your representation and your suggested
modification(s). You should not assume that you will have a further opportunity to make
submissions.

After this stage, further submissions may only be made if invited by the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for
examination.
7. If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it
necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s)?
Please add a x appropriate

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Yes, I wish to participate in hearing session(s)
Please note that while this will provide an initial indication of your wish to participate in
hearing session(s), you may be asked at a later point to confirm your request to
participate.
8. If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider
this to be necessary:

Please note: The Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in hearing session(s). You
may be asked to confirm your wish to participate when the Inspector has identified the
matters and issues for examination.
9. Signature:
Fr Luke Miller
Date: 10/05/2021

70 St Mary Axe
London
PD13036/ARS/NJ

EC3A 8BE
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7493 4002

email:

Development Plan Team
Department of Built Environment
PO Box 270
Guildhall
London E2P 2EJ
Sent via email to:
10 May 2021

localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam
CITY OF LONDON: CITY PLAN 2036 CONSULTATION (MARCH 2021)
PROPOSED SUBMISSION DRAFT CITY PLAN 2036 – REGULATION 19 OF THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(LOCAL PLANNING) (ENGLAND) REGS 2012
We write on behalf of our client, Ploberger Hotel Group, in response to the City of London’s (here after referred to as ‘COL’)
consultation on the proposed submission draft City Plan 2036. These representations contained below are a response on
behalf of Ploberger Hotel Group as a developer within COL.
These representations set out comments on the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan, dated March 2021. Specifically in
this letter we comment on the following matters in relation to the City Plan:


Strategic Objectives of the draft City Plan;



Loss of Office Accommodation;



Hotel accommodation;



Energy and Sustainability; and



Urban Greening.

National Planning Policy Context
In preparing these representations significant weight has been given to national planning policy set by the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) (February 2019).
Paragraph 9 of the 2019 NPPF requires sustainable development objectives to be delivered through the preparation and
implementation of plans. Paragraph 11 of the NPPF requires that during the plan-making process, plans should positively
seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area, and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change. Part
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b of paragraph 11 requires that strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively assessed needs for housing
and other uses.
Section 3 of the NPPF deals with plan-making specifically and identifies under Paragraph 15 that the planning system
should be genuinely plan-led. Paragraph 16 requires plans to achieve the following:
a)

be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development;

b)

be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable;

c)

be shaped by early, proportionate and effective, engagement between plan-makers and communities, local
organisations, businesses, infrastructure provides and operators and statutory consultees;

d)

contain policies that are clearly written and unambiguous, so it is evidence how a decision maker should react to

e)

development proposals;

f)

be accessible through the use of digital tools to assist public involvement and policy presentation; and

g)

serve a clear purpose, avoiding unnecessary duplication of policies that apply to a particular area.

With regard to Strategic Policies, Paragraph 20 of the NPPF states that Strategic Policies should set an overall strategy
for the pattern, scale and quality of development and make sufficient provision for housing, employment, retail, leisure and
other commercial development, infrastructure for transport, community facilities and the conservation and enhancement of
natural, built and historic environment.
Paragraph 23 goes on to identify Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and
at a sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of
sustainable development. This should include planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of
the area (except insofar as these needs can be demonstrated to be met more appropriately through other mechanisms,
such as brownfield registers or non-strategic policies).
Turning to producing new Local Plans specifically, Paragraph 31 states that the preparation and review of all policies
should be underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence. Local Plans should be informed throughout their preparation
by a sustainability appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirement (Paragraph 32).
The London Plan
Consideration has also been given in the preparation of these representations to the London Plan (2021). The Mayor has
now formally approved the London Plan (2021) following confirmation from the Secretary of State on the 29 January 2021
that the Mayor can publish.
The London Plan (2021) places emphasis on the need to build strong and inclusive communities (Policy GG1), making the
best use of land (Policy GG2), creating a healthy city (Policy GG3), delivering the homes Londoners need (Policy GG4)
and growing a good economy (Policy GG5).
Pre Submission City Plan 2036
The following sections respond to specific policies outlined within the COL Pre-submission City Plan 2036.
Strategic Objectives
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Paragraph 20 of the NPPF states that Strategic Policies should set an overall strategy for the pattern, scale and quality of
development and make sufficient provision for housing, employment, retail, leisure and other commercial development,
infrastructure for transport, community facilities and the conservation and enhancement of natural, built and historic
environment.
Paragraph 23 goes on to identify Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing land forward, at a sufficient
rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. This should include planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the area
(except insofar as these needs can be demonstrated to be met more appropriately through other mechanisms, such as
brownfield registers or nonstrategic policies).
The draft City Plan sets out the Spatial Strategy for the COL which states that:
“The City Corporation will facilitate a vibrant, thriving and inclusive City, supporting diverse and sustainable London
with globally successful UK. This will be achieved through:
1.

Ensuring that the City is sustainable and transitions to a zero carbon and zero emission City by 2040, delivering
further urban greening and improving air quality;

2.

Delivering sustainable growth following the Covid-19 pandemic, including a minimum of 2 million sqm net
additional office floorspace, and protecting existing office floorspace to maintain the City’s role as a world leading
financial and professional services centre and to sustain the City’s strategically important cluster of commercial
activities within the Central Activities Zone;

3.

Broadening the City’s appeal by ensuring new office developments deliver healthy working environments and
meet the needs of different types of businesses, supporting specialist clusters such as legal and creative
industries and promoting a range of complementary uses;

4.

Supporting the development of cultural facilities and uses and transforming the north west of the City into a vibrant
strategic cultural area of national and international status through the Culture Mile initiative;

5.

Delivering at least 2,482 additional homes within the City by 2035/36 to meet housing need and continuing to
deliver new housing on City Corporation estates and other appropriate sites outside of the City;

6.

Focusing new tall buildings in the existing cluster in the east of the City, adding to the City’s distinctive and iconic
skyline while preserving strategic and local views of St Paul’s Cathedral and the Tower of London World Heritage
Site;

7.

Encouraging retail and other town centre uses that provide active frontages throughout the City, while focusing
significant retail development in the four Principal Shopping Centres;

8.

Identifying seven Key Areas of Change where significant change is expected in the period to 2036 and providing
a policy framework to guide sustainable change in those areas;

9.

Balancing growth with the protection and enhancement of the City’s unique heritage assets and open spaces;

10. Ensuring that development and infrastructure provision are compatible with the radical transformation of the City’s
streets set out in the City’s Transport Strategy;
11. Promoting greater use of the River Thames, regenerating and enhancing the City’s riverside and reducing the
risk of flooding.
Ploberger Hotel Group support the COL’s vision and commitment to ensuring that the City is a sustainable London Borough
which seeks to achieve zero carbon and emission by 2040. The commitment to ensuring further urban greening and
improvement of air quality within the City is welcomed. The aspiration to deliver sustainable growth following the Covid-19
pandemic is supported however caution should be given to how this achieved in respect of the City’s office floorspace and
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how it can be ensured that the City’s floorspace stock can respond appropriately to the changing needs and demands of
residents, businesses and visitors of the City. The City’s need to protect office stock should be carefully balanced with the
need to deliver additional services within the City and focus should be placed on ensuring that economic activity is retained
rather than specifically unviable office floorspace. This should be through both the retention of appropriate office floorspace
but also the promotion of other economic generating uses such as supporting accommodation such as hotels. The
encouragement of retail and other town centre uses that provide active frontages throughout the City is supported and it is
welcomed that the City are committed to supporting the development of cultural facilities.
Loss of Office Accommodation
London Plan Policy E1 (Offices) states that the redevelopment, intensification and change of use of surplus office space
to other uses including housing is supported, subject to the proposals considering the need for a range of suitable
workspace including lower cost and affordable workspace and the scope to re-use surplus office floorspace for smaller
size office units. The London Plan clearly acknowledges that the change of use of surplus office floorspace is permitted
where it cannot be demonstrated that there is a viable alternative option for the building within an office use. This approach
enables the release of previously vacant or buildings with no prospect of a future use as an office being brought forward
in another use which would continue to generate economic activity for an area. The London Plan therefore recognises how
vacant office floorspace can be converted into other economic generated uses which would continue to support the local
economy.
Draft Local Plan Policy OF2 (Projection of Existing Office Floorspace) adopts a more onerous approach to assessing the
acceptability of the loss of office floorspace within the City than currently required under the adopted City Plan. The Policy
states that the loss of existing office floorspace will be resisted unless it can be demonstrated that:


there is no demand in the office market, supported by marketing evidence covering a period of no less than 12
months; and



refurbishment or re-provision of some or all of the office floorspace on the site would be unviable in the longer
term, demonstrated by a viability assessment; and or



the loss of office floorspace is limited to ground or below ground levels and proposed new uses would be
complementary to continued office use on upper floors; or



the loss of office floorspace is within or near identified residential areas and would result in the provision of
additional housing, particularly Build to Rent or Co-living accommodation.

Where the above criteria has been met, the Policy further states that the loss may be permitted provided that the proposed
development would not compromise the potential for office development on sites within the vicinity and would have
demonstrable wider benefits for other objectives of the Plan and that the potential for re-providing a reduced amount of
office floorspace within the development has been considered.
The introduction of a marketing period to demonstrate both vacancy and the lack of demand for office floorspace creates
a greater risk that current unviable vacant office accommodation in the City will continue to be vacant whilst the policy
requirements for marketing are achieved. Whilst it is supported that the marketing period requirement has reduced from
18 months to 12 months within the Publication City Plan, it is considered that the requirement for this exercise to be
undertaken could prohibit vacant unviable office floorspace from being brought back into an economic generating use. This
approach is considered contradictory to the Government’s recent introduction of Use Class E, which was brought in to
ensure flexibility within town centre floorspace.
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Whilst the COL’s overarching strategic aspiration to deliver high quality office accommodation within the City is supported,
this needs to be carefully balanced with encouraging other uses within the City which also deliver both economic and social
benefits and support the primary office function. The need for diversification within our cities and town centres has been
demonstrated both within the introduction of Use Class E by the Government but also during the Covid-19 Global
Pandemic. It is acknowledged there remains a demand for office floorspace within the City but this demand should be
carefully considered against if the existing office space is viable and occupational and that any loss of office
accommodation be carefully balanced with meeting other demands and strategic objectives of the City Plan including the
delivery of infrastructure to support tourism. To ensure that the City remains both a destination for businesses, visitors and
residents, the COL must take a flexible approach to enable the existing unviable office stock can actively respond to the
changing current and future demands and trends. Provision such as a marketing period of 12 months within this policy
hinders the COL’s ability to achieve this.
Delivery of Hotel Accommodation
Draft Policy CV3 (Hotels) deals specifically with the delivery of hotels and visitor accommodation within the City of London.
The Policy states that proposals for hotels and other visitor accommodation will be permitted where they do not result in
the loss of viable office accommodation for which there is a continuing need for (as set out in Policy OF2). The Policy
further states that proposals for hotels will be permitted where they do not result in adverse impacts on the amenity of
neighbouring occupiers, include a range of complementary facilities to the public and are inclusive with regards to meeting
London Plan accessibility standards.
The provision of the term ‘viable’ in determining the acceptability of a change of use from Office to Hotel is welcomed, as
it is key that the City remain flexible in its approach to both the changing nature of the City and life post Covid-19. This is
however, as set out above, hindered by the requirement for a 12 month marketing period. Whilst it is acknowledged that
the City’s predominant focus is the delivery of office accommodation, it is important that an appropriate balance is achieved
between ensuring that the City’s office accommodation stock remains robust and that there are opportunities for other
economic generating uses to be brought forward within the City. We welcome the City’s awareness that to support their
aspiration to deliver 2 million sqm of new office floorspace, there needs to be the infrastructure in place to support these
new workers and visitors to the City. In addition, notwithstanding the Covid-19 Pandemic, London’s visitor economy both
for business and leisure remains strong and the promotion of cultural projects such as the delivery of the Cultural Mile only
sets to enhance this. In order for the COL to accommodate these visitors and in turn acquire the benefits that arise from
the tourist market, it is imperative that the City’s hotel stock is both of high quality and diverse. Given therefore that the
predominant use in the City is offices there needs to be a consideration that to support the growth of the tourist industry,
unviable office floorspace may need to be converted to accommodate this.
Furthermore, the requirement within draft Policy CV3 (Hotels) for the delivery of accessible accommodation is further
supported and aligns with the Policy requirements set out within the London Plan. London Plan Policy E10 (Visitor
Infrastructure) outlines that London’s visitor economy and associated employment should be strengthened through
enhancing and extending its attractions and therefore supporting infrastructure. This includes ensuring sufficient choice for
people who require an accessible bedroom. The requirement under draft CV3 (Hotels) therefore accords with the
requirements set out in the London Plan.
Draft Policy CV3 (Hotels) also requires hotel developments to include a range of complementary facilities accessible to the
public. Whilst it is acknowledged that hotel accommodation can provide ancillary facilities, which can be used by the public,
this is not the case for all hotels. The COL should promote the diversification of hotel offering within the City and this
includes not only a range in the size of hotels but also the facilities and services which they offer. As such, we would
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encourage that the COL applies this requirement flexibly on a case by case basis, in light of it being robustly demonstrated
that a development can or cannot provide both high quality and accessible accommodation alongside facilities accessible
to the public.
Finally, the removal of ‘coach parking’ from draft Policy CV3 (Hotels) in the draft pre-submission version of the City Plan is
welcomed. The COL’s commitment to ensuring that the City is zero carbon and zero emission City by 2040 should be
adopted within all sectors and the removal of the requirement for coach parking strengths the promotion of the use of more
sustainable transport methods for visitors to the City.
Roof Terraces, Viewing Galleries and Publically Accessible Spaces
Draft Policy DE5 (Terraces and Viewing Galleries) within the Publication City Plan part 3 states: ‘the provision of free to
entre, publically accessible areas will be required as part of all tall building or major developments, which may include roof
gardens and terraces or public viewing galleries at upper levels, as appropriate’. It is agreed that roof gardens and terraces
provide the opportunity for additional amenity area in the City, however the policy should reflect that this is not achievable
on all major development sites and should only be considered where appropriate, viable and deliverable.
This is recognised further in the revision to the wording of Part 3 of draft Strategic Policy S8 (Design), which removes the
requirement for developments to deliver publically accessible spaces at upper levels of buildings and replaces this with the
requirement to deliver such spaces within the development. Whilst it is acknowledged, as set out above, the important role
these spaces have in providing both public and provide amenity it is not always appropriate to deliver publically accessible
spaces be it at roof level or within the building itself. We would therefore encourage the COL to include the provision of
‘where appropriate, deliverable and viable’ to ensure that high quality useable publically accessible spaces are delivered
within buildings and developments which can sustain and include such uses. This will not be the case for all developments
within the City and therefore provision should be made to ensure that this requirement is only applied where it can be
appropriately demonstrated that these spaces will provide a truly public benefit and can be appropriately managed.
Energy and Sustainability
The delivery of sustainable developments lies within the heart of the NPPF. The recent adoption of the London Plan (2021)
promotes the requirement further for the delivery of net zero carbon developments within the City. Under London Plan
Policy SI2 (Munising greenhouse gas emissions) all major developments should be net zero-carbon. Where net-zero
carbon cannot be achieved on-site any shortfall should be provided through a financial contribution or off-site provision.
The City’s spatial strategy for delivering a City which is sustainable and will be zero carbon by 2040 is therefore in
accordance with the London Plan and the thrust of policy requirements at National level. As developments come forward
within the City it is vital that sustainability is at the forefront of development and the opportunity to maximise sustainable
measures should be promoted. Whilst we welcome the COL’s aspiration to ensure the delivery of highly sustainable
buildings within the City, we note that draft Policy DE1 (Sustainability Standards) does require proposals for major
development to achieve a minimum of BREEAM rating of ‘excellent’ and should aim for ‘outstanding’. This is required also
to be demonstrated at the time of application. The COL’s blanket approach to establishing a BREEAM target for major
developments does not consider whether the development is a retention and refurbishment or comprehensive
redevelopment. The COL should work closely with developers when applying such requirement to ensure that the
aspiration to achieve a BREEAM score of ‘excellent’ does not infringe on the number of other planning benefits that would
perhaps come forward within the development and ensure that the development is deliverable. This is particularly the case
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REF: R00021/MR/BH
By email only: localplan@cityoflondon.gov.uk
City Plan 2036
Development Plans Team
Department of the Built Environment
City of London Corporation
Guildhall
London
EC2P 2EJ

10th May 2021

Dear Sir/Madam,
CITY OF LONDON PROPOSED SUBMISSON DRAFT CITY PLAN 2036 REGULATION 19
CONSULTATION
REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF UNITE GROUP PLC
I write on behalf of our client, Unite Group Plc (Unite), to submit representations to the consultation on
the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan 2036 Regulation 19 Consultation. Unite are one of the UK’s
leading manager and developer of purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA), providing homes for
around 74,000 students in more than 177 purpose-built properties across 27 of the UK’s strongest
university towns and cities.
The City of London has prepared and published the Proposed Submission Draft City Plan for
consultation under Regulation 19 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations as amended. The consultation is scheduled to close on 10th May 2021. This representation
follows Unite’s representation to the Regulation 18 Stage dated February 2019.
Draft Policy OF2: Protection of Existing Office Floorspace
Draft policy OF2 has been subject to a number of changes since Regulation 18 Stage. These comments
focus on the addition of bullet point 4 of point 1 (part 1d) of the policy which states that the loss of existing
office floorspace will be resisted unless it can be demonstrated that:
“The loss of office floorspace is within or near identified residential areas and would result in the provision
of additional housing, particularly Build to Rent or Co-living accommodation.”
This is also acknowledged in paragraph 4.3.39 of the supporting text to policy HS1: Location of new
housing. Paragraph 5.1.28 of the supporting text to policy OF2 elaborates, stating that Build to Rent and
Co-living accommodation are considered complementary uses to the business city and that, in such
cases, there would be no requirement to provide marketing and viability evidence under Part 1 of the
policy.
Unite strongly support the principle of this policy addition. However, Unite argue that purpose-built
student accommodation (PBSA) should be included alongside Build to Rent and Co-living
accommodation as a particularly appropriate form of residential accommodation in these areas. This
argument is made on the following basis:
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-

PBSA is recognised as a form of accommodation that will contribute towards meeting housing needs
in paragraph 4.3.5 of Section 4.3: Housing of the Draft City Plan, in accordance with the London
Plan which states at paragraph 4.17.1 that “new flats, houses or bedrooms in PBSA all contribute to
meeting London’s housing need”. Given this fact, it is considered that PBSA should be recognised
as particularly appropriate in the same way as Co-living, which is also a sui generis use that
contributes towards housing supply, is recognised within the policy; and

-

PBSA can contribute to the business city in a similar fashion to Build to Rent and Co-living
accommodation, including via the delivery of mixed-use schemes (including elements of office
space) and the increase in footfall and thus contribution to the local economy. This is detailed further
in the following section.

Recommendation: Amend part 1d of policy OF2 to read “the loss of office floorspace is within or near
identified residential areas and would result in the provision of additional housing, particularly Build to
Rent, Co-living accommodation or Purpose-Built Student Accommodation.” Paragraph 4.3.39 of the
supporting text to policy HS1: Location of new housing should similarly be updated.
Draft Policy HS6 Student Housing and Hostels
Draft policy HS6 part 1 states that proposals for new student accommodation and hostels will only be
supported where they do not:
-

Prejudice the primary business function of the City, or result in the loss of suitably located and viable
office floorspace, contrary to Policy OF2;

-

Have an adverse impact on the residential amenity of the area; and

-

Involve the loss of permanent residential accommodation.

Part 2 of the draft policy states that proposals for Purpose-Built Student Accommodation (PBSA) must
be supported by identified further or higher educational institutions operating in the City of London or the
Central Activities Zone.
Part 3 of the draft policy states that 35% of student housing on a site should be secured as affordable
student accommodation as defined through the London Plan and associated guidance.
In the first instance Unite wish to support the removal of previous bullet point 2 of point 1 which referred
to over-concentration of PBSA. Unite’s representations to the remaining elements of the policy are
provided in the following paragraphs.
Prejudice the primary business function of the City, or result in the loss of office buildings or
sites, contrary to Policy O2 (part 1a)
Part 1a of the draft policy fails to recognise that PBSA can in fact enhance the primary business function
of the city. In the first instance, it is notable that PBSA often forms part of mixed-use developments which
incorporate elements of traditional office space alongside emerging flexible co-working and shared office
spaces. Indeed, PBSA and office space have long been considered compatible uses.
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Furthermore, given that the majority of London’s HEIs are concentrated within the central area, it is a
logical and sustainable location for further student developments as this is where demand is greatest
and future developments can benefit from the infrastructure, services and facilities which are already in
place and those which are tailored specifically to serve students. Students want easy access to the
institutions where they are studying, and student accommodation providers are simply following this
demand. In similarity to the approach to HEIs, the concentration of student accommodation should be
embraced as there are economic benefits/economies of scale which derive from their agglomeration in
their existing central locations.
HEIs and PBSA in Central London is recognised as making a vital contribution to the local economy.
Therefore, the requirement for associated facilities should not be understated and their future growth be
comprised by an inadequate provision of new student accommodation.
In any case, as per the points made earlier in this representation it is considered that PBSA should be
included as a particularly appropriate use within policy OF2.
Recommendation: We propose that the wording of part 1a of Policy H6 is amended to recognise that
PBSA can in fact support the business function of the city. The policy as drafted will limit the
geographical distribution of student accommodation across the City of London and consequently
suppress future supply of PBSA in central business locations.
Have an adverse impact on the residential amenity of the area (part 1b)
As noted earlier in this letter, Unite support the removal of reference to an over-concentration of PBSA.
However, Unite argue that part 1b also requires amendment. Whilst we acknowledge that there is a
general concern over the effect of PBSA on residential amenity, there is no evidence or justification
provided that PBSA actually creates harm to residential communities. Unite argue that the provision of
PBSA in fact contributes to the creation of mixed and balanced communities rather than harms existing
communities.
Indeed, it is important to note that PBSA developments are managed buildings with staff on-site rather
than uncontrolled HMO houses/flats, and thus considerations of amenity for these two distinct
accommodation types should be treated separately. PBSA developments are subject to Student
Management Plans which outline processes for the protection of surrounding residential amenity. Unite
are a highly experienced provider who are committed to their communities and provide a Student
Management Plan with every student development across the UK.
It should be noted that a similar clause was included in the Proposed Submission Version of the Draft
New Lambeth Local Plan (Part iv, policy H7). However, following Unite’s representations and
participation at the Examination in Public, modifications were proposed to this clause in December 2020
to remove reference to harm on residential amenity and replace this with a requirement for a satisfactory
Student Management Plan to be submitted with applications for PBSA (Ref. MM16). It is argued that a
similar approach should be taken here.
Recommendation: Part 1b of the policy should be removed as there is no evidence to demonstrate that
managed PBSA, which is entirely different from uncontrolled HMO’s, has a harmful effect on residential
amenity. In any case the provision of a Student Management Plan can overcome these concerns.
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Involve the loss of permanent residential accommodation (part 1c)
Part 1c of the policy states that PBSA will not be supported where it involves the loss of permanent
residential accommodation. It is argued that this should be removed and it should be made clear that
this does not apply to sites allocated for conventional housing.
The contribution of PBSA towards housing supply is now an established principle recognised by both
national planning policy guidance and the adopted London Plan. Indeed, it is acknowledged that
paragraph 4.3.5 of Section 4.3: Housing of the Draft City Plan recognises this fact. On this basis, it can
be argued that the delivery of PBSA should be viewed to count towards the delivery of conventional
housing rather than result in its permanent loss. It certainly should not be viewed to prejudice the
development of residential accommodation on sites allocated for such development where PBSA is
proposed to come forward.
In addition to this national and strategic policy position, there have been a series of appeal decisions
where Inspectors have granted consent for student developments where issues have been raised by the
local planning authority in terms of a perceived conflict with the development plan due to the view that
the site should deliver conventional housing. These decisions are appended to Unite’s representations
to the Regulation 18 consultation dated February 2019 and include:
a)
b)
c)

315-349 Mill Road, Cambridge (APP/Q0505/W/15/3035861);
Land at Fish Strand Hill, Falmouth, Cornwall (APP/D0840/W/17/3177902); and
Land at Ocean Bowl, Falmouth, Cornwall (APP/D0840/W/17/3182360).

In addition, it is notable that the recently adopted Westminster City Plan (April 2021) previously included
the following statement:
“The development of new student accommodation should not result in the loss of other types of housing.”
However, following Unite’s representations and participation in the Examination in Public this statement
and its associated supporting text was removed in its entirety, replaced with an acknowledgement that
student housing contributes towards overall housing delivery in line with the above arguments.
Recommendation: This policy requirement should be removed as it is accepted in national and regional
policy, as well as within the Draft City Plan itself, that PBSA contributes towards housing supply. PBSA
therefore does not compromise the delivery of conventional housing. The supporting text to this
requirement should similarly be removed.
Proposals for Purpose-Built Student Accommodation (PBSA) must be supported by identified
further or higher educational institutions operating in the City of London or the Central Activities
Zone
This requirement is onerous and should be deleted as it is in clear conflict with the London Plan and it is
obvious that students travel and live across various boroughs.
There is no supporting justification as to why PBSA is required for Universities within the City and within
the CAZ only, other than to reduce the need to travel between student accommodation and educational
institution. This is contradictory to the London Plan which, whilst requiring a nominations agreement,
explicitly states at paragraph 4.15.3 that “there is no requirement for the higher education provider linked
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by the agreement to the PBSA to be located within the borough where the development is proposed”.
Given the location of the borough and its high accessibility it is not considered that reducing the need to
travel is a robust justification for departing from the strategic planning policy position.
Indeed, similar representations were made to the draft Westminster City Plan which sought to support
PBSA only where it was being provided for students studying within a “main hub in Westminster”.
Following Unite’s representations and participation at the Examination in Public, this statement was
removed in its entirety and instead the adopted Westminster City Plan now supports the delivery of
PBSA providing accommodation for students studying across London.
Recommendation: The requirement for PBSA to be supported by HEI’s operating in the City of London
or in the CAZ only is unjustified and conflicts with strategic planning policy. It should therefore be
removed.
Potential for short-term accommodation
Paragraph 4.15.13 of the supporting text to London Plan policy H15 states the following:
“To enable providers of PBSA to maximise the delivery of affordable student accommodation by
increasing the profitability of the development, boroughs should consider allowing the temporary use of
accommodation during vacation periods for ancillary uses.”
Given the City of London’s aspirations for social, cultural and business events it is considered that this
principle should be included within the supporting text to draft City Plan policy HS6.
Recommendation: Draft policy HS6 should include reference to London Plan policy H15 with regards
to paragraph 4.15.13 noting that it will be considered appropriate for PBSA to be used for ancillary uses
outside of term time.
Draft Policy AT3: Cycle Parking Standards
Draft Policy AT3 states “developments must provide on-site cycle parking for occupiers and visitors,
complying with London Plan standards”. The London Plan standards require 0.75 spaces per bed for
PBSA developments.
Unite’s experience has shown that cycle parking provision provided at policy complaint levels is severely
underused. Enclosed within Appendix A (Representations to Draft New London Plan - WSP) is
supporting evidence which refers to a survey (February 2018) undertaken by Unite to understand the
present uptake of cycle utilisation across their student accommodation sites. The study demonstrates
that the maximum average demand for cycle parking storage is 5% of bed places, which has been found
across the 26 of Unite' sites which equates to a demand of one cycle space per 20 students.
This over-provision of unnecessary cycle space can lead to loss of valuable floorspace in which more
bedrooms can be provided, thus reducing the efficiency of the use of the land. By way of an example,
Unite were required to provide a minimum of 423 cycle spaces for a student scheme in the London
Borough of Islington which translates to a floor area of approximately 465 sqm or 385 sqm based on the
typical requirements of 1.1sq.m for a Sheffield stand or 0.91sq.m for a dual-stacking system respectively.
Based on an average student cluster bedroom size of approximately 11sq.m, this would result in the
unnecessary loss of approximately 35-42 bedroom units.
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Additionally, it has been demonstrated that an increase in the provision of cycle parking for student
accommodation would not directly result in an increase in cycling patterns amongst students. Firstly,
student housing schemes are generally in close proximity to places of study, allowing the majority of
journeys to be undertaken on foot. Furthermore, they are in areas with high levels of public transport
accessibility providing an alternative means of transport. Additionally, the influence and take up of Cycle
hire schemes provide an affordable means of transport, precluding the requirement for private cycle
ownership and storage which eliminates the need for students to invest in safety, security and
maintenance associated with private ownership.
Student housing and co-living accommodation is developed at higher densities than conventional
housing. As a consequence, and in order to provide the required levels of cycle parking, large areas of
floorspace (typically at ground floor level) are lost. These areas could otherwise be used more efficiently
and effectively for living space or town centre uses, providing numerous benefits to a scheme including
increasing their viability.
In addition, it should be noted that Unite are particularly supportive of cycle hire schemes and pool bikes
where this reduces the overall cycle parking requirement. For example, a recent main modification
(MM107) proposed to policy T3(e) of the Draft Lambeth Local Plan now reads:
“In purpose-built student accommodation schemes, part of the required cycle parking provision could be
provided as pool bikes. For other types of development, pool bike provision is encouraged in addition to
the cycle parking requirement.”
It is considered that similar principles would be appropriate within the City of London and inclusion within
planning policy is encouraged.
Recommendation: Given the above, it is considered that a 25% provision of cycle parking for student
housing should be required. Where appropriate it is argued that cycle hire schemes and pool bikes
should be recognised as appropriate alternative forms of cycle infrastructure.
Draft Policy S3 Housing part 4 Wheelchair User Dwellings
Draft policy part 4 requires 10% of new dwellings to meet Building Regulation requirement M4(3)
‘wheelchair user dwellings’ and 90% of new dwellings to meet Building Regulation requirement M4(2)
‘accessible and adaptable dwellings. It should be made clear that this applies to conventional housing
and not PBSA. It should be noted that during the London Plan examination in public it was confirmed
that this London Plan policy requirement does not relate to PBSA and only relates to conventional
housing, given the fact that PBSA development does not constitute dwellings.
Recommendation: An explanation is added to the supporting text to the policy that PBSA is not subject
to the Wheelchair User Dwelling requirements.
I look forward to confirmation of receipt of these representations and look forward to discussing matters
with you further in the future. I reserve the right to appear at the examination in public. If you should have
any questions in the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact Bethan Hawkins on 07849 848236 or
(bethan.hawkins@rokplanning.co.uk) or myself at this office.
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APPENDIX A
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